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IDENTITY OF APPELLANT 

The Defendant/ Appellant Rebel Creek Tackle Inc. Replies to 

Respondent's Answer. 

The Reply is limited by Rule 13.4(d) to new issues raised by 

Respondent but not raised by Appellant in the Petition for Review. A 

party may file a reply brief to the opposing party's answer to a petition for 

review only if the answer has raised new issues not addressed in the 

original petition. RAP 13.4(d). Chevron USA., Inc. v. Puget Sound 

Growth Management Hearings Bd., 124 P.3d 640, 156 Wn.2d 131 (Wash. 

2005), n. 6 

DECISIONS 

Division III of the Court of Appeals issued its opinion on July 7, 

2015, No. 32119-3-III. The Appellant filed its Petition for Review on 

August 6, 2015. The Respondent filed its Answer to the Petition for 

Review on September 8, 2015. The Appellant filed its Reply on October 

5, 2015 as allowed by the grant of a Motion for Extension. 

ISSUES NOT RAISED IN THE PETITION FOR REVIEW 

l.First Issue - Respondent's Answer at p 3-4 raises the issue that the 

plastic injection molding company, PIM, participated in Rebel Creek 

Tackle Inc.'s (hereafter RCTI) material breach of the Contract. This issue 

was not raised by Appellant. 
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2.Second Issue - Respondent's Answer at 4 raises the issue that RCTI did 

not timely file any appeal of the arbitrator's decision. This issue was not 

raised by Appellant. 

3.Third Issue - Respondent's Answer at 5 raises the issue that RCTI did 

not appeal the Spokane County Court Order of June 7, 2013. This issue 

was not raised by Appellant. 

4.Fourth Issue - Respondent's Answer at 4-5 raises the issue that SBPI 

fully understood, on June 7, 2014, that the ownership of the molds 

remained with RCTI, and that this court order merely dictated possession 

of the molds which enabled SBPI to chose a different manufacturer. This 

issue was not raised by Appellant. 

5.Fifth Issue- Respondent's Answer at 6 raises the issue that Seth Burrill 

Production Inc. (hereafter SBPI) has never received any monetary 

satisfaction of the judgment or award of attorney fees. This issue was not 

raised by Appellant. 

6.Sixth Issue - Respondent's Answer at 7 raises the issue that RCTI has 

appealed from a Finding of Contempt. This issue was not raised by 
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Appellant. 

ARGUMENT 

!.Regarding Issue 1. The Respondent, at RA 3-4, asserts that PIM, the 

plastic injection molding company, participated in RCTI's material breach 

of the Contract. SBPI's Response to RCTI's Brief on Appeal to the Court 

of Appeals, at 17-18, alluded to the same issue stating: 

"The arbitrator was aware that RCT and PIM had colluded to breach 
SBPI' s exclusive license ... and thus understood that the molds needed to 
be transferred to SBPI to ensure that this activity would not occur again. 
RP 242. This extrinsic evidence provides substantial support for the 
collusion that the words are unambiguous, as the Trial Court correctly 
found." 

SBPI cited Report of Proceedings 242 (hereafter RP). The 

reference to 'collusion" is found only in SBPI's Demand For Arbitration 

Clerk's Papers 188 (hereafter CP) at paragraphs 15- 22, CP190-193 and in 

SBPI's briefing in this matter. There was no ruling by the Arbitrator (CP 

76-80) and no reference to collusion by the Trial Court and Judge Clark in 

argument or in the Order ofNovember 15, 2013 appealed from herein. 

The Supreme Court will find that RP 242 is an excerpt from a 

SBPI memorandum commencing at RP 240 but will also find that there is 

no record on appeal to support Respondent's issue of "collusion" between 

RCTI and PIM. This is not proper briefing before this court. See RAP 

13.4(d) "A party may file an answer to a petition for review. If the party 
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wants to seek review of any issue which was not raised in the petition for 

review that party must raise that new issue in an answer." Roberts v. 

Dudley, 993 P.2d 901, 140 Wn.2d 58, 86 (Wash. 2000). The Supreme 

Court should decline to consider this issue. 

However, there is significance in Respondents ratsmg of this 

unsupported allegation. Respondent's contention that there was collusion 

constitutes an issue of the character of those elements to be considered 

"under all the circumstances" when conducting a proper contract 

construction and ambiguity analysis. Berg v. Hudesman, 115 Wash.2d 

657, 663, P.2d 222 (1990); Scott Galvanizing, Inc. v. Nw. EnviroServices. 

Inc., 120 Wn .2d 573, 580, 844 P.2d 428 (1993). 

2. Regarding issue 2.- RCTI did not appeal the Arbitrator's Decision. The 

issue is not briefed and Respondent does not refer the Court to any support 

in the Record on Appeal for this contention. This is not proper briefing 

before this court. See RAP 13.4(d). Roberts v. Dudley, 993 P.2d 901, 140 

Wn.2d 58, 86 (Wash. 2000). The Supreme Court should decline to 

consider this issue. 

3 .Regarding issue 3. - RCTI did not appeal the Spokane County Court 

Order of On May 17, 20 13. The issue is not briefed and Respondent does 
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not refer the Court to any support in the Record on Appeal for this 

contention. This is not proper briefing before this court. See RAP 13 .4( d). 

Roberts v. Dudley, 993 P.2d 901, 140 Wn.2d 58, 86 (Wash. 2000). The 

Supreme Court should decline to consider this issue. 

4. Regarding issue 4 - Fourth Issue - Respondent's Answer at 4-5 raises 

the issue that SBPI fully understood, on June 7, 2014, that the ownership 

of the molds remained with RCTI, and that this court order merely 

dictated possession of the molds which enabled SBPI to chose a different 

manufacturer. This issue was not raised by Appellant. The Respondent 

does not refer the Court to any support in the Record on Appeal for this 

contention. 

This is not proper briefing before this court. See RAP 13.4(d) "A 

party may file an answer to a petition for review. Roberts v. Dudley, 993 

P.2d 901, 140 Wn.2d 58, 86 (Wash. 2000). The Supreme Court should 

decline to consider this issue. 

However, SBPI' s raising of the issue, described as "possession", is 

relevant to the elements to be considered "under all the circumstances" 

when conducting a proper contract construction and ambiguity analysis. 

Berg v. Hudesman, 115 Wash.2d 657, 663, 80) P.2d 222 (1990); Scott 

Galvanizing, Inc. v. Nw. EnviroServices. Inc., 120 Wn .2d 573, 580, 844 
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P.2d 428 (1993); State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co. v. Avery, 57 P.3d 300, 

114 Wn.App. 299,311 (Wash.App. Div. 3 2002). 

5.Fifth Issue - Respondent's Answer at 6 raises the issue that Seth Burrill 

Production Inc. (hereafter SBPI) has never received any monetary 

satisfaction of the judgment or award of attorney fees. The issue is not 

briefed and Respondent does not refer the Court to any support in the 

Record on Appeal for this contention. This is not proper briefing before 

this court. See RAP 13.4(d). Roberts v. Dudley, 993 P.2d 901, 140 Wn.2d 

58, 86 (Wash. 2000). The Supreme Court should decline to consider this 

ISSUe. 

6.Sixth Issue - - Respondent's Answer at p7 asserts the issue that RCTI 

has appealed from a Finding of Contempt. This issue was not raised by 

Appellant. 

ambiguity. 

Appellant's issues regarded contract construction and 

ARGUMENT RE: CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION AND 

AMBIGUITY 

Appellant's Petition for Review recited Issues pertaining to 

contract construction and resolution of ambiguity. The Petition for 

Review was focused on the failure and refusal of the Trial Court to 
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consider the "Use" allowed to the Respondent when "Use" was modified 

by the phrase added to the License Agreement by the Arbitration Decision 

and adopted by the Trial Court where wherein a "transfer" was 

implemented. The issues raised by Appellant relate to the impact on "use" 

by this addition to the Agreement. The Appellant's issues before the Trial 

Court and the Court of Appeals primarily pertained to ambiguity and 

contract construction. The principal issue regarded the nature of "Use" as 

changed from the "Use" prior to the Arbitration Decision to the "Use" 

permitted following the Arbitration Decision and the "transfer" thereafter 

permitted. 

When a Court orders someone to perform an act there must be 

clarity as to the definition of the act. The Court must consider ambiguity. 

If ambiguous then the actions taken do not comprise contempt. 

Division III, considered ambiguity in In re Marriage of Davisson, 

126 P.3d 76, 131 Wn.App. 220, 226 (Wash.App. Div. 3 2006), stated that 

the process was strict construction of the order, concluded that the Order 

of Contempt was ambiguous and that the father's actions did no constitute 

contempt. The Court stated: 

"In determining whether the facts support a finding of contempt, 
the court must strictly construe the order alleged to have been violated, 
and the facts must constitute a plain violation of the order. Johnston v. 
Beneficial Management Corp. of Am., 96 Wash.2d 708, 713-14, 638 P.2d 
1201 (1982). (Emphasis added) 
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Because the express directive reqmrmg the mother's consent 
Before the father could take Erin to church was removed from the 
amended order of September 6, 1994, Judge Donohue could 
reasonably conclude the order was ambiguous and the father's actions 
did not constitute contempt ... " In reMarriage of Humphreys, 903 P.2d 
1012, 79 Wn.App. 596, 599 (Wash.App. Div. 3 1995) (Emphasis added) 

See State, Dept. of Ecology v. Tiger Oil Corp., 271 P.3d 331, 166 

Wn.App. 720 (Wash.App. Div. 2 2012) where the order of contempt was 

held ambiguous. 

Also See Graves v. Duerden, 754 P.2d 1027, 51 Wn.App. 642, 

647-8 (Wash.App. Div. 3 1988) stating in part: 

Washington courts have consistently applied a "strict 
construction" rule for interpretation of judicial decrees, violation of 
which provides the basis for contempt proceedings: 

In contempt proceedings, an order will not be expanded by 
implication beyond the meaning of its terms when read in light of the 
issues and the purposes for which the suit was brought. The facts found 
must constitute a plain violation of the order. State v. International 
Typographical Union, 57 Wn.2d 151, 158, 356 P.2d 6 (1960); 17 C.J.S. 
Contempt§ 12 (1963). (Emphasis added) 

Johnston v. Beneficial Management Corp., 96 Wash.2d 708, 712-13, 
638 P.2d 1201 (1982). 

The purpose for this rule is to protect persons from contempt 
proceedings based on violation of judicial decrees 51 Wn.App. 648 that 
are unclear or ambiguous, or that fail to explain precisely what must 
be done. See International Longshoremen's Ass 'n v. Philadelphia Marine 
Trade Ass'n, 389 U.S. 64, 88 S.Ct. 201, 19 L.Ed.2d 236 (1967) 
("unintelligible" decree "defie[d] comprehension"); State v. International 
Typographical Union, 57 Wash.2d 151, 356 P.2d 6 (1960) (act 
complained of not specifically prohibited by decree). (Emphasis added). 

Also See the effect of ambiguity where the "collateral bar' rule is 

to be considered in contempt proceedings arising from its violation, since 
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a contempt judgment will normally stand even if the order violated was 

erroneous or was later ruled invalid. The court recognized State v. Coe, 

101 Wn.2d 364,369-70, 679 P.2d 353 (1984) stating: 

However, we have long recognized at least one exception: a 
contempt conviction will fall if the underlying order was not within 'the 
scope of the jurisdiction of the issuing court, " but Sam has not argued, 
and cannot show, that this exception applies. Coe, 101 Wn.2d at 370 
(citations omitted) (quoting Mead School Dist. No. 354 v. Mead Educ. 
Ass'n, 85 Wn.2d 278, 280, 534 P.2d 561 (1975)). Sam had a right to 
challenge this portion of the decree as ambiguous in the prior appeal, 
but chose not to exercise that right. (Emphasis added) 

ABUSE OF DISCRETION 

In this matter Counsel Floyd E. Ivey, motioned for Continuance of 

Plaintiff's Motion for Contempt, filed Briefing on October 31 and 

appeared in the Superior Court case on November 1, 2013 and argued for 

Continuance of the Motion for Contempt which was docketed for 

November L 2013. Counsel lvey's Brief, CP 145-155, addressed at 

length contract construction and ambiguity 1ssues. The focus of the 

Appellant's case to the Trial Court, commencing with Briefing and 

Argument on November 1, 2013 and again on November 15, 2013 

addressed contract construction and ambiguity and was made to the Trial 

Court and thereafter to the Court of Appeals and now to the Supreme 

Court. 

The Trial Court reviewed all of Appellant's briefing, CP 145-155, 
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CP 158-238, filed on October 31 and November 13, 2013.. The Trial 

Court refused to consider the facts and law and rendered a conclusion 

without a finding of fact. Appellant's Brief at CP 158-238 is found in the 

Appendix titled "Memorandum and Argument Opposing Plaintiffs 

Motion for Contempt and Defendant's Motion to Define "Transfer and/or 

Delivery of Molds to Plaintiff." The Trial Court did not consider "all of 

the circumstances" of surrounding the "Use" allowed to the Respondent in 

light of the change of obligations and authority by the addition of "transfer 

and or delivery" to the License Agreement. 

On November 15, 2013 the Court introduced the hearing starting at 

RP 16/line 2 in the RP and stating at the outset: 

"I spent a lot of time looking over the file and the documents 
that have been submitted." RP 16/line 3-5. At RP 16/lines 18-22 the 
court stated that "Third, I do find that a large portion of the 
Defendant's materials and argument are irrelevant to the issue at 
hand and I will not be considering those materials or arguments that 
are not relevant to the issue before us." 

The Trial Court continued at RP 17/line 7-22 stating that the sole 

argument before the court was whether an order had been willfully and 

intentionally violated. The Court commented on the word transfer and 

described its statements at RP 17 /line 7-22 as its findings. 

For consideration of the Trial Court's refusal to consider 

Appellant's briefing and argument, the Court's Order is noted, CP 270, 
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stating under BASIS "Plaintiffs Motion to Shorten Granted - Motion to 

Strike Denied- Defentant's Motion Re: Ambiguity Denied." and further, 

under ORDER "IT IS ORDERED that: Motion Shorten Granted; Motion 

Strike Denied; Defendant's Motion Re: Ambiguity Denied." That is, the 

phrase "Defendant's Motion Re: Ambiguity Denied" is struck through or 

struck out. The Court's Order regarding ambiguity is found in the 

Appendix CP 270. 

The Court's comments at the November 15, 2013 hearing are set 

out in their entirety in the Appendix commencing at RP 16/line 2. 

Counsel Ivey's Argument is found in the Appendix RP 22/lin2 21 to RP 

23. An excerpt of the Trial Court's comments follow commencing at 

RP22/line 2, Judge Clark speaking: 

2 Counsel, let me kind of focus some things 
3 here this morning. I spent a lot of time 
4 looking over the file and the documents that 
5 have been submitted. (Emphasis added)I'm going to 
make a 
6 number of findings based upon those pleadings 
7 and try and tell you where I need to be with 
8 regards to the argument this morning. 
9 So findings I would make are as follows: 
10 First, I am going to grant the Plaintiff's 
11 motion to shorten time to hear the Plaintiff's 
12 motion to strike the Defendant's memorandum and 
13 other pleadings. So motion to shorten time is 
14 granted. 
15 Second, I'm going to deny the Plaintiff's 
16 motion to strike the memorandum and other 
17 pleadings. 
18 Third, I do find that a large portion of 
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19 the Defendant's materials and argument are 
20 irrelevant to the issue at hand and I will not 
21 be considering those materials or arguments 
22 that are not relevant to the issue before us. 
23 The issue before us is that there is a 
24 valid judgment. The question is whether the 
25 order has been violated, (Emphasis added) 

The Court knew that issues raised and briefing from RCTI focused 

on contract construction and ambiguity and not on contempt, RP 24/line 

18-25. The Trial Court was appraised of the issue of ambiguity, the 

approach taken by the Supreme Court and Division III to ambiguity from 

Berg, Enviro and State Farm, supra, and the court heard argument but 

made no response to contract construction or ambiguity and only 

addressed contempt. 

The Trial Courts act was an abuse of discretion. 

In Moeller v. Farmers Ins. Co. of Washington, 267 P.3d 998, 173 
Wn.2d 264, 280-81 (Wash. 2011) the Court said: "The trial court heard 
four days of oral argument on this issue and considered extensive briefing. 
See CP at 1573. Nothing in the record supports the proposition that the 
trial court's decision is unreasonable or untenable. We hold that the trial 
court did not abuse its discretion ... " 

Here the Court had extensive briefing and argument, described the 

Appellant's briefing as irrelevant and advised that the Court would not be 

considering those materials or arguments. 

The Court did not state what it was that was about the briefing that 

was irrelevant. Was the Court's action unreasonable? 
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The Court in Wilson v. Horsley, 974 P.2d 316, 137 Wn.2d 500, 505 
(Wash. 1999) said: The trial court's decision "will not be disturbed on 
review except on a clear showing of abuse of discretion, that is, discretion 
manifestly unreasonable, or exercised on untenable grounds, or for 
untenable reasons." 

Division III said in State v. Barry, 339 P.3d 200 (Wash.App. Div. 3 
2014)As such, we review a trial court's decision on relevance and 
prejudicial effect for manifest abuse of discretion. Id. " Abuse of 
discretion is 'discretion manifestly unreasonable, or exercised on untenable 
grounds, or for untenable reasons."' Id. (internal quotation marks omitted). 
(quoting State v. Tharp, 27 Wn.App. 198, 206, 616 P.2d 693 (1980)). Any 
error in a trial court's decision " 'requires reversal only if, within 
reasonable probabilities, it materially affected the outcome of the trial."' 

The Trial Court, in the present matter, ignored extensive briefing 

and argument. The outcome, should ambiguity have been found, would 

have materially affected the rights of the Appellant in the property 

comprising plastic injection molds. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

The Standard of Review for questions of law, including the 

interpretation of contract provisions, was addressed in the Brief to the 

Court of Appeals at 11. The Standard of Review is de novo. Sunnyside 

Valley Irrigation Dist. v. Dickie, 149 Wn.2d 873, 880, 73 P.3d 369 (2003). 

We apply fundamental contract construction rules when interpreting a 

contract and to the extent we interpret contract provisions; we apply the de 

novo standard of review. Cambridge Townhomes, LLC v. Pac. Star 

Roofing, Inc., 166 Wn.2d 475, 487, 209 P.3d 863 (2009); Kim v. Moffett, 
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CONCLUSION 

The briefing and argument presented by Appellate to the Trial 

Court comprised an extensive presentation of t~1ct and law regarding the 

circumstances where contract construction and ambiguity required the 

Trial Court's focus. The Trial Court's reviewed briefing of 10/31/13 and 

1 I I 15113 and gave attention to argument on November I and 15, 2013 

regarding contract construction and ambiguity. That knowledge of 

briefing and argument was preceded with the Court's advice, on 

November 15, 2013, that Defendant's briefing and argument would be 

fully ignored, that no issue raised by Defendant would be addressed by the 

Court and was thereafter followed with absolute denial of consideration to 

the contract construction and ambiguity issues. The Trial Court 

demonstrated a "clear showing of abuse of discretion". The refusal to 

consider these issues was made without comment. There was no 

clarifying statement. The Trial Court's dismissal of Appellant's issues 

was manifestly unreasonable. The Trial Court's refusal was accomplished 

with no statement of grounds and was exercised on untenable grounds and 

for untenable reasons." 

The Court of Appeals paralleled the Trial Court in it consideration 

ofthe Trial Court's actions. 

The Court of Appeals should be reversed. The Supreme Court 
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should consider this case de novo. 

Appellant should be awarded attorney fees. 

Respectfully submitted this 61
h day of October, 2015. 

Floyd E. lvey, WSBA 6888, Attorney for Appellant 
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FILED 
OCT 2 9 2013 

SUPERIOR COURT, STATE OF WASHINGTON, COUNTY OF SPOKANE 

SETH BURRILL PRODUCfiONS, INC., a ) 
W as~in~!l ~roo~tion, ) 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

REBEL CREEK TACKLE, INC., a 
Washington corporation, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Defendant ) 

CASE NO. 13-2-01982-0 

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 

TO: CLERK OF THE COURT and to PLAINTIFFS and their counsel, Jeffrey R. Smith. 

Please take notice that Defendant, REBEL CREEK TACKLE, INC., without waiving 

objections as to service or lack of jurisdiction, hereby appears in the above-entitled action by and 
19 

2 0 through the undersigned attorneys, and request that all further papers and pleadings, except 

21 original process, be served upon the undersigned attorneys at the address below stated. 

22 

23 

24 

25 DATED this 25thdayof0ctober, 2013. 

26 

27 

28 

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
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Case-No.-13·2·01982-0 

I hereby declare, under penalty of perjury under the laws 
of the State of Washington, that on October 25, 2013 I made 
service of the foregoing pleading or notice on the party/ies 
listed below in the manner indicated: 

Jeffrey R. Smith 
LEE & HAYES, PLLC 

X US Mail 
Facsimile 

601 W. Riverside Ave., Suite 1400 
Spokane, WA 99201 

___ Hand Delivery 
___ Overnight Courier 

X Email 509 324 9256 
fax: 509 323 8979 

Spokane County Superior Court 
1116 W. Broadway Ave. 
Spokane WA 99260 DATED: October 25, 2013 

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 

Floyd E. Ivey, WSBA #6888 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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FILED 
OCT 312013 

THOMAS A. FAU.aUIST 
SPOICANECOUNTV a.eRK 

SUPERIOR COURT, STATE OF WASHINGTON, COUNTY OF SPOKANE 

SETH BURRILL PRODUCTIONS, INC., a ) CASE NO. 13-2-01982-0 
9 Washington corporation, ) 

10 

11 

12 vs. 

Plaintiff, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

MEMORANDUM, DECLARATION AND 
ARGUMENT IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 

13 REBEL CREEK TACKLE, INC., a 
14 Washington corporation, 

) 
) 
) 

A CONTINUANCE OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR CONTEMPT AND IN 
PARTIAL RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR CONTEMPT 

Defendant ) 
15 

16 

17 
MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE AND IN PARTIAL 

18 

19 
RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR CONTEMPT 

20 

21 A.DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR CONTINUATION: Plaintiff has moved to find 

2 2 
Rebel Creek Tackle, Inc (hereafter RCTI) in Contempt. Counsel Floyd E. Ivey was advised by 

23 
RCTI founders, Allen and Dorothy Osborn, of the motion on Thursday, October 24,2013. Ivey 

24 

2 5 requested a continuance by email and telephone conference by contact with Plaintiff counsel 

2 6 Jeffrey Smith. Mr. Smith preferred to proceed with the Motion one week later on November 1, 

27 2013. On Friday, October 25, 2013 Ivey contacted Judge Clark's staff by email requesting the 

28 

1 
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availability to hear a Motion for Continuance. On Monday, October 26, 2013, Ivey was advised 

that the Motion for Continuance was scheduled contemporaneously with the Motion for 

Contempt. 

Plaintiff seeks delivery into Plaintiff's possession Defendant's property 

comprising plastic injection molds. Plaintiff indicates that the Defendant's property, the plastic 

injection molds, will be removed to a location and company unknown to Defendant and with 

whom Defendant has no contact or means of communication. The Plaintiff's request raises 

issues of the construction of the particnlar paragraph 5 of the License Agreement between 

Plaintiff and Defendant. Paragraph 5 states in part that Plaintiff is to have " ... full and 

unrestricted use of the injection molds ... ?" The molds presently reside and have resided, since 

2009, at the premises of Plastic Injection Molding (hereafter PIM), Richland Washington. No 

one, to Ivey's knowledge, has obstructed Plaintiff from the unrestricted use of the molds at PIM. 

lvey is aware that PIM has been instructed to not remove the molds from PIM and that Plaintiff's 

request for removal from PIM has been refused. 

Defendant's understanding of" ... full and unrestricted use ... " is that the 

molds can be used to produce a product at PIM only for Plaintiff and not for Defendant. 

Defendant is unaware of any Order or Judgment holding that the Plaintiff has power to remove 

the property from PIM. Defendant submits that this lack requires an examination of contract 

construction necessarily involving evidence extrinsic to the License Agreement to determine if 

" ... full and unrestricted use ... " empowers the Plaintiff to remove the molds from the company 

where the molds have always resided and with which Defendant has a long standing relationship. 

Removal of Defendant's property to an unknown company and location 

2 
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raises issues ofbailment and warehousemen's liens. Without certainty of the location of the 

property and without means of testing to see how and when it is used and maintained leaves the 

Defendant with no certain relief should Plaintiff breach the agreement, become incapacitated or 

suffer death while being without sufficient records to identifY the location of the property. 

Defendant is without protection should Plaintiff fail to pay for any lien available to the new and 

unknown company. RCW 62A.7-209 may apply authorizing a lien. A default by Plaintiff 

relative to the new plastic injection molding company, which is housing the thousands of pounds 

of steel comprising the plastic injection molds, without awareness by the Defendant may result · 

destruction or sale of the Defendant's property. 

Additionally, Defendant's intentions and credibility have been revealed by 

the Memoranda and Declarations presented by Counsel Chris Lynch on behalf of Plaintiff and 

the testimony of the Plaintiff during arbitration. 

Plaintiff and Defendant have the capacity to engage in discussions which 

can resolve the issues indicated. Such cannot occur by Friday, November l, 2013. However, 

such could occur by the end of November or by early December. 

Defendant requests the Court to Continue the Plaintiff's Motion for 

Contempt to December 20, 2013. 

B.STA TUS OF THE CASE: Mr. Allen Osborn invented a fishing device 

which is memoralized in United States Patent No. 7,654,031 and titled "Trolling apparatus and 

method of use." Subsequently Mr. Osborn invented an improvement to the fishing device 

disclosed by Patent No. 7,654,031 and filed a United States Patent Application No. 201002238 

3 
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1 tided Trolling Apparatus and Method of Use With Elevator and Diverter Structure. Mr. Osborn 

2 
formed RCTI, a Washington Corporation. 

3 

4 

5 C. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DEFENDANT AND PLAINTIFF: 

6 In 2009 Mr. Osborn met Mr. Seth Burrill of Seth Burrill Productions Inc., hereafter SBPI, who 

7 represented to be an expert in sport fishing. Mr. Osborn showed Mr. Burrill one of the devices 
8 

described in Patent No. 7,654,031. Mr. Osborn did not show one of the devices described in the 
9 

10 
above mentioned Patent Application. Over the next weeks discussions occurred between Mr. 

11 Osborn and Mr. Burrill regarding SBPI being a licensee for the sale of the two fishing products. 

12 A License Agreement was executed in June 2010 where SBPI would be the exclusive licensee to 

13 
sell the devices invented by Mr. Osborn. 

14 

15 

16 D.DISAPPOINTING PERFORMANCE: Sales performance by SBPI was 

17 disappointing and an arbitration occurred to detennine the rights remaining to SBPI. SBPI 

18 prevailed. A provision of the License Agreement stated that: 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

5. LICENSOR bas paid for the manufacture of the initial prototype units and the 
injection molds in China. Upon receipt of the injection molds from China, LICENSEE shall 
have the right to the full, unrestricted use of the uuection molds during the term of this 
AGREEMENT. 

The Arbitration Decision stated, relative to this paragraph 5. that SBPI shall have full, 

2 4 unrestricted use of the injection molds during the term of the Ucense Agreement, and Rebel 

2 5 Creek Tackle, Inc. shall cooperate in the transfer and/or delivery of said molds as requested by 

26 Seth Burrill productions, Inc. 

27 

28 
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E.PLANTIFF'S EFFORTS AND INTENTIONS: Plaintiff Counsel for 

SBPI at page 2/paragraph 5 of his Declaration in support of this Motion for Contempt, states that 

his firm has negotiated with Mr. Ken Williams, the owner ofPIM which is the sole plastic 

injection molding company which has made the Osborn Fishing Devices. Paragraph 5 of 

attorney Smith's Declaration states in part: 

.. My office eventually reached an agreement with PIM by which SBPI would obtain div 

devices in exchange for an agreed upon sum. SBPI also requested transfer of the molds 

to SBPI." 

F.REPRESENTATION OF RCTI: Attorney Floyd E. Ivey, counsel 

appearing in this matter for RCTI, has, with the exception of the period of early September, 2013 

until October 24, 2013, represented RCTI since 2007 regarding Patent Prosecution and in the 

Arbitration of SBPI v. RCTI. Ivey has spoken with Mr. Osborn hundreds of times over these 

years, about patent issues, factual issues regarding SBPI's disappointing sales performance and 

legal issues regarding any potential relief from SBPI being the exclusive licensee but with such 

poor performance. lvey has spoken with Mr. Ken Williams ofPMI many times regarding many 

different projects but primarily with regard of Mr. Osborn's Fishing Inventions. 

It was always understood, by RCTI and Mr. and Mrs. Osborn, that PIM 

and Ken Williams would be the sole plastic injection molding company which would 

manufacture the fishing inventions. Mr. Williams assisted in the design of the one thousand 

pound molds from which the plastic Fishing Device would be manufactured. Mr. Williams 

suggested injection molding techniques which would be used to simplify the manufacture of the 

5 IVEY Law Offices, P.S. Corp 
7233 W. Deschutes Ave., 

MOTION CONTINUANCE Ste C, Box 13 
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molds and ease the injection molding process. Mr. Williams devised the metal adjustments to 

the molds when initial test production revealed failures. Mr. Williams bas from the first instance 

been instrumental in facilitating the manufacture of the molds and then of the Fishing Devices. 

Mr. Williams bas tested combinations of plastics to determine those most suitable for the 

production of the Fishing Devices. Mr. Williams and Mr. Osborn have worlced-closely since 

approximately 2007 or 2008. Mr. Osborn bas trust in and a relationship with Mr. Williams. 

PIM and Mr. Williams' relationship to the molds, Mr. Osborn and the 

Fishing Device is contrasted with the above statement from Counsel Smith's Declaration: 

that PIM would obtain devices from PIM and, at the same time request transfer of the 
molds from PIM. 

The .. transfer of the molds from PIM" demonstrates SBPI's intention to 

terminate production by PIM and to effect the removal of the molds to an unknown location. 

Mr. Burrill, during the arbitration, indicated his displeasure with the fact 

that Mr. Williams communicated production activities to Mr. Osborn. Mr. Burrill was 

vigorously opposed to Mr. Osborn having any awareness of product production of the Osborn 

Fishing Device for SBPI. Without awareness of production RCTI would be without critical data 

required for the testing of the accuracy of the quarterly reporting by Mr. Burrill. 

Mr. Burrill had during quarters preceding 2012, identified sales made to 

each commercial customer with each domestic and international commercial customer identified 

by Name, i.e., The White Elephant, Griggs Department Stores, Ranch and Home, DerFischer 

Peter. Mr. Burrill by his Declarations or testimony during the Arbitraion stated that such 

specific identification of commercial customers was hence forth not going to happen. Mr. Burril 

stated that his general counsel, Mr. Joseph G. Carroll, had advised Mr. Burrill that the 

6 
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identification of each customer was not required. Without awareness of specific commercial 

customers RCTI would be without critical data required for the testing of the accuracy of the 

quarterly reporting by Mr. Burrill. 

Correspondence from Attorney Mr. Chris Lynch of Lee & Hayes, 

preceding the Arbitration stated that Mr. Burrill was either the sole inventor or had contributed 

the invention of the Fishing Device found in the above referenced Patent Application. Mr. 

Lynch asserted such Inventorship attributes in Mr. Burrill in the Arbitration Demand. In the first 

contemporaneous arbitration discovery exchange Mr. Burrill by Declaration stated that he was 

the sole inventor of Mr. Osborn's Fishing Device and that he had instructed Mr. Osborn in 

making the structures which comprise the "invention" that distinguished the Fishing Device 

disclosed in the Patent Application from the Fishing Device already patented. 

Mr. Burrill's contention was contrasted with Mr. Osborn's 

contemporaneous production in Arbitration Discovery. In Mr. Osborn's production, Mr. Osborn 

revealed more than 60 versions of the Fishing Devices, commencing with devices made in 2005 

and including the one which was eventually the Fishing Device found in the granted United 

States Patent. This same contemporaneous production revealed several prototypes made by Mr. 

Osborn which revealed the inventive structure supporting the subsequently filed Patent 

Application. These early prototypes, revealing the new Structure for the New Patent 

Application, were made and tested by Mr. Osborn prior to Mr. Osborn and Mr. Burrill meeting · 

2009. That is, the structure of the fishing device revealed in the New Patent Application was 

invented, made and tested by Mr. Osborn before be ever met Mr. Burrill. 

Thereafter, following the contemporaneous discovery exchange and the 
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1 revelation of Mr. Osborn's invention of the New Structure, Mr. Burrill's claim to be the inventor 

2 
was subjected to a Motion for Summary Judgment. Responding to the Motion for Summary 

3 

4 
Judgment, Mr. Burrill gave a Declaration revising his claim to be the sole inventor. Mr. Burrill 

5 retreated and claimed that he had not invented the whole structure of the Fishing Device claimed 

6 in the New Patent Application but only a variation of the new Fishing Device. However, Mr. 

7 Osborn had already tested the new Fishing Device with this suggested variation prior to meeting 

8 
Mr. Bunill. 

9 

10 
A Declaration by Mr. Chris Lynch, either in response to the Motion for 

11 Summary Judgment or at a subsequent time in the Albitration, stated that he, Mr. Chris Lynch, 

12 had suggested to Mr. Burrill that he, Mr. Burrill, may be an inventor or co-inventor. There was 

13 
no response by Mr. Lynch to the 60 versions of the initial patented Fishing Device or of the new 

14 
structure comprising the substance of the New Patent Application. There was no retraction of 

15 

16 the claim that Mr. Burrill was an inventor and not suggestion of subsequent investigation of the 

1'7 possibility that Mr. Burrill had an Inventorship status. 

18 

19 
G.Mr. James Craven, in the capacity of Arbitrator in the matter ofSBPI v. 

20 

21 
RCTI relating to the licensing, found that Mr. Burrill had contributed nothing to the invention. 

22 Arbitrator Craven's finding is an implicit finding that Mr. Burrill's claim was without credibility. 

23 

24 
The request of Mr. Burrill's present motion for Contempt must be viewed 

25 in light of the meaning of the phrase" ... full, unrestricted use ... ". The extent of control created 

2 6 by this phrase is neither defined in the License Agreement nor by Court Order. That "meaning" 

27 

28 

must be determined by extrinsic evidence. Vacova Co. v. Farrell, 814 P .2d 255,62 Wn.App. 

MOTION CONTINUANCE 
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386,399 (Wash.App. Div. 1 1991) holding in part "Furthermore, even if the patent ambiguities 

of the contract had not been reconciled by means of the rules of contract construction, the result 

would have been an ambiguous contract and "[i]t is axiomatic that extrinsic evidence ... is 

admissible to clarify such matters. •. 

The request of Mr. Burrill's present motion for Contempt must be viewed 

in light of Mr. Burrill's intentions. Mr. Burrill's intentions are demonstrated by Mr. Burrill's 

Declarations or Testimony. The intention that the molds be conveyed to an unknown plastic 

injection molding company, of whom Mr. Osborn has no knowledge, is the intention and has the 

result of denying sales data to Mr. Osborn. 

The intention that the molds be conveyed to an unknown plastic injection 

molding company, of whom Mr. Osborn has no knowledge, is the intention and has the result of 

denying knowledge of the location and condition of the property ofRCTI. 

The intention to no longer reveal the Name of the Domestic and 

International Commercial Customers and the number of sales made to those Commercial 

Customer is the intention and has result to deny sales data to Mr. Osborn. 

Mr. Burrill, in past quarterly sales reports, failed to reveal sales made to 

commercial customers where such sales were known to Mr. Osborn. 

Mr. Burrill's failed claim to be the inventor demonstrates that Mr. Burrill 

is without credibility. Mr. Burrill's intention to remove the molds to an unknown company and 

to not reveal sales to customers strongly infers the intention of Mr. Burrill and SBPI to maintain 

two sets of books. One set for quarterly reporting to Mr. Osborn and a second set showing the 

actual sales and income. 
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H.CONCLUSION: Having such late notice of the Motion for Contempt 

precluded the extraction of every paragraph from the multitude of Memoranda and Declarations 

filed in the Arbitration. Attorney Floyd E. Ivey asserts and declares that such evidence exists in 

those Memoranda and Declarations. 

The lack of definition in " ... full, unrestricted use ... " relative to removal o 

the property, the intention to restrict and deny sales data to Mr. Osborn, the intention to deny the 

identification and number of sales to commercial customers, and the doubt cast on Mr. Burrill's 

credibility by Arbitrator Craven's finding support the continuation of Plaintiff's Motion. 

It is expected that some time for Defendant and Plaintiff to engage on 

these points may eliminate the need to again seek the action of the Court. Some time to engage 

is certainly likely to expose evidence which will assist the Court. 

Defendant asks that the Plaintiff's Motion be Continued. In the altemativ 

Defendant asks that the Plaintiff's Motion for Contempt be denied. 

Respectfully submitted this 29th day of October, 2013. 

MOTION CONTINUANCE 
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AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 

REBEL CREEK. TACKLE. INC. 
Notice of Appearance 
Case No. 13-2-01982-0 

I hereby declare, under penalty of perjury under the laws 
of the State of Washington, that on October 29, 2013 I made 
service of the foregoing pleading or notice on the party/ies 
listed below in the manner indicated: 

Jeffrey R. Smith 
LEE & HAYES, PLLC 

US Mail 
Facsimile 

601 W. Riverside Ave., Suite 1400 
Spokane, WA 99201 

__ Hand Delivery 
__ Overnight Courier 

X Email 509 324 9256 
fax: 509 323 8979 

Spokane County Superior Court 
1116 W. Broadway Ave. 
Spokane WA 99260 

MOTION CONTINUANCE 

x US MAIL 
x EMAIL(PILKINTON) 

DATED: October 29, 2013 

Floyd E. Ivey, WSBA #6888 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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FILED .~ 
NOV 13 2013 

THOMAS A. FALLQUIST 
SPOKANE COUNTY CLERK 

SUPERIOR COURT, STATE OF WASHINGTON, COUNTY OF SPOKANE 

8 
SETH BURRILL PRODUCTIONS, INC., a ) 

9 Washington corporation, ) 
CASE NO. 13-2-01982-0 

10 Plain tift 
11 

vs. 
12 

) 
) 
) 
) 

MEMORANDUM AND 
ARGUMENT OPPOSING 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 

REBEL CREEK TACKLE, INC., a 
13 Washington corporation, 

) 
) 
) 

MOTION FOR CONTEMPT AND 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DEFINE 
"TRANSFER AND/OR DELIVERY" OF 
MOLDS TO PLAINTIFF 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

Defendant ) 

MEMORANDUM AND ARGUMENT OPPOSING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 

CONTEMPT AND SUPPORTING MOTION TO DEFINE "TRANSFER AND/OR 

DEUVERr'OFMOLDSTOP~ 

ADEFENOANT'S MOTION FOR CONTINUATION: Defendant's Motion for 

23 Continuation ofPJ.aintiff's Motion for Remedial Sanctions of Contempt was heard and granted 

24 on November 1, 2013 with continuance granted to November 15,2013. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

B. THE PHRASE ''TRANSFER AND/OR DELIVERY" IN THE JUDGMENT IS 

AMBIGIOUS. WHERE AMBIGUITY THEN PAROUEXTRINSIC EVIDENCE: Plaintiff 

1 

MOTION OPPOSING/DEFINE TRANSFER 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

moved for remedial sanctions to find Rebel Creek Tackle, Inc. (hereafter Osborn) in Contempt 

alleging failure to facilitate "transfer and/or delivery" of plastic injection molds to Seth Burrill 

Productions Inc. (hereafter Burrill). 

1. THE WORD "TRANSFER" DOES NOT MAKE A "SALE" FROM 

6 OSBORN TO BURRILL: The word "transfer'' is consistently synonymous with the words 

7 

8 

9 

10 

l1 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

"sale" and "convey" in Washington State law. However, in this case Burrill's right is only 

related to ''USE" of the Molds and not to sale. With "sale" and "transfer" synonymous in this 

state, the use of "transfer" h~ is ambiguous. The law is as follows: 

a. "The issue posed is whether the interpretation of the statutory language 
"sells or otherwise conveys, directly or indirectly" includes a 1ransfer to a secured 
creditor of inventory in which the creditor holds a security interest" . Martin v. 
Meier, 111 Wash.2d 471,479, 760 P.2d 925 (1988) 

b. The word "sale" is considered in Palmer v. Department of Revenue, 
917 P.2d 1120, 82 Wn.App. 367, 372-75 (Wash.App. Div. 2 1996) as 
follows: 

1). At 82 Wn.App.373- "Sale is defined in RCW 
82.04.040, in part, as follows: "Sale" means any transfer of 
the ownership of, title to. or possession of property for a 
valuable consideration and includes any activity classified 
as a "sale at retail" or "retail sale" under RCW 
82.40.050., ... 

This definition incorporates the plain and ordinaly 
meaning of "sell," which is a.....,_ or exchange of property, 
goods, or services to another for money or its equivalent See 
Webster's New World DictioDIIY (3d ed.l989) .... 

In Black's Law Dictionary 333 (6th ed.l990) the word 
"convey" is defined as: To tnmsfer to another. To pass or transmit 
the title to property 

2). AT82 Wn.App. 374-" ... Totransferpropertyortbe 
title to property by deed, bill of sale, or instrument under 

2 
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seal. Used popularly in sense of "assign", "sale", or 
''transfer." 

3.) At 82 Wn.App. 375- " ... provides that "[s]uch a 
transfer of collateral is not a sale or disposition of the 
collateral." 

c. " ... the contracting party sufficiently indicates an intention to make 
some particular property, real or personal. or fund, therein desCribed or identified, 
a security for a debt or other obligation, or whereby the party promises to convey 
or assign or iili'e the property as security, creates an equitable lien upon lhe 
property so indicated, which is enforceable against the property in the hands not 
only of the original contractor, but ofhis heirs, administrators, executors, 
voluntmy assignees, and purebasers or incumbrancers with notice.' This statement 
of the law is in harmony with [55 P. 37] universal authority, but we do not see 
that it can be made applicable to appellant's interest in this case, for the statement 
assumes the very question which is in dispute here, viz. whether or not the party 
promised to convey or assign or transfer this property as security. It is the 
intention of the parties to the contract which is to be determined from the 
phraseology of the instrument." Hossackv. Graham, 55 P. 36,20 Wash. 184, 188 
(Wash. 1898) 

d. Under the second alternative, the State must prove that Sant trafficked 
in sto~~· RCW 9~.82.050(1). To~~" in stolen property means to 
"sell, ~ distribute, dispense, or otberwtse dispose of stolen property to 
anolher person, or to buy, receive, possess. or obtain control of stolen property, 
with intent to sell, transfer, distribute, dispense, or otherwise dispose of the 
property to another person." RCW9A.82.010(19). State v. Sant, 37668-7-ll(Div. 
II2009) 

e. Other jurisdictions agree gift transfers or transfers without 
substantial consideration inuring to the benefit of the principal violate lhe scope o 
authority conferred by a general power of attorney to sell, exchange, transfer, or 
~property for the benefit of the principal. E.g., Shields v. Shields, 200 
Cal.Aoo.2d 99, 19 Cal.Rptr. 129 (1962); Aiello v. Clark, 680 P .2d 1162 (Alaska 
1984); Fierst v. Commonwealth Land Title Ins. Co., 499 Pa. 68, 451 A.2d 674 
(1982); Gaughan v. Nickoloff. 28 Misc.2d 555,214 N.Y.S.2d487 (1961); King v. 
Banlcerd, 303 Md. 98,492 A.2d 608 (1985). Bryantv. Bryant, 882 P.2d 169, 125 
Wn.2d 113, 118-19 (Wash. 1994) 

f. The writ commanded the bank not to pay any debts_ to the Knapps and 
"not to deliver, sell, or transfer, or recognize any sale or tt_...., of, any personal 
property or effects of the Defendant in your possession or control.. .. " Fireman's 

3 
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25 
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27 
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Fund Ins. Co. v. Northwest Paving and Canst. Co., Inc., 891 P.2d 747, 77 
Wn.App. 474,478 (Wasb.App. Div. 3 1995) 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

2. EXTRINSIC EVIDENCE OF THE MEANING OF "TRANSFER.,-

CONSIDER AU THE CIRCUMSTANCES: Case law addresses the admission 

of extrinsic evidence as follows: 

a. 1be questiclQ in this case involves intetptetaliou of the indemnity clause 
contained in the Hazardous Waste Agrcemeo.L lodcmnity lllfCCIIICOt5 are intcrprdcd like any otbcr contracts, JOMs 
v. Strom CoiiStr. Co., 84 Wash.2d 518, 520, S~1 P.2d 1 1 15 (1974), and the~ f1l the~ of 
COidn1ds II tile illteatofthe parties. Be,-, v.Hwlelfltll1l, 115 Wash.2d 657,663,101 P.2d 222 (1990); BoiiMVille 
Powe Admin. v. Washington Public Power Sllpply Sptot~, 956 F .2d 1497, 1SOS (9th Cir.1992) (applying 
Washillgton Jaw). 'l'llenlore, the ....._of tile pardes mlllt be dte llblrtiDa polld fer the iDta'pretadoa of the 
lademaity aar--. Sec Scruggs v. Jef/ersoll Colmly. 18 Wash.Aw. 240,243,567 P.2d 257 (1971) (indemllity 
provision OODStrued to effectuate intent of the parties); M&Dowelll'. Alulill Co., 105 Wash.2d 48, 53, 710 P .2d 192 
(1985) (indemnity agm:meuts enforced aec:ordiDg co intent ofpardes). Ia WWhp, tile tat.t el tile parties te 
a pariiealllr apelllllld 8UlJ be dlleevered not oaly from the actuallanJUIIIC of the ~ment. but also rna 
"~tile eGIItnd as a whole, the subJect ..uer aad objec:tlft of the contract, liD the dn:~ 
lllft'OIIDdlac dte llllllda& of tile C8lltnd. the ..........,., ac:D ud CGDdaet of the puties to the cootnlet, aad the 
re8IIOIIableDel ol nspectlve illterpretadoas. Scott G:dvanizing, Inc. v. Nw. &viroServices,lnc ., 120 Wn.2d 573, 
580, 844 P.2d 428 (1993) (Emphasis added) 

b. Geac:ral principles of contract Jaw govern settlement~~~. Lavigne v. 
Green, 106 Wn.APJ2. 12, 20,23 P.3d 515 (2001).1n COIIItnliog a cootnct, this court first loob to the langu18C of 
agreement. Hodley, 60 Wn.App. at 438. The parol evidence rule bars the admissioo of extrinsic evidence "to add to, 
subtract from, vary, or contradict written instruments which are contractual in nature, and wWdt an nlld. 
CIOIIIplete,uaablpous, and notaffectcd by accident, fraud, or mistake." Bond v. Wiegordt, 36 Wn.2d 41,47 .m 
~ (19SO). (Emphasis added) 

c. If the writina was not intended to be complete, evidence of additiooaJ tenns 
is admissible. Ulllv. Prop., Inc., v. Moss, 63 Wn.2d 619,621,388 P .2d 543 (1964). 
"'People have the right to make their apeeme.nts partly oral aod partly in writing, or 
entirely oral or entirely in writing; and it is the court's duty co ascertain from all mevant, 
extrinsic evidence, either oral or writtco, whether the eatire asreemcnt bas been 
iocorporated in tbe writing or not.'" Id. (quoting Sorber v. Rocltntu, 52 Wn.2d 691,698, 
328 P.2d 711 (1958)). 

d. The toucbsloDe of conb'aCt interpietation is the parties' inteut. Scott 
Galwlni:jng.Inc. v. Nw. Enviro.Service&, Inc., 120 Wn.2d 573,580, 844 P.2d :428 (1993). 
"Detennioation of the iDiem of the COil1riiCting parties is co be accomplished by viewing 
the contniCt as a wide, the subject JIIIIUCr and objective of the contract, all the 
circumstances SUll'OUDdiDg tbc making of the contract, the subsequent 8Ctl and conduct 
the parties to the contnct, and the n:asoubteneas of respective interprctatioos advocated 
by the parties." StellliB v. Twin Cily Foods, Inc., 82 Wn.2d 250,254,510 P.2d 221 
(1973). 
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1 C. ALL TilE CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE CONTRACT: Osborn invented and 

2 
patented a fishing device and filed an additional Patent Application for an improvement of the 

3 
fishing device. On May 6, 2010 Osborn and Burrill entered into a License Agreement whereby 

4 

5 Burrill would sell the original and improved Device. The Plastic Injection Molds (hereafter 

6 Molds) by which the Device is made is addressed in the License Agreement1 as follows: 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

5. LICENSOR has paid for tbe manufacture of the initial piOtotype units md the 
iJVection molds in China. Upon receipt of tbe injtction molds tiom ~ LICENSEE sball 
have the rigbt to the full, umestticted use of tbe injection molds during the term of this 
AGREEMENT. 

The Molds are assets of Osborn. Title to the Molds is in Osborn. 

a. DISPUTE: A dispute occwred between Osborn and Burrill and was 

13 arbitrated with an Arbitration Decision2 entered May 2, 2013. The Arbitrator's decision 
14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

regarding the Molds was as follows: 

The Claimant (Burrill) is entitled to full, unrestricted use of the injection 
molds throughout the duration of the Contract; 

The Arbitration Decision was reduced to a Spokane County Superior 

Court Judgment on June 7, 2013 in accordance with Counsel's Proposed Judgment, stating the 

following: 

3. Seth Burrill Productions, Inc. shall have full, unrestricted use of the 
injection molds during the term of the License Agreement, and Rebel 
Creek Tackle, Inc. sball cooperate in the tnmsfer and/or delivery of said 
molds as requested by Seth Burrill Productions, Inc. 

The words/phrase "Rebel Creek Tackle, Inc. shall cooperate in the transfi 

2 7 1 The License Agreement is found at Exhibit 1. 
2 The Arbitrator's decision is found at Exhibit A to the Judgment contained in Attorney 

28 
Smith's Declaration supporting the Motion for Remedial Sanctions. 

5 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

and/or delivery of s8id molds" is found only in in tbe Judgment as entered. The words 

are not found in the License Agreement or in the Arbitration Decision. This phrase was 

added by Counsel and included in the Judgment but without definition. 

Thus the following considemtion of ''all the circumstances surrounding th 

phrase including "transfer .. will include all circumstances from the negotiations between 

Osborn and Burrill through June 7, 2013. 

There has been consistent use, manufacturing and location of the Molds, 

from 2009 through the execution of the License Agreement in 2010 and to the present. In 
10 

11 September, Osborn advised Burrill that Burrill was no longer a sole licensee for the product. 

12 Following this Osborn had Fishing Devices made for Osborn's sales. Otherwise. all production 

13 for sales purposes had been undertaken solely for Burrill. 

14 

15 

16 
b. THE SINGLE MANUF ACTUR.ER OF THE DEVICE: Plastic 

11 Injection Molding, owned by Mr. Ken Williams, (hereafter PIM or Williams), has been the sole 

18 manufacturer of the Device. Bunill had a fishing device, separate from the Osborn Fishing 

19 
Device, manufactured at PIM prior to meeting Osborn. Burrill alleges that he told Osborn about 

20 
PJM and that PIM would be desired as a manufacturer of the Osborn fishing device. 

21 

22 Osborn worked with Williams and PIM for the development and 

23 manufacture of the fishing device. Osborn was at the PIM facility on ftequent occasions from 

24 2009 through 2012. Osborn discussed the fishing device with Williams and Williams devised 
25 

the form of the fishing device suitable for plastic injection molding and for assembly and 
26 

27 
disassembly, packaging and shipping. Osborn and Williams ftequently talked via telephone 

28 

6 
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1 regarding the process of taking the fishing device from the prototype to a finished and 

2 commercial product. Osborn and Williams frequently discussed, by telephone and in person, 

3 
changes required of the Molds in order to eliminate a slippage problem occurring in the device 

4 

5 
during fishing. Williams and PIM are in the same local as Osborn. 3 Osborn bas a trusted 

6 relationship with Williams. It was always understood that with the extent of William's 

1 involvement in getting the fishing device to production, and with the close working and trusting 

8 
relationship between Williams and Osborn, that Williams would be the sole 1ll8llUfDcturer of the 

9 

device. 
10 

11 Attorney Ivey has known Williams for years and has frequently referred 

12 Patent Clients to Williams for consultation and injection molding services. Attorney Ivey bas 

13 frequently talked with Williams regarding the Osborn product Attorney Ivey specifically 
14 

communicated with Williams regarding the quantities of fishing devices produced for Burrill and 
15 

16 concerning Mold changes required to cure Mold defects that caused fisbiug device slippage 

11 during fishing. Williams provided invoice and other production documents that were eventually 

18 used in the Arbitration. Williams provided a Declaration of his involvement in manufacturing 

19 
and gave testimony in the Atbitration. 

20 

21 

22 c. BURRILL'S CREDffiiLITY: Decades ago Osborn developed a 

23 fishing device. The single prototype was lost in the weeds ofPuget Souod. Osborn resumed 

24 development of the flSbing device in 2005, following retirement From 200S through 2009 
25 

Osborn made more than 60 different prototype fishing devices including prototypes of the 
26 

2 7 
improved fishing device. The original fishing device was improved with the addition of a 

28 3 Declaration of Osborn, 11/_11.../13, found as Exhibit 2 to this memorandum. 

1 
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1 diverter that caused the fishing device to move to the side of the direction of stream flow or boat 

2 direction. The initial prototype of the diverter fishing device was made in 2005 with others 
3 

following into 2009. The initial diverter fishing devices were made and tested by Osborn prior 
4 

5 
to Osborn meeting Burrill in about January 2009. The diverter fishing device was not revealed 

6 to Burrill at the initial meeting in 2009. Osborn undertook additional testing of the diverter 

7 fishing device before inviting Burrill to view the diverter fishing device in operation in about 

8 
February-March 2009. Osborn had undertaken all inventive steps and testing of the diverter 

9 

fishing device before meeting Burrill. Burrill was unaware of the extent of prototype 
10 

11 development and testing until the Contemporaneous Exchange of Discovery in the Arbitration 

12 that occmred in early 2013. 

13 

14 

15 

However, in the 2012 filing of the Arbitration Demand" Counsel for 

Burrill asserted that Burrill was an or the inventor of the diverter Fishing Device. Counsel for 

16 
Burrill states in Counsel Chris Lynch's Declarations of April29, 2013 paragraph4 that he, 

17 Lynch, had suggested to Bunill that he, Bunill was a co-inventor. Counsel lvey's Motion for 

18 Reconsideration 6 of April26, 2013 and Responsive Memorandum of April 30, 2013 7 fleshes out 

19 
the Circumstances revealed during the Arbitration which compel the conclusion that Bwrill has 

20 

the intentions to conduct fraudulent accounting and reporting and hence underpayment of 
21 

2 2 royalties. 

23 On the day of Contemporaneous Exchange of Discovery in the 

2 4 Arbitration, Counsel for Burrill and Counsel for Osborn contemporaneously exchanged 
25 

26 

27 

28 

4 Arbitration Demand attached as Exhibit 3. 
5 Declaration of Chris Lynch, April29, 2013 attached as Exhibit 4. 
6 Respondent's Motion for Reconsideration of Apri126, 2013 as Exhibit 5. 
1 Respondent's Reply Memorandwn of April30, 2013 attached as Exhibit 6. 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

discovery. A limited portion ofBwrill's Discovery Production8
, pertaining solely to the claim o 

inventing the improved diverter fishing device, is attached. A limited portion of Osborn's 

Discovery Production9
, pertaining solely to the prototype development of fishing devices and the 

improved diverter fishing device is attached as Exhibit 8 showing, by marking arrows, 11 

examples of Diverter Fishing Devices developed by the Osboms prior to meeting Mr. Bunill. 

The Court's attention is drawn to Exhibit 7 and Bwrill's unqualified 

declaration that he was the inventor of the diverter fishing device. Bwrill declared that be gave 

the idea and guidance to Osborn for the making of the diverter fishing device. Bwrill's 

Declaration predates his viewing of the multitude of Diverter Fishing Devices made by Osborn 

12 befure meeting Bunill. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

The Court's attention is drawn to Osborn's production of photographs of 

fishing devices, as early as 2005 and four years before meeting Burrill. which display the 

"diverter'' extending from the main fishing device body. 

The Court's attention is drawn to Osborn's Discovery statement 

18 descnoing the invention and development of the "diverter" fishing device. 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Burrill's claim of any role in inventing was addressed in a Motion for 

Summary Judgment Burrill's claim of being the sole inventor was revised to a role of having 

invented a particular a particular angular setting. 

In the Arbitration Decision, the Arbitrator held that Burrill made no 

inventive contribution. The Arbitrator's holding is an implicit finding that Bunill's assertions 

were without credibility. The Arbitrator's holding "That neither Claimant [SBPI] nor Mr. Seth 

8 Limited portion of Burrill's Discovery Production attached at Exhibit 7. 
9 Limited portion of Osborn's Discovery Production attached at Exhibit 8. 

9 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

Bunill made an inventive contribution to the technology of U.S. Patent Application No. 

12,641,291, and neither is a co-inventor;" is found at page l ofExlnbit A to the Declaration of 

Jeffrey R. Smith in Support ofPlainti.frs Motion for Remedial Sanctions (Contempt) and other 

5 
Relief as tiled in this matter on or about October 15, 2013. The Arbitrator's holding is an 

6 implicit finding that Burrill is a liar. 

7 

B 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

to make quarterly sales reports and quarterly royalty payments. The reports, from the first 

identified sales by customer name with sales details provid«l for each customer reported. 

Osborn is aware of sales were not reported. In Aibitration. Burrill testified that his attorney, Mr. 

Joseph Carroll, advised him that be was not obligated to report these details and that subsequent 

reports would not provide these details. 

Burrill's intent is to remove the Molds from Osborn and tO deprive Osbo 

16 
with any contact with the plastic injection molding company and hence to deny Osborn any 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

manufacturing data. 

In ages past homestead claims were described in Patents. These claims 

were subject to the hazard of claim jumpers. The individuals proving the c:laim were deprived o 

the fruit of their labors. Burrill is a "claim jumper''. Bunill intends to maintain two sets of 

books. One for the "no detail" report to Osborn but with a diminished royalty c:beck. A second 

set of books will be the record of actual manufacturing and sales. The increased likelihood of 

Burrill being positioned to not report all sales will additionally reduce the value of the Patents 

and License Agreement This will deter others ftom having an interest in investing in the RCTI 

Corporation. 

10 
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1 Burrill is a liar. He has shown his hand by claiming to be the inventor of 

2 
the improved diverter fishing device, by intending to provide no sales details and by intending to 

3 
deprive Osborn of any contact with the manufacturer for production data. 

4 

5 

6 D. DEFINING "TRANSFER" BY ALL OF TilE CIRCUMSTANCES: 

7 

8 

l. PIM and Williams were recommended to Osborn by Burrill in 2009. 

2. PIM and Williams manufactured a different fishing device for Burrill. 
9 

3. Burrill trusted and relied upon PIM and Williams. 
10 

11 4. The Molds have been at PIM with Williams and all m.anufilcturing of the fishing device has 

12 been done at PIM since 2009. 

13 5. Osborn is located in the local of PIM. bas been at PIM many times, knows and has 
14 

collaborated with Williams in developing the Molds. 
15 

16 
6. When Osborn tested the fishing device and determined that slippage was occurring during 

17 fishing, Williams developed the method of adjusting the Molds and performed the adjustment. 

18 7. Williams has always been accessible to Osborn for discussion of and action required relative 

19 
to the Molds. 

20 

8. Williams has at all times made production records available to Osborn relative to each part of 
21 

2 2 the fishing device. 

2 3 9. Williams and PIM have been in business for many years. 

24 

25 
10. Burrill's counsel's statement that "Plaintiff simply desires transfer of the plastic injection 

26 

2 7 
molds so it may use a company in which it has confidence to produce its product without 

28 

11 
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1 interference from Defendant" flies in the face ofBunill's recommendation ofPIM and Williams 

2 
and emphasis Burrill's intention of depriving Osbom of production data and committing fraud in 

3 
quarterly reporting. Burrill makes no criticism of the quality and timeliness ofPIM's 

4 

5 
performance but substantiates Burrill's intention to complete "claim jumping" through use of a 

6 double set of books. Mr. Burrill, in past quarterly sales reports. failed to reveal sales made to 

7 commercial customers where such sales were known to Mr. Osborn. 

8 
11. The .. transfer .. , considering all the circumstances, should be to retain all the conditions 

9 

existing since 2009 with the exception of Ordering that there be no fishing devices manufactured 
10 

11 except by Burrill's instructions thereby retaining the Molds, which are the property of Osborn, in 

12 circumstances lcnown and relied up by Osborn and thereby reducing the opportunities for Bmrill 

13 to fraudulently bide sales and avoid malcing royalty payments. 
14 

12. Should Burrill be allowed to remove the Molds from PIM either to Bwrill's possession or to 
15 

16 
another plastic injection molding company, the limitations should meet the circumstances 

11 existing at the time of the making of the contract including location at a local equally available to 

18 Osborn, a company having recognition in the industry for quality, where communications are 

19 
assured relative to the safety, security, insurance and condition of the Molds, the enforceable 

20 
ability to communicate regarding flaws detected in the fishing device requiring Mold adjustment, 

21 

22 the enforceable ability to communicate and freely and accurately receive production data re: the 

23 dates and quantities of all pieces manufadured, the assurance of being advised oftbe location to 

24 

25 

26 

which the production is transpOrted or shipped. the reporting by Customer with detailed renclrtirtal 

of all parts sold showing dates and sales prices. The circumstances should also recognize, the 

27 
evidence exhibited to this Court and as found by the Arbitrator, that Bunilllied to the Arbitrator 

28 

12 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

as a Tribunal leading to the conclusion that Burrill intends and plans to fraudulently maintain 

records and fraudulently report sales and royalties. 

13. Osborn must be assured of the ability to recover the Molds in the event of Burrill's default or 

breach or should Burrill become incapacitated or suffer death while Osbom is without sufficient 

6 records to identify and retrieve the Molds the location of the property. Osborn must not be 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

without protection should Plaintiff fail to pay any lien available to a new and unknown company. 

A default by Bumll relative to the new plastic injection molding company housing the thousands 

of pounds of steel comprising the plastic injection molds. without certainty of communications 

between Osbom and a new company bas the likelihood of a result of destruction or sale of the 

Osborn's property. 

Additionally, Burrill's intentions and credibility have been revealed by the 

Memoranda and Declarations presented by Counsel Chris Lynch for Burrill and by Counsel Ivey 

for Osborn during the Arbitration and recently by Counsel Smith on behalf of Plaintiff and by 

testimony of the Plaintiff during arbitration. 

Defendant asks that the Plaintiff's Motion be Continued. In the altemativ 

Defendant asks that the Plaintiff's Motion for Contempt be denied. 

Counsel Ivey, with his signature below, declares that the foregoing 

Declarations made by Ivey are true and correct to the best of his knowledge, are made in accord 

23 with the laws of the State of Washington subject to perjury. 

24 

25 
Respectfully submitted this 11th day of November 2013. 

26 

27 

28 

13 
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10 AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 

IVEY Law Offices, P.S. Corp 

Floyd E. Ivey. WSBA #6888 
Attorneys for Defendant 
REBEL CREEK TACKLE, INC. 
Motion Opposing and Ambiguity 
Case No. 13-2-01982-0 

11 I hereby declare, under penalty of perjury UDder the laws of the State ofWasbington, that 
on November 11, 2013 I made service of the foregoing pleading or notice on the party/ies listed 

12 below in the manner indicated: 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Jeffrey R. Smith 
LEE & HAYES, PLLC 
601 W. Riverside Ave., Suite 1400 
Spokane, WA 99201 
509 3249256 
fax: 509 323 8979 

Spokane County Superior Court 
1116 W. Broadway Ave. 
Spokane WA 99260 

MOTION OPPOSING/DEFINE TRANSFER 

US Mail 
_Facsimile 

Hand Deli - very 
_Overnight Cowier 
_x_Email 

_x_ US MAll., 

_x_ EMAIL(PILKINTON) 

DATED: November 11.2013 

Floyd E. Ivey, WSBA #6888 
Attorneys for Defendant 
REBEL CREEK TACKLE, INC. 
Motion opposing and re: ambiguity 
Case No. 13-2..01982..0 

14 IVEY Law Offices, P.S. Corp 
7233 W. Deschutes Ave., 
Ste c, Box t3 
Kennewick, WA 99336 
Telephone 509 735 6622 
Cell: 509 948 0943 
feivev@3-cities.com 
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-exhibit 1 \ 

' 

Tbia I.Jce:::nlo A~{"AQtiEEME)fr) Is cotaed iato. bee~ REBEL CR,SEK 
TACKLE INC., a COipDIIdian wbidl iawhDJlyOWJICd by A1Jas·-·Daladly 0..., ........ 
andwifeanclil orpnil'!d_.,lhelnloft.Jst~~teof'W .............. :a6nci4*>• 
LICENSQR. J.vinaitl ........ at2J07 VI. 15* Ava, K.-wlct WA 99337, lt'ldSJml 
BUlUUl.L PI.ODUCTlQMS.IHC., a001p01.- oqpirigct~1be-oftbe._of 
\V~~re&MdtouLICENSBEIIIdliavialits,._,pllce.of~.at 
Sit3 N~'Darin, Otis Odari1t; WA99027. 

This.LiccateApemelitaupaile!Jalll,mioulo&rs.-cai!li•"llliadicaooaccraiDa 
lJDitedS.. ,._AppJialdoa~.U.290,!9l ltldUDWStldel PllteatAWJDtioaNo. 
12$41391.1111 IPPI..._.whlch.depead m. u.s. ,_.AppliCIIioaNo. t1~.S9tllild 
Uuited State~ Pa1eDt ~No. 12.641.291 11111881~*> which iaaae.trO. ..,.
applitaaioaa witll'tbe ltlled Patmt. ApplJadoolad .... llaeda .ideatiled a PATen' 
APPLICAllONS AND PAntn'S; IDd 

UCENsoR.ia tk ow .. ..,.;pccotU.S. PateatApplit:IDoD~ 11~1 fOr • 
iMndoa endded A T.RQLLINOAPPARA111S AND ME11f(li)OP USB~ Ncmm._ 30, 
2805-' UDlteclStatea Palia~ No. ll.64l.29t ·foral&-..,...-klecl TR.OWNG 
APPARAlVSANDMETHODOFUSEWli'IIELBVATOllANDDIVERTERSTilUCTUitE 
fJW Deocabart1, 2009; llJe tWdaa devices nwmditc*nl in~ 1Q ..WPATENT . 
APPIJCAnoNSAND PAlENTSsbd be idlatified hereia u1he UCBNSED 1NVENTION; ..,. . . . . . . . . . 

Inc"*"'d.,_,lllOdifbtioalof.WUCENSED PATBlir APPUCAnoNSby-
ofa~udcontiuoedolordiviliaad·.,_.. ippJicaliontal,__dai\red Aaallid 
LICENSED PATENT APPLICATIONSIDdiDJCOh~jftifbnsiiJlpete$1fiooa)1be.above•..._.·LiCENSED PATSNT•APPLICAtt1NSot·PATBN1'$; a 

UCENSOR 1epl: 1. atsllld W811'1DC1tblt UCENSOR.lllsiiOtCiderld iDto 1D7 other 
~-or .... .,._....~111JRD·PAllTIBS.~II.Jll'OWidecl br:reia. Dwilla tbi term 
of'ddiA~.UCENSOR..Wiaot .. hlllo.-y . .._lkoaor.-IIIIJriallllof 
·tJae. UCDISED PATENT APPLICATIONS_, nmtD P/dl1JES, acept • proWled~ ... . 

UCENSP. ia COD;Sidcntioa oftbe g1lllt ofalbnre under U.S. Patent App&atioa No. 
H,l90.,3.9la0aitidsr.a P*Dt~No. 12.641~91. will pay~mibaU 
nece•sarycapital imoeela•.-,a.l~PAAcnCAL ;APPLJCAnON oftlleiawa1ioa; and. 

A.Gll.EBMP'.Nr; Rebel Qeek Td:Je:Jac 
aad Seth Burrill.PraducliomlDc. 
Pe&el 
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6. 

6.1 ~aadLICENSEEfii'CCthll 11 .... 4iftica.alt tepedicttbe-ut 
for tile ROYALlY BASBD PltODUCTs. Ill 1heCWMiblrl.ICBNSEE fiiDI te.U a.IDbalof 
fifteea. ttioa.,._, (ls.GOD) uaiiiOfdle ROYALTYBASB PR.OI)UCTS witbkl1he tu.l,Ci\le ($) 
yeanottbb.,A.OltEEMP.NT~·Cbcn.LICENSOll·llll)'teaaida tiA AGREEMENT by wriam 
aoticeto LICENSElhwlthlll ddtty(30)daJI ofdlic ~ (5) ,.. ... w:n.yCJt'dlis 
AGltBSMENT. ' 

6.2 After dieiaidll fhe(S))'artamoftbit AGREBMENT. tor.._....._ 
oft.be liceDeperiod,Jndle .IMIJldllti..ICBMSEEJWJs to .... -~ ......... (tcroo) 
units per,... ..... lJCENS()Jl.-, wminite this AOlBBME',NT'oa thirty (lO)ciAJa Wriaell 
Mtlc!eto UCENSE& 

. . 7~1 UCEN$BBIIbBIIbcpAdl.tNe...-l~··---b1hePJIP*ef 
UCENSOR. veati)ioaiJCI!HSEiruepoitl to UCBNSOR. ~LICENSfBa tQ1I1lr 
~to UCBNSOtt,mt fbt'...,'*nninaLICENSEE'•.:tivitia mpaalllDclertbe 
AGREEMENT. 'I'h!DieJDQOids .wJ iDclude, but are. DOt limi;ted to. ~aadjoumabJ of 
8CCoUDI. CUllOm« orden, bm»>c:ee. sb1ppiua 4ocumcAts..iuvaDaly~ ~l'CCOJds, 
purdiMe ~ aad taJeCOnls. ·tbe.e l'tiCDida. • a~ lblll iiMiWe iJilWn...W.wllieh 
.W .U.. atamini..-, lclmtibioa oflllfplitn,t..........,itemssoktorCldlenlritt 
~.a/at .-vicesteaaered,a.U u wlletbertbe UCENSEE isopesEaa 'Within ... 
ICOpe of blllioeoee. 

7.2 The ftiCOids dllcribilcl ira Secdoii 7. t llllllkawilable,. ... by 
Lff::ENSOR, ~by an.,..._, t,....•lwofiJCENSOR.•.U niUOIIIIble 1itla:for1ho 
I.JCBNSBTERM .a.for dae {l)aJ ... ,_. theaiafter. JaaMaioa.IJCENSESihlll 
penlli~b)'IJ(»>SSL;ar by•llltbDiiDd iel'trlu~•iwofLICENSOR. ot 
IJCSNSEB's • •MJ Wilia. ifappUcable.llld ofiJCENSEEis.inw:ato~y ofi.OYAL1Y· 
BASEPRODUC'fS,~~ waib: ......... ill4fiftllbldpods,dariDa.IIIYUlt by 
UCENSOR. to additba..LICJ!IIJSEEI!blllaa-. fw.~ by IJCENSOR. arby • 
auiiiQrlad ••· · •'w ofL'lCF.NSOR.ofq NANtJi:AC'i'OI£R.'aiitaiad.udiaa&"'CCIIbty 
faciUdes·aad iatwldfOq·ofROYALlY-BASB PllODUCI'S.·iJiduciina ,.u. ~ 
aJ fini.stw>d ao.ocls.·dariaaaDY audit by UCENS()R. An audhs or iDipecdoas by UCENSOll 
~l)eatUCSNSOit'aexpen& . 

. ·7j ltLICBNSOJt. • a ..... of c..ut. dilco\leri.ID uadclpaymatof 
~ wbic:heu.eeda 110,000.00 duriaa _, pcriocl oftbirlyC (36)JDODda.or.-.,·tbm 
UCENSQshlll~~ lbr-~~co-.ora...ut. iadUdiilaaH.a.l 
casta of perbmi.lbe audit( .. .., tmw:l, food. Jodain& OOIIt of..,a6 ....... .eMces;etc.). 
UCENSEE shBilhaft1he ,dpttoiCVicw andwrityall.ait.iW:Iul1s. 

AI"!Dr~n-~l"r. ~..J..J ,.__..1i:....J;.t..;..-_ 
~~~.~~ .. ~~ 

-Seth BurriU Procluedoas lac. 
Pl&e4 . 
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•• 
1~1 AU cii,utes coacemlD&the ~orapJJbdon oftllia 

AGR.EEMENT-.. he~ mUCUilly~eea-1he PARTIFS IDd tbe PAR.TlESIIIall 
.acmpt to n:IDlw ·them by aareemcm. 
. t2 Ill._ .... of a BREACH of tll)'pnwilhm ofthii.AGRBEMSNT.dle 

NONBltEAQfiNO PARTY . .a.D pdac BREACHING ,ARTY aot.ioe.~1he 
BlBACH..tit111Jta .. 1he BREACHINOPAiltY J.s tbUty (lO)U,S afta-JM)dee of die 
B1UU\CH to an 1be BllEACH. · 

1.3.' · .NO. · · . ··o.~•. . · ~. -.. ·~ u · heodlerl.wiae--..:...... mtbis ~pen .~ ---..... 'llfll1 . . . . . .. ... ..... -. 
AORBEMEN'J' •. if{a)1hil~.,. ....... ntJ;xclltatar1boolllipMa 
aiJeld1 lidldlecl; cr(b)tiaAGREBMENT Udwwile lllfaldllllao an.period is~ ia 

·~·---~- qUestioa. 
. 8.4 11le ~OPAJt.TY Ml1 be "-IIWJd1D have· cured IUChBltf.ACH 

if within- cure pcdo4 it ...... ......,ly aleqalle1»·tllevialeaa.y.., elf to1he 
NONBR.EACHINGPAlt.TY ....uma ftoal tboBRBAQllidw pmant atimillr'lUtla 
BREACH. . . 

I..S If~& 110t effiUKteitberPARTYmay Jive JM)tice~ ~ 
reiOtutiOD. MBI)IAtiONDJI)'beusal bydlePAlt'l'mS if1beyJDiatully ..-wMP'J>IAUON. 
IfDDtJIIIOhelfdlrouala MEDIA110N. «-NBDIADON is njected.1be.dilpla 111111 be 
dm'-dtoAlU.\JTRATION pumaato tbo I.IIMidciDAIUtalltieu~.ao.. CMA>. 
C~;~.,.wlth~very•be~•brtbcllb~iapc:lllc:aafOrmitywlth 
dleFeCicniRiJiel of Civil PJucediae. ·111e ·peviliJia& plltf,at:.._dilcrelioo ortbe llbitlatol(1). 
.., beawadecli•ateD&•.J IDd ~ .__.CIOIII.. Atbhudioa will be helcl fa Wane· 
touaty,S..·otWIIhinfnt. l.liacovay Will be peanlinat•tllowed uadl:rthc AAA 
~ AJbi~~ 1'b!i: •bitD1tioti cliciliOil wiJlbe'fiaal8ad·I,HJicfina .SlQilameDt 
tbrRollmay becalcNclia_,CIOUithmnaJud..tiecioa. '1'iU AGREBMENT will be~ 
•·~· ~Cc:cdiiacewhh 1111: ~aws·ottbOS. orw...,...._ 

8.6 Ncitbar PAlllY llla1l be liable ill~ or have~· Dabtto tetn.S.• 
1f1i$·AGREI!MSNT1br-.clea., or dafiaJt ia.pec&wamaa ._.. ifaacll delay ordeftultit 
C8iliedb)'codtiaaa~itscaab01incladina.bat.IIOl.JimWto.ActaofGod.Goriia•••• 
~ (111Cluc1ia& but not limi1ectm,.tbulcaialor_.... "'any exportoredlllt· 
... .., licealc), ~ ~.fintndal ~.iDd/ot:eay other--~1be . 
JeiiOalble ~ of1be PAJ(TYwbole·~ is~ 

AGRF.EM8NT;.ReW CnCTackle IDe 
andSdb Bunnl PJocluctiom IDe. 
Paae5 . 
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9... FBI'IRSAGREF.JaNT: '11D.....-asupeaedei.UcnlditcnlioNIIICI...,_ 
.......... ~ ......... -the ... 

to AMENDMENTS .. · · ·. · : "ft...~ · amiDd ..Lt.. · ew:neatm ~iu!r . i . . Utili r--111111 . lUll~. .,.!"._... 
u. NOllCES: $i1JIOiicaporided tbtbinia~ ...... iawriliaa1DRibelOak 
TICkle& II ~101 W.ts*. ~ WA 99337.or to .Setll Bdl P.todadiolil, IDe. • S113 
N; .Dalrbt, Ods~ VI~ ·.990%7. £ilbcr piltyiDI)t ebi:nF.1bdr 801i&adoa·aldnl8sby 
writtellaoti.ee ottbaaewaddnlit ~ 111e Giller pild:y. · · 

!'XI3CUnON~ 

REBEL CREEKTACXLEINC. 

SETH BURIULLPR.ODtJCTlONS, INC. 

AOitEEM.ENt; Rebel Creek Tale lac 
aa4 Seth BmriUProd .... Iac. 
Plp6 

Date:. s-1s to 
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2 EXHIBIT2 

5 

6 
SUPERIOR COURT, STATE OF WASHINGTON, COUNTY OF SPOKANE 

8 SE1ll BURRILL PRDDUCnONS.INC., a) 
9 Washington CCIIpC)CIIioa, ) 

10 

11 

12 
REBEL CREEK TACKLE. INC .. a 

13 WasllinJIOil corpondion, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

DefeadaDt ) 

IS 

Hi 

CA~ NO. U-2..01912..0 

l>ECLAJtATION OF ALLEN OSBORN 
OPPOSING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
R.EMEDtAL SANCTtONS OF 
CON11iMPT AND SUPPORTING 
DEfENDANT'S MOTION TO DEFINE 
-rRANSFER. ANDJ0R DHLIVBR.Y"' OF 
MOLDS TO Pl.AIN11Ff 

17 DECLARATION OF ALLEN OSBORN: lam an Of6c:er of Rebel Creek TDic IDe: ..S1bc 

18 inveDt« of fisbiDc dniRI of iDterest in the l.iQense Acr-t of May 6, 2013. 

19 

20 

21 

22 filllllDc cJevice ~- The earliellt lllyle of filbiDc dfMcc - pa1allrd. 1D 2005 I 

23 commencecl ckmlkipalem of ID. ~t whidl-"f divert the filllilla device to the llidB 

24 lbe directioD of snua Oow or bolt clirec:tioa. I blld -.eloped lllld tellled the improvecJ fllhlDa 
25 

clnice prior to 1lllllllilll Mr. Burrill in J.-y 2009. 
26 

27 

28 

DECJ.MATION OSII()lllt 

1 
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1 were both utoniMed wbeii.Burrill claimDd tbat he bid illvaiUd the impru¥ed ftsbiaa device. 

2 Ria claim Is m .t.olute lie. We improved the origiDal filllill& device witllhe ldclilion of a 
3 

5 
boat dir«::ioo. Tbc iDiial prototype of die llivatar fillliDI device wa aile iD 2005 with odlcn 

6 roDowitl8 iDio 2009. lllllde llld seated iDitial divcrtcr fillliq devices prior to IMitiDa Bum'U in 

1 about J..-ry 2009. tbe dlvertcr fishiJI8 device wu DOl revwled to BarriU at the initial meedDg 

• in 2009. 1 UDdertook lllditioaal testing oflhe diwtter ~device~ inWiD& Burrill tD 
9 

view the dlYelW flshiDI diMce iD aplnllioD hl about Fcbrury.M.ch 2009. I had IIDdarCabll 
10 

11 inv.Ww step~ md lelitiDa oftbc divener ftsbina device before meotiD& Bunill. Burrill wu 

12 ~of the Clllalt ofp~ototype dcYeloprJeDt md tatiaa until we excJwl&ed dilcowry the hl 

13 lbe Arbilnlioa with tbat ucbmge in .rty 2013. 

15 

16 
seeiDa the wen 1 bid doGe liDce 2~. Pbocopapbs of my prototypes.._ produced with 1be 

11 diverter CJClCUDiDJ u arty u 2005 llld four yem befon: IIHICitiD& Buaill. Pboloplpbs, which 

l8 dilplay the "clivertef" atelldin& &am the main tbbiDa deYice body, ... - ill the Exhibit. 

20 
haviq in\ICIIJted. )lll1icular uplllr ~ l b8d akady tested the di~ fisbina device It 

2.1 

22 the llllgiescteimecl by Bulrill, befcR meetilla Bunill. BuniU dida't iuveatl111)' apcr;:t of the 

23 fitbilla devk:e. 

24 

25 

26 

28 

B1mill it boaDd by lhe Liceale ~t to make~ alelteporta 

8Dd QUIIIUily royalty paymema. lbe RlpOitS, &am lhe first "'f'Oil, have idlntified .ell CUSIOimlr 

DECLARA:rlO!I OSBOIUI 
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l .lolqlb Cenoll.ldvilod him that lie .... not oblipfed to !lpOit lbeae dctaill mel lblt ~ 

2 11p0RJ would aotplOVide tllele detlila. I uw bee &WII'8 ofsala .....a wllieh ...-not 
3 

rqiOded ill prior qllldllty ftPOI1S. 

5 
Ranovilla the Molda tiom PIM IIICl WlDilau will dapriw my wife llldl 

6 af cue of COIItect with 1he plutic iJVec:lign moldiDa compmy m4 beoce will deny • of 

~data. 
8 

ofBurriD 1111kiD1 huduiiDt ~ty AlpOI'II. This liDWioocl will dimiailb 1lle wtue of1he 
10 

11 pllelllS ud u-Ap=ml:at ud willde&er otbcn tiom ~In the ColpontioD. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

BulriU's 80Cel& to tho Molclllbould be limited to procluctioD. He hal aot 

cleecrlhocl my problem ia baviD& the Molda IIDIIin It PIM. PIM aad Willilms were 

16 
IWQ! !!ftll'4lllded to my wife mel I by Bunill. I beclme aware tbat PIM 111111 Wlllilml 

17 DIIUidilctured. ciHf\omlt filblq dmce lOr Burrill aad uaclentooct by that pat hiBtory thll Mr. 

11 Burri111nlltod IIIII. rclir:d upon PIM mel Wiltiaml. The Molds have bea1 at PIN widJ Willilms 

lt 
llld all ~of the fillliDc device bu beau dGae ll PJM lliDce 2009. I haft been ld 

20 
PIM IIIIDY times. I lalow lllld haft colllbon&ed wkb Willilms ill dneloPDI the Molds. Wbea I 

21 

22 tested the filhlna deYico aad cll:la'miMd tlaBt lllppBae .... occurriaa 4uriDa filbinc, Williams 

23 ~the IDIIbod ofecUUitiaa 1he Molds 111111 perf«mod lbc ~ Williaml baa 

2 
• always beell KCCIIible to Osborn for dilculsioo af llld ICtioa. rcqainld refllive to lbc Moldl. 

25 

26 

21 

J)£CLARATIOif OSBORN 
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1 aware of Mr. Burrill's COIIIJIOI's ~that '"PiaiDtifr limply deaires llllllfer of the platic: 

2 iJgectioD moldlso it_,. uM a oomp1111in whldt it bu CODfidtmce to produc:c ill product 

without i:uleifetatoc liom DeW'. 1bat ..-meat doa not fit with Mr. Banill'l 

J"'"""'"'At ofPIM llld Willilml. 1bat ..... doee suppal't the~ tb1t Mr. 

6 Bunill baa tbe illtemioa ofltocping producdoD dlla IIIIi tom me 10 tblt be Clll faltely mae 
1 ~ reportiDa. Mt. Bw!rill's rasoD for takiq the Moldi&Ull PIM doea not IIIIIPSl a 
8 

p:oblem with quality aod ~ of )IIUductjoo. I am~ of sales IIIICk ill put qall'teft 

11 

12 made fot Rebel Cnck Tadde Jne. In Jlabt of the Arbitralioo Decisioll, so JQaa u Mr. 81UriU 

13 complies with 1he LicoaleApemem. But~ aod productioD iD1illmltion is of 

ialpcJI1aiKlc So uses a primaly means of reducing the oppoi1IIDlties for Mr. Ban:ill So filudulaltly 
15 

11 

18 Molds by plastic iDJeetion mold CCIIIIpUiel, dill COSis .... realized by illicdion 1IIOld CXJDJpllliel 

19 
ia lbeir keepiDg of Molds. I am ~ tbat IQIIe ac:t by Mr. Buni.ll « IQIIe coadit.ioo 

20 
elllpCirialced by Mr. Blllrill ooukl ra1lk In canftic:t with a iqjectloa molcl OllqiU)'. Rebel 

21 

22 Tadde IDe ad lllllllt be able to teCOYer tbe Molds if clefalt « blelch « sbould occ.ur or tlloDid 

23 Mr. Bunill ~ ilxaplleillltlld. We IDUit have cataiDty ill eaatiiCt with tbe iiVedioa mold 

24 company 10 thll we c:a11 alllimellmow the localiol:l oflhe Mokll ad be eble So. ide:Adfy ad 

26 

28 
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1 PIM or my iqicctiaa IIIDidina 4lOqlll1)' wbic:h is bousin& 1he thoauDds of poulldl of steel 

2 campriliDa the Molds llllkos pouible lbl deltn1l:tioa or llle oftbc Osbon!. Molds. 
3 

4 
'Ibis Declarldon is Jllllde by Allca Odlh Olbom S1J1ioot to the law& of die 

Slate ofW~ llllltubject topc:jury with.U IIIMIIIC"II beiJt&lnlll to1beboet of Ill)' 

6 kaowledF· SigDed IIIia -~ of November, 2013. 
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AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 

I hereby declare, under penalty of perjury under the laws 
of the State of Nashinqton. that on November , 2013 I made 
service of the foreqoinq pleadinq or notice on-the party/lee 
listed below in the manner indicated: 

Jeffrey R. Smith 
LEE & HAYES, PLLC 
601 w. Riverside Ave., Suite 1400 
Spokane, MA 99201 
509 324 9256 
fax: 509 323 8979 

Spokane County Superior Court 
1116 w. Broadway Ave. 
Spokane WA 99260 
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OECLARATlOX OSBORH 

DATED: November ___ , 2013 

f1oyd. E. lvey, WSBA 1116888 
Auoraeys tor Defelldlllt 
ll.EBI!L CREEK TACKLE, INC. 
MociaD OppaliDa llld~r. Ambipily 
ea. No. 13·2.01912..() 
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1 EXHIBIT 3 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 . SRTJ:I BURJULL PRODUCTIONS, INC.. a 
w..........,~ 

9 DEMAND FOR ARBITRATION 
10 

tl 

CJajment. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

va. 

LTIM .... 

11 1. P~ Sdb Burrill ~ lac. (SBP) ie a Wabinatoa 

19 

21 

•fishiQa UCkle NlaiJir.al 4ilt,tibufDt. 
23 

24 . 3. ~ Reibel Cteek Tadde IDe. (RCT) is• a w~ 

2S Qxpotllioa io IIClivo •• mag, 
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1 

2 

3 5. SBP arad R.CI' ontcncl into a Liceae ~ oa or about JuDe 1, 20i0. A 

s pUIIU8Dt tO Section 8 oftbe Liceolo ~. Sectioo. 8 <iaipetw Spokauo;Washiqtonu . . .. 

9 
tcdmolo&Y to SBP-IIIIil SBP .,_,_ RCf a royalty in- .dtMcos _,Jd. The exchlsivoty lia::nsod 

1 o tcicbaoiGIY surmu.xta.-~n of a ~lliDg diver" that aUows fishiaa bd to be miiatained· at 

11 depth wbik: trolling. RCf (or till; OsboiDs) have filed certain pateDU and patellt ~ 

12 c:ov.edn& the tecbnofoay oftbe u.-~. 

13 For eumple, tbe P1'eamble of tho ~ Aareement appoJnts SBP .as the 

15 

17 8. ~ Liamc ~ n.;, ·.apJX)inta SBP. • the Exclusive Liccn1ac af o~s. 

18 p .... Applbtion No. 12.6.41,291 (the '291 App~). Tile '291 Applicaliori ·~ 

19 ~.~ tlle USPTO, llld is ••.ched bBreto .ils Exhibit 3~ The '291 ApplicatiDDt hoWcwt, 

20 i#likelyd~e lllidct3S'U.s~c. Section ltS ibr :&dlureto mcbl:doMr; Burrill• a:naaned cc;.. 

21 

22 

23 

24 
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~¥tUbe RIO'* k makiq tbeclericm. ,..._to Sectioll 5 ~fdle Lbale Aaweeaa_,., SBP 
1 

2 il10 baYe ""fUll; uanstricted -.r oftbuaoldl. 

3 10. SBP take~ tbi!ee &IDk1ed parts fi'om PIM (phis ·ohrltoek pn) 1114 pcrtJm. 

4 the ffaal...eatbly ottbB tnillina dfticelll ita SpobM, w..,...... .. ~ SBP 

s pacbael-die.devicellild...,. tllanu-.au .-. 
6 

1 
_...... prioril7 over the 1ena BUD'S OIVBR, wblcb. it -. .-m ita peck.-.. on the 

8 

9 ~ qn. $BP'a wcbaitc. videos. · ~iDaal ....-ws, ad QJl a apodal wet.iks SBP 

10 aaquirod fbr the cJcMee ll SBP'• UltL .;llwp.t.rlttiN,gnp. 

11 12. SBP hM cnated .... .-twork B1 llll&etills covtNCl by U.S. -Copyri~N 

l2 Whic:h is p1IA:bpd IIXl ahippal \rib die d~ ud ·Wfddl is allo Ueed oa t1ae 

13 
WWfl.~.comweblite. 

14 

lS 
13. After fin.U• llllilmbly . ml piiChains of tho BUD'S DIVER dovjcca, SBP 

dilbibutom. l?· 

18 14. Tho Licao ~ oaiD ibr a royalty to bopdd hmSBP to RCr of each 

19 ~ 101d (~ -.d plid quatter)y): 3"'·4br n:Wl . .tes, ~ llr wboleulesa.lel. aad 

20 26% ... dillribator .... 

21 

22 

23 
rUiliolllhiP wn .ssP -UDder· tbe u-.. ~. '11U8 ilaplo,.r intw&aeuee -. •• 24 

lS _ r-*edWilhRCf -~ fl>·t.....,.,_ the Licenle ~ IIMI clcn;iaa:SBP Kte1t tO 
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1 

2 ot.t4) ta'niiftate iL ~··.improper ........ aad the imploper tenninatiom WI: 'U1HlUftld 

3 . ~ 1:rrelcboa tmt have ........ SBP eod OaUeat it ilrepii'llble blrin. There~ IC\'Cftl 

4 ~of matelial·"'-*llld· impoper ~ by ·RCf ill tbe pat 18 moDths; ..

' identifW .immediately below. 
6 

7 

9 17. RCI' aad a wUIIICI parpoltecl. to ~· tbe cardusivit;y of SBP iD the 

JO ~ ~ --. tboush the Licea1e AIJelmeat t. no pmvilioo by which to. 

11. ·termin~te.exclpsidy, JiDd ewa ··.tbou&h SBP •• iD liD Qllt8W ~with tbo LiceoM 

12 Apeoaltad. 

13 

14 
purported t8 tamiDate the entire Lic:calo Apemen~. e¥eD ·thoU&h SBP was in fbll JD11eria1 

15 

11 

11 Llocalc ·Asreemeat .d haw Rlfiuled io c:uo acrs lldlhlial .,_.. or the u..e 
f9 · Apeemeat (i.o. tlle ~..-.mn) wlhtn the ·timdamea ~by Setdon I'Ofthc 

20 Licae Apeemeat. 1'bcaa ~ JIIICCUbtothil Aabilntdon. 
21 

22 
SBP, ....,_ s.tioll' oftbe Lk:allc Apeemeat whiCh aUowa SBP to aoqtml tbe n»Ws, aod 

23 

24 dapite laiowlcdae of~lftdde8irecl ordtn by SBP. 

2S 
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l 

2 · orfginaldiven areblaclr in color.) Despite SBP'• axdulive risl* under the tcdmology, Rcr 

3 ba;wJd tbeee ~ directly ·and -.placed others ia1o Ul!ID"laOC bowiaa they WG"O to be 

4 sold. Becawe· SBP ·iltbe Bxdusive Licealea pfthe tcclmDJoay, .-t .only ue Ret's sales ofthe 

5 ·~·devices a __.lnadl ot'the aolu.i¥iiy graptcxi to SBP, but they are. sah=$ which 
6 

·.in&.inp SBP'a aclusive rights in the '031 httmt (ead SSP's ~ ..... as to .- ':291 
7 

9 

tO padcases 4elivcted by SBP with the colored,~ deYioa clelivCred by RCT. R.CT.·bes 

11 a1lo .Widertabn to·iiOll. lind Dhiced. oth&n to aell tJ.so colotcd, infHn&inl dcMca to rctaikn 

12 and COiSIUIIlCil'l, witbout IIi)' right or m6ority iom SBP. 

13 

:fi'omSBP. 
16 

17 

11 tl1e URL www.bUcJdvCir.410m .. lded-:iato them. without any~ priority riaJa. orri&lt 

19 ot~tomSBP. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25. ·JlCl: hll-.ld (111Slci iJduoed the..._ of)~ ookmd, iDtinain8 devioes usins 

$BJP,s copyripted pacbaiaa. and matketias ~ witbo1Jt. any ri8bt oc authority 'timn 

.SBP. 
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1 

2 wtthout·dletlin&or lJl7ialllpploprilte-. 

3 28. The ·adioaa· or RCr a u coliiiiDI bavo .. dtprMd. SBP of the beDefit of b 

4 contndull· ..... rediD& ill lost ..... bJt marbt .llllr4; loa oppoltmUtia, .....,.~-

5 ~ --..... t.rtbeplialt. ~--~ ~by·J{ctaod 
6 ita ...... .tliJiatea. 
1 

8 

9 

Y·lk·JtudlltaVa• sl .... ti!P"'gf*?ttAID'k"" 

29. Tho '291 AppliCalirm ia aftlecl"frottina ~And Yetbocl ofUae VJlh 

1 o ElC\IItot Aod ·Di"Verter StructutO:" Ret's ~ lftPIRd and ftJecldle '291 App1iol1i)a.. Tbe 

ll ~~ Appliellion idcJ'Jt ... Mr.· •. tdra. (W)om .. tbejoiDt-UMaon. 

11 30. Mr. Burrill, boWC~VW, W the ~ of diD dmlrtcr that il iDbenn in tt. 

13 a.m. oftbe '291 Applicatioa (llt.J. Claim. 1#21) aad Mr. Bwtill belped teeluco the iaveaDm. to 

14 
~.by~ the ID8lee oftbedivertor .....,_in theCWaa of the •291 lq)p)ication 

lS 
(e.a. Claillll 128 - 129.) ~· aad tlllder u.s. ,._ taw, Mr. Burrill is • joh¢-

16 
invtalor flhe-...:-IDIUerotde'291 A licltion. 17 ° ~ . pp 

11 31. ·u. ·~Jaw, lS U.S.C. Scdioa 262, in-....._ of• .. __. ~ tbo 

19. ~' joiftt.;javeatora each 0~ the.,.,.. riaiD w&out:iD ~btiption to~ to the 

20 otherjoiat.-~ Uliderthol.icca.o Aareament. RCI' ......... • ex.OIUaiVe ~to 
21 

22. 

23 

SBP, lluttbet.m.e .~it lila BtoSirsrJabtl••·mwor. 

32. SSP bali 11i111ik llCT aDd its ~ ·...,. of &era filil1mt to idfiltifY Mr. 

Burrill a a joiat-ilMDor', bat RCf aad b counlel haw Janored the iDbmlidoa 8bd bavri 
24 

~- &ilfd. to tlb Ill)' IICtionl to ooriect ~ "291 AppUaaoa. 
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33. 1be '291 ~n m;pt be able to be__.... include Mr. ~ u a 

2 ~jt;int·iilYeDtor, or it·tllliy be tbat the •:z91 Application CIOiJot be c:ottec:ted IDII il-imdd 

3 'jbr:fiAltnto indude tM true iavc:Dton. 

4 

s 
6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

J. 

n. 

Ul. 

IV. 

v. 
ll ....... 

12 

13 

14 

15 

'VI. 

VII. 

YL h? ; "AIIM 

RCF is ill IDiftrialaod \JilCUI'Cd btwchot1bo Licciilo ~. 

RCI' liM-~ iutar..l 'rillsBJPa ~reJationa ad apec--. 

acr • inftinsed tbe '031 ,._ and SBP'•exca.ivo ri8lD in it. 

RCI'-~SlW'• ~iatbo JM)•S DIVER~ 

R¢'r hu ~ SBP'a CopyriaiD in SBP's priqina and Jlllrbtiag 

16 
43(a) o.fthe Federal I .ubam Ac&, IS U.S.C. Sec1ion 1l2S(a). 

17 vnt 

19 

20 ~pmlrlt ofPio&s _.,&.,_.under~--- la.w,-' b' three timet ·thole pro1b 

%I :and cJ1Dit1ptt uildet flldail and tt.tcJaw, aad i»r llfOmeYI' ~ Dllller. the Licenle~ 
22 

andu:lcr licJcdl ud .We b. 
23 

24 

25 

~·FOR ARBITRATION-? 
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t 

2 

··--------·-··-----------------------

IlL ..... fpr...., --·-·····.·· .. 

3 1. For 8ll Oftlerto.B.Cf to .rei!Mio the molds fio!ll PIM a,r the uso b): SBP. 

4 2~ F~r.a Otdcrtbit RCl" isll01aDowed to uae.tbese moW., dllrinathctcrmoftbe 

5 

6 

10 

Lb:Die-A~ -········~~~-

3. 

U ~ tetaiJea:lw~ RCT has delivered it, m addition to apmper apllaltion to thole rdailen 

12 that SBP is the legitimate excbaliYe lioeaaee of tbf; ~Jo8)'. 

13 

14: 

15 

us 

18 

22 

23 

s. 

6. 

Pot ·.· ,_.._to RCf_ to •.:.a- ....tH.w "- itl "-...__...._. --•-. ·.~ tha an:.....- . . pro .... - 811 IICCO~ ..,. ---o-tt _.,.- . . 

24 
mombt}. ~ (~)~new roydyl'ltc8 Co refhct Mr. Bwrill• a jomt-in.vcntor ofthe 

25 "291 ~pplbtioQ: 7.5% fi)r rctaa1 eales. 5% kwholcsalc ..a. . .m 2.S%·mr distributor sUs. 
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1 

2 . Jolt .U. ud opportuaUtiel. (ii) ~lilY ID!nlieilm.te by RCT fbr.b infiinPt~· _.. 

j .·.a the.._ ofiblapdlad dililla. (Uil ueblin&. aU moaeCiry.,... IIQIJcr tbo 1aw. llld 

4 (iv) awa'ttini costa aa4 al"'OIIDablc llttoiDO)'t fee. Ally J ....... ~ abould be fQbject 

5 to a ad:.off of$11~.75 •lw 1:11ero,_.,. i)r Quart« 3, 1012 Which bas been 'dltheJd ·under 
6 

pmteltpeadkJatbis~ 
7 

I 

9 

10 

n 

12 

13 

14 

lS 

16 

l7 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22. 

23 

l4 

25 

"11-
DATEJ) thil~ clayGt~, 2012. 
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EXHIBIT4 

AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION 

SETH BURRILL PRODUCTIONS, INC., a 
Washington corporation, 

Claimant, 
vs. 

REBEL CREEK TACKLE, INC., 

Respondent. 

1, J. Christopher Lynch, declare as follows: 

CASE NO. 75133 0042312 

DECLARATION OF J. CHRISTOPHER 
LYNCH IN SUPPORT OF CLAJMANT'S 
RESPONSE TO RESPONDENT'S 
"MOTION" DATED APRIL 26,2013 

1. I am the lead counsel for Seth Burrill Productions, Inc. ("SBP") in this matter. 

My associate Vanessa Waldref, my legal intern Bradley Tubbs, and our IP and Litigation 

paralegals Annie Haley and Julie Sampson assisted me in the case. I submit this Declaration in 

Opposition to Respondent's "Motion" for reconsideration. This Declaration includes some 

express comments by me to Mr. Burrill in order to respond to respondent's Motion, but no other 

attorney-client privilege is waived hereby. 

2. I resent the tone of Rebel Creek Tackle, Inc.'s ("RCT") ''Motion" filed after 

7:00p.m. PDT, on Friday, April 26, 2013. RCf's counsel calls into question my ethics, my 

preparation, my interviewing skills, my legal analysis, my briefing, my discovery, and just about 

everything else we did in the case. He also calls Mr. BurriJI a "liar" and argues that I was 

complicit in suborning perjury on the witness stand. Mr. Burrill told the truth as the Arbitrator 

LBE & HAYES, PU..C 

DECLARATION OF J. CHRISTOPHER LYNCH- 1 601 W.RiwnideAvcauc,Suile 1400 
s~. Wuhlngtoo 99201 
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could plainly see. I never arranged for any testimony which I knew to be false, and I never 

would do so. 

3. It is highly unfortunate to be forced to spend more of my client's money in 

responding to RCf's counsel's improper "Motion .. , but I feel I have no option other than to 

prepare a substantive reply. 

4. I admit that I was the person who first raised the issue of''un~named co-inventor" 

both with Rcr and with Mr. Burrill. In reviewing the file, I realized that SBP was paying a 

steep royalty for the Exclusive License of two patents. The Supreme Court's Lear v. Adkins case 

absolutely allows patent licensees to challenge patents (even if the license expressly prohibits 

such a challenge, and this one did not have any such prohibition) - because licensees are in the 

best position to ferret~ut invalid patents and, under the law, no royalty needs to be paid for a 

patent held to be invalid. So in interviewing Mr. Burrill, it was apparent to me that be in fact did 

make a significant technological contribution to the "diver with diverter" and further study led 

me to the '291 Application with its claim language right on the points that Mr. Burrill identified 

that he had made. I raised these issues with counsel for RCf who promised a substantive reply, 

but it was never forthcoming. 

S. I was suspicious that a party like RCf which had so callously terminated the 

License Agreement without any right to do so, and which I had already proven had not assigned 

the patents into the Licensor of the License Agreement, might have in fact secured a high royalty 

mte from SBP without ever telling SBP that its contribution to the technology was in the patent 

application filed in December 2009. 

6. Yes it is true that Mr. Burrill at the time never claimed to be a co-inventor, but 

thet'e is no evidence that Rcr ever shared the patent application with SBP! In other words, even 

DECLARATION OF 1. CHRISTOPHER LYNCH- 2 
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if SBP could have understood that the application included the ''9-and-9" angles buried in Claims 

28 and 29 that Mr. Burrill testified to suggesting, it was never shown to SBP. Indeed, the '291 

Application did not even become public record until late 2010 when it was first published by the 

USPTO, but after the License Agreement was signed. 

7. I never suggested to Mr. Burrill to try to claim sole ownership of the '291 

Application -I told him that (i) incorrect inventorship can be corrected at the USPTO {even as to 

applications) by honest applicants who made a mistake, and (ii) incorrect inventorship cannot be 

cotreeted at the USPTO by dishonest applicants. I had no specific evidence that RCf was 

dishonest about this issue of inventorship {e.g. it might have been an honest mistake not to 

interview or include Mr. Burrill), so I raised the issue with RCf's counsel in the hopes (i) that 

the application could be conectcd, or (ii) that I could be convinced that Mr. Burrill was in fact 

not an inventor, despite the technical contn"bution he made that is in Claims 28 and 29 of the 

'291 Application. But I never got any substantive reply regarding the issue and never got any 

"Yes, maybe I should interview Mr. Burrill now that J know more about his technical 

contribution" reply. 

8. In discovery, RCf took the position that it had invented its diverter prior to 2009, 

but SBP continued to hearing on the point, because: (i) I was suspicious that the '291 

Application came so late in 2009, after the work with Mr. Burrill, and (ii) I was suspicious that 

the '291 Application included detailed claims like Claims 28 and 29 that covered angles that 

RCT's pre-2009 devices could not physically make (e.g. differing angles to the bridge and the 

diverter). RCf' s behavior throughout the arbitration confirmed my suspicions that Rcr was 

trying to hide from this issue that could have exposed it for securing a high royalty deal without 

telling SBP that the '291 Application included its contributions. Indeed, the fact that RCT never 
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came to market until working out the design with Mr. Burrill was proof to me that there was a 

viable issue of co-inventorship. 

9. I reviewed Ref's authority on the point and concur that there is no civil cause of 

action against the USPTO for correction of patent applications. There is, however, a process for 

cooperative correction of patent applications -this is the process I wanted RCT to consider, i.e. 

"let's talk about Seth's contribution and then correct the patent now before it causes problems"-

and this is the process I asked to Arbitrator to employ under its equitable powers. 

10. There is a civil cause of action for correction of issued patents. There is a civil 

cause of action for cancellation of issued patents. There is a process for an un-named co-

inventor to file his own patent application, drawing an Interference at the USPfO. I explained 

all of these options to the Arbitrator during the hearing on summary judgment regarding 

jurisdiction, but indicated our preference was to have the Arbitrator simply order the applicant to 

consider inventorsbip and amend the •291 Application accordingly. Similarly, SBP asked the 

Arbitrator to order RCf to assign the patents into Rcr (which has apparently has not yet been 

completed.) 

11. The majority of Claimant's case was to show the serious breaches of the License 

Agreement. The co-inventorship issue was a concern, because it was a warranty in the 

agreement, just like the warranty that RCT owned the patents. So of course SBP raised the issue, 

but we did so in a way to try to minimize its impact - that is, SBP pushed for a resolution that 

would lead to validity rather than one that would lead to invalidity. Indeed, Claimant even 

suggested an avenue for resolution of the inventorship issue that could have allowed RCT's 

counsel to make the decision (in good faith.) 
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12. I know that I never violated FRCP 11, CR 11 or RCP 3.3. I investigated the facts 

and I presented the facts. I investigated the state of the law and urged compliance with the law. 

I acknowledged the limitations of any court to tell the USPTO what to do, but recognized that 

Arbitrators can tell parties what to do, and found and cited authority that authorizes Arbitrators to 

tell parties what to do at the USPTO to fix problems. Indeed, RCT' s 17 pages of venom appear 

not to challenge the Arbitrator's ordering RCf to change ownership into itself, even though there 

appears to be no express cause of action which would allow a licensee to sue the USPTO for 

such a result. 

13. RCT was warned about the cost of arbitration and that SBP would be seeking 

specific performance, even though the filing fee for that was three times the normal filing fee -

because specific performance was the only way to make SBP whole. Despite these warnings, 

RCf continued to deflect any substantive discussion toward resolution, forcing the hearing. 

Indeed, SBP prevailed on specific performance, securing an Award to get the molds and to get 

the patent assignments fixed. 

14. I have spent five and one-half hours today Monday April29, 2013 reading the 17 

page .. Motion," reviewing the timeline and files, reading some of RCf's cases. and preparing 

this response Declaration and Memorandum. Because RCT's "Motion" was untimely and 

wholly improper, SBP requests (i) that it be Awarded the relief sought in its attorneys' fees 

request, including control of the inventory under Osborn's control, and (ii) that it be awarded 

attorneys' fees in the amount of $2.500.00 for this response which never would have been 

necessary had RCf complied with the Interim Award and the AAA rules. 

DECLARATION OF J. CHRISTOPHER LYNCH- 5 
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15. I would be happy to provide any additional information or responses to Rcrs 

"Motion,. as the Arbitrator deems appropriate. 

DATED this 29th day of April, 2013, in Spokane, Washington. 

DECLARATION OF 1. CHRISTOPHER LYNCH- 6 
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EXHIBIT 5 

ARBITRATION OF SBPI V. RCTI, AAA 75 133 00423 12 

RESPONDENTS MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND RESPONSE TO THE 
INTERIM DECISION 

ARBITRATION IS SUBJECT TO CR 11 AND RPC 3.3 

Civil Rule 11 makes the signature of an attorney a certificate that to the best of the 
attorney's knowledge .. lormed after an inquiry reasonable ... [that for the subject 
matter of the document signed] (1) it is well grounded in fact; (2) is warranted by 
existing law or a good faith argument for the extension, modification, or reversal of 
existing law or the establishment of new law; (3) it is not interposed for any 
improper purpose, such as to harass or to cause unnecessary delay or needless 
increase in the cost of litigation; and ( 4) the denials of factual contentions are 
wammted on the evidence or, if specifically so identified, are reasonably based on a 
lack of information or belief .... If a pleading, motion, or legal memorandum is signed 
in violation of this rule, the court. .. upon its own initiative, may impose upon the 
person who signed it ... an appropriate sanction .• " 

Washington RPC Rule 3.3. is titled Candor Toward the Tribunal assets that (a) A 
lawyer shall not knowingly: (1) make a false statement of fact or law to a tribunal or 
fail to correct a false statement of material fact or law previously made to the 
tribunal by the lawyer; (2) fail to disclose a material fact to a tribunal when 
disclosure is necessary to avoid assisting a criminal or fraudulent act by the client 
unless such disclosure Is prohibited by Rule 1.6; (3) fail to disclose to the tribunal 
legal authority in the controlling Jurisdiction known to the lawyer to be directly 
adverse to the position of the client and not disclosed by opposing counsel; ( 4) offer 
evidence that the lawyer knows to be false... (c) If the lawyer has offered material 
evidence and comes to know oflts falsity, the lawyer shall promptly disclose this 
fact to the tribunal unless such disclosure is prohibited by Rule 1.6. (d) If the lawyer 
has offered material evidence and comes to know of Its falsity, and disclosure of this 
fact is prohibited by Rule 1.6, the lawyer shall promptly make reasonable efforts to 
convince the client to consent to disclosure. If the client refuses to consent to 
disclosure, the lawyer may seek to withdraw from the representation In accordance 
with Rule 1.16. (e) A lawyer may refuse to offer evidence that the lawyer 
reasonably believes Is false. 

Tribunals have broad fact~finding powers in testing the factual and legal grounds for 
evidence and assertions made for its consideration in assuring that justice is done. 
See Cooter & Gell, 110 S.Ct. at 2457-2461. When a reviewing entity is uncertain of 
the Tribunal's reasoning, or when a reviewing entity cannot discern whether the 
Tribunal considered the relevant factors, the reviewing entity must remand. 
Townsend v. Holman Consulting Corp., 929 F.2d 1358, 1366 (9th Cir. 1990) 
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The nature of the Tribunal inquiry contemplated by the Supreme Court In Cooter & 
Gell, Is characterized by the Court as "[t]he issues involved in determining whether 
an attorney has violated Rule 11- involve fact-intensive close calls." 110 S.Ct at 
2460 (citations and internal quotations omitted). We believe that this kind of 
inquiry both adequately addresses the concern that Rule 11 will be used to chlll 
vigorous advocacy and at the same time adequately serves the Rule's central 
purpose of deterring abusive litigation tactics." Townsend v. Holman Consulting 
Corp., 929 F.2d 1358, 1364 (9th Cir. 1990) 

The Washington Court of Appeals noted that "The principal concern of ... Rule ll ... is 
whether the attorney acted reasonably in taking the action. See Cabell v. Petty, 810 
F.2d 463,466 (4th Clr.1987)." The Tribunal's function is to • .. jnform itself and 
make findings as to the inquiry undertaken by the nonmoving party. The court's 
focus should begin with the language of the rule itself and center on the attorney's: 
"lmowledge, information, and belief, formed after reasonable Inquiry-" CR 11. Doe 
v. Spokane and Inland Empire Blood Bank, 180 P.2d 853,55 Wn.App. 106, 110-114, 

!~~~~~~~~~~.!.\~~~2 ..................................................... . 

THE INTERIM DECJSION 

The Arbitrator's Interim Decision has not addressed the evidence and 
testimony presented by the Claimant in light of the imperatives of CR 11 and RPC 
3.3. 

The Arbitrator's Interim Decision has found that Claimant Mr. Burrill was not 
an inventor. 

The Arbitrator's Interim Decision has found that the Osborn's were not 
authorized to terminate the Exclusive Ucense held by Mr. Burrill and awards 
damages to Mr. Burrill 

The Interim Decision ignores the fact of separate claims asserted In the 
Arbitration Demand and the factual and legal issues which the Arbitrator is 
compelled to address. 

IHEAR8DEATIONDEMAND 

The Claimant, by Mr. Lynch's signature, crafted two distinct clalms in the 
Arbitration Demand One was specific to Mr. Burrill's assertion ofinventorship and 
hence ownership of the "diver-diverter" invention which is the subject of the 
License Agreement 

The second was specific to the termination of the Exclusive License and to 
Damages. 
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The role taken by the Osborn's in selling was limited to 6 sales made in late 
2012. The Osborn's terminated sales activity when Mr. Burrill's Arbitration Demand 
was filed. There was nothing regarding the Osborn's, which was presented in the 
Arbitration hearing. which was not revealed in the Osborn's Response to Calmant's 
Discovery. The Osborn's activity of sales, purchase of inventory, use of packaging 
Including artwork and the use of ·suds Diver'" was fully disclosed in Osborn's 
Response to Claimant's Discovery. 

THE PRIMARY FOCUS OF THIS ARBITRATION 

The effort in thls case was primarily related to Mr. Burrill's claim of 
lnventorship and hence Patent Ownership. The Arbitration Demand, signed by Mr. 
Lynch, asserted that Mr. Burrill bad the concept, helped reduce to practice and 
perfected the angles of the diverter at 30; that as a joint Inventor Mr. Bun1U owned 
the patent rights at 31; that Respondent was obligated to correct the inventorship to 
show Mr. Bunill as an inventor with the Patent Office at 32, 33 of the Arbitration 
Demand. 

The Osborn's' Response to the Arbitration Demand first refuted the authority 
of Arbitration to make an Inventorship determination citing the Federal Statute and 
Case Law reserving lnventorship dedslons, for pending Patent Applications, to the 
Director of the Patent and Trademark Office. Mr. Lynch drew the Arbitrator into 
consideration of doing what was not pennitted to Federal Judges. Federal Judges 
have the capacity to address Inventorship after a Patent Is Issued but are precluded 
from such power while a Patent Application is pending. 

Upon conclusion of Discovery the Osborn's' moved for Summary Judgment 
on the Inventorship issue with Mr. Lynch citing to the Arbitrator authority 
pertaining to issued Patents and not to pending Patent Applications. 

Requesting an Arbitrator to perform what a Federal Judge cannot accomplish 
is aear and Convincing evidence of the nonexistence of the legal basis for what Mr. 
Lynch requested of the Arbitrator. That demand, without legal authority, required a 
FRCP 11 or CR 11 examination. 

The occurrence of such an event compels the Tribunal- the Arbitrator, to 
address the matter. Yet the issue was disposed of by the Arbitrator in two sentences 
concluding only that Mr. Bunill was not an inventor. There was no CR 11 or RPC 3.3 
finding. 

The Inventorship Issue occupies a position of prominence requiring 
heightened consideration. Here CR 11 is prominent in light of the lackofboth 
factual and legal grounds. The lack of factual grounds became ever more obvious as 
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Bunill's false and separately in allowing a witness to knowingly present false 
testimony to a Tribunal. 

FED. R. CIY. P.ll AND CR 11 AUTHORITY 

FIRST WASHINGTON AUTHORITY 

The signature of a party or of an attorney constitutes a certificate by him that 
he has read the pleading. motion, or legal memorandum; that to the best of his 
knowledge, information. and belief, formed after reasonable inquiry it is well 
grounded in fact and is warranted by existing law or a good faith argument for the 
extension, modification, or reversal of existing law, and that it is not interposed for 
any improper purpose, such as to harass or to cause unnecessary delay or needless 
increase in the cost of litigation .. " If a pleading. motion, or legal memorandum is 
signed in violation of this rule, the court, upon motion or upon Its own initiative, 
shall impose upon the person who signed it, a represented party, or both, an 
appropriate sanction, which may include an order to pay to the other party or 
parties the amount of the reasonable expenses incurred because of the filing of the 
pleading, motion, or legal memorandum, including a reasonable attorney fee. 

The determination whether a violation of CR 11 has occurTed is vested in the 
sound discretion of the trial court. Cooper v. Viking Ventures, 53 Wash.App. 739, 
742,770 P.2d 659 (1989). If the courtdeterminesthata violation has occurred, the 
rule makes the Imposition of sanctions mandatory. Miller v. Badgley, 51 Wash.App. 
285, 301, 7 53 P.2d 530 (1988). The trial court, however, retains broad discretion 
regarding the nature and scope of sanctions, which could range from a reprimand to 
the full award of attorneys fees and other appropriate penalties. Badgley, at 303, 
753 P.2d 530. 

A plaintiffs complaint may subject that party to CR 11 sanctions if three 
conditions are met: (1) the action Is not well grounded in fact; (2) it is not 
warranted by existing law; and (3) the attorney signing the pleading has failed to 
conduct reasonable inquiry into the factual or legal [780 P.Zd 857] basis of the 
action. CR 11. The reasonableness of an attorney's inquiry is evaluated by an 
objective standard. Badgley. at 299·300, 753 P.2d 530. 

Doe v. Spokane and Inland Empire Blood Bank, 780 P.2d 853, 55 Wn.App. 106, 
11 0·111, (Wash.App. Div. 11989). 

Doe, supra, Imposes mandatory action by the Judicial Officer where a 
violation occurs. Consideration of lnventorship by other than the Director of the 
Patent and Trademark office is precluded by Federal Statute. There was no legal 
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basis for the assertion of lnventorship in this matter. CR 11 was triggered by this 
assertion. 

SECOND. FEDERAL AUTHOR.liY 

Rule ll(b) requires an attorney to conduct a reasonable inquiry into the law 
and facts before filing a pleading in a court and to certify that the claims contained 
therein are not frivolous, legally unreasonable. without factual foundation, or 
asserted for an improper purpose. Rule ll(c) then permits a district court to impose 
sanctions on a party and its attorneys for violation of subdivision (b). 

Q-Pharma, Inc. v. Andrew Jergens Co., 360 F.3d 1295, 1300, (Fed. Cir. 2004) 

ISSUES RAISED BY MR. BURRILL'S CLAIM OF INVENTORSHIP 

Mr. Burrill's claim of Inventorsbip and hence ownership raises four distinct 
issues. 

THE fiRST ISSUE 

The first Issue is addressed Jn the foregoing section - namely the 
nonexistence of legal authority allowing any other than the Director of the Patent 
Office to make lnventorshlp determinations in a pending Patent Application. 

THE SECOND ISSUE 

The Second Issue first issue focuses on Mr. Bunill's presentation of patently 
false testimony which first addressed lnventorship and then carried over into his 
License and Damage Claims. 

THE fEDERAL HOMESTEAD ACTS 

In the mid 1800's and into the early 1900's, the western United States was 
unsettled. A "free sau· movement was encouraged and Homestead Acts were 
passed. People came west, cleared rocks and trees, plowed, sowed, harvested and 
built and lived In a house. When they had proved their Homestead they did not 
receive a Deed. The United States awarded them a Patent showing the boundary of 
their land. The term Deed is synonymous with the term Patent 
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Some individuals tried to gain the fruit of the labor of a Homesteader by 
falsifying documents, making up testimony, preparing witnesses and taking other 
steps to steal the homestead. These "Claim Jumpers" were sometimes successful 
and at other times were shot. 

Seth Burrill is the modem day "Claim Jumper". His testimony in Declaration 
and at the hearing was filled with lies. 

Mr. Burrill contended in Declarations in 2012 and 2013 that in February or 
March 2009, at Rock Lake, that he was the inventor and conceiver of and perfecting 
critical angles of the diver relative to the diverter. 

But Mr. Burrill's September 2009 emaU, RCTI A250·20 and SBPI 366, 
illustrated that months after the Rock Lake trip he was unaware of those "critical 
angles"- the "double 9's". The Arbitrator and counsel for Mr. Burrill were 
enlightened by Mr. Bunill's email stating that • ... The bridge is set at a 9 degree 
down angle and the diverter is set at a 9 degree inside angle .. :. 

The bridge angle is not one of the "double 9" angles. 

Mr. Burrill's witness, Mr. Van Valin, whether complidt or not, recited Mr. 
Bunill's words of "'Crank Bait Bill• pointing to and referencing to the "Bridge" 
portion of the "diver.dlverter". Mr. Burrill's words, his witness's words and the 
September 2009 email demonstrated that Mr. Burrill did not know the "double 9 
angles", the "Invention Angles" of consequence in February of 2009. 

Rather than showing evidence of the "double 9•1nvention in February 2009, 
the testimony illustrated that Mr. Burrill was addressing a 9 degree down angle at 
the Bridge as late as September 2009. 

THEBURPENFORtHHABBITBATOR-IHEBURPENFORTHEQSBOBNS
THE MANDANTORYACTION REQUIRED OF THE ARBITRATOR 

In what ways does Mr. Burrill's failed attempt to claim Inventorship impact 
this Arbitration? In the contemporaneous exchange of Discovery Mr. Burrill claimed 
that he was the person who Conceived of the Diverter. He claimed sole 
responsibility for the Diverter structure which was a "double 9". In that same 
discovery exchange, where Mr. BurrUI claimed Conception in 2009, the Osborn's 
revealed photographs from as early as 2005 demonstrating the "'Diver-Diverter" 
prototype having the "double 9" angular relationship between diver and diverter. 

Mr. Burrill's •double 9" could have been an original concept but for his utter 
ignorance of where the angles were as revealed in the September emaiL Thus the 
"double 9" and "conception" claims were false. The "double 9" and «conception" 
claims from February 2009 were lies by Mr. Burrill. This testimony, in Burrill 
Declarations and at the hearing, was permitted by counsel. 
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Responding to Osborn's Motion for Summary Judgment on the Inventorship 
issue Mr. Lynch stated at page 2 that "Mr. Burrill's Declaration explains his 
contributions to the various angles and relative positioning of the parts to make It 
work" and at page 4 "Here the testimony will show that Mr. Burrill made 
contributions to the relative positions and connections of the elements of the '291 
Application ... " 

Mr. Lynch Introduced the topic of Mr. Bunill's inventive contributions, in the 
Lynch Memorandum Opposing the Motion for Summary Judgment, without explicit 
acknowledgment of the text and photographic evidence of the 2005 Osborn 
Prototype. Mr. Lynch simply said. at page 1, that "Claimant aclmowledges that Mr. 
Burrill had no inventive influence on the Osborn's before ... 2009." and at page 2 
that "Mr. BuJTill was .... instrumental in the conception of the final designs of the 
"diver with dlverter" ... [and that he] proposed ideas for alignment of a diverter 
structure to a diver structure ... ". 

At this point in the Arbitration the broad scope of power of examination by 
the Arbitrator was appropriate. The Tribunal was obligated to inquire regarding the 
grounds of fact and law which was being presented by Claimant Did Mr. Lynch not 
have in mind the September 2009 email at SBPI 3667 Had Mr. Lynch not 
interviewed Mr. Van Valin? Did Mr. Lynch not ask about the CRANK BAIT BILL 
which was at the bridge of the "diver-dlverter" and at 9 degrees? Did Mr. Lynch not 
ask about the expense claimed to have been inflicted on Mr. Bunill and caused by 
Mr. Osborn's unauthorized mold change .. Mr. Burrill, where is the invoice, when did 
you find out, did you ever get any of the product following the mold change, when 
did you get it as referenced in the letter from attorney Carroll, March 14,2012 at 
RCTI A400-2. Did Mr. Lynch ask Mr. Bunill about the contradiction between Mrs. 
Osborn's letter and Mr. Carroll's statement that" ... the Osborn's have apparently sent 
my client a check for $1,000.00 .... [in] . .an attempt to make reparations for the 
approximately $2,000.00 expense that my client suffered as a result of the changing 
of the mold and the product materials .. : RCTI A400-2. Did Mr. Lynch not learn that 
Mr. Burrill had color units in the fall of 2009 during one of the fishing trips? Did Mr. 
Lynch not ask why the mold change caused a $6,300.16 TOTAL Wasted Product due 
to the Mold change at SBPI 4 ? Did Mr. Lynch not try the old inventory products 
with the new color products following the mold change? Did Mr. Lynch not ask 
about Mrs. Osborn's letter and the $1,000? Did Mr. Lynch not become concerned 
that Mr. Burrill was not belng truthful? 

FALSE TESTIMONY AUTHORITY AND ITS SUPPORT Of FAILURE TO 
COMPLYWJTH THE DUTY OF GOOD FAITH 

Mr. Burrill's testimony, as suggested in the Arbitration Demand, as found in 
Claimant' Response to Respondents' Discovery and in Mr. Burrill's Declarations, 
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addressed most if not all of the questions raised in the immediately preceding 
paragraph. And the answers for each Is that Mr. Burrill was lying. 

Many of these same issues are addressed in the Claimant's Arbitration Brief 
signed by Mr. Lynch on March 15, 2013. Would Mr. Lynch, had he researched the 
consequences of certifying an inadequate or false response or statement. have been 
encouraged to do something dramatic In Insuring that the Arbitrator would not be 
bamboozled by Mr. Burrill's lies? Washington Motorsports Ltd. Partnership v. 
Spokane Raceway Park, Inc., 282 P.3d 1107, 168 WnApp. 710, 718 (WasbApp. Div. 3 
2012) where the court stated In part • ... we simply do not understand why counsel 
thought he had to do so, let alone why he was justified in certifying an inadequate 
response." Should Mr. Lynch have made a "noisy withdrawal"? In re Teleglobe 
Communications Corp., 493 F.3d 345 (3rd Cir. 2007) rather than continue to sign? 
Should Mr. Lynch have read RPC 3.3 and called the WSBA for an ethics opinion? 

The was no legal basis for asserting the lnventorship issue when such was 
statutorily limited for action only by the Director of the Patent Office. How would 
the many contractions in Mr. Burrill's declarations, exhibits, and testimony, not be 
detected and acted upon by Mr. Lynch? 

Mr. Lynch, in response to the Arbitrator's call for Response to the Interim 
Decision, gave a Declaration. He described his experience, his principal role in the 
law firm, in his efforts to resolve this case, and his management of costs. Mr. Lynch's 
Declaration is not supportive but is an indictment With the experience indicated by 
Mr. Lynch, how would he continue with legal briefing which was misleading for the 
Arbitrator and why would he not take action in view of the multitude of 
contradictions and lies from his client? 

The problematic legal basis for the Inventorship issue, obviously leading to 
expense for Respondent, and the contradictions seen in Mr. Burrill's contentions, 
lead to the conclusion that the Arbitrator is mandated to examine this matter for CR 
11 violations. 

It is ironic that the continued presentation of false testimony strengthens the 
evidence of a failure of the Duty of Good Faith. Mr. Burrill's testimony profoundly 
supports the conclusion that Mr. Burrill does not and will never conduct business 
under the License Agreement with Good Faith. 

MQR.E Tl:IAN BUMBLING IESJIMONY- NOW EVIDENCE_ OF THEFf 

This is the point of divergence from a simple evidentiary error, dispute or 
something to be judged by the Tribunal. This Is an outright •claim Jumper's• grab at 
the property. These •errors, contradictions, lies'" by Mr. Burrill, seen in Declarations 
and testimony and as supported by Mr. Burrill's witness and as subscribed by Mr. 
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Lynch in his Declarations and Arbitration Demand, directs the Arbitrator's attention 
to the issue of whether or not a reasonable or prudent investigation was conducted 
at the outset and prior to the filing of the Arbitration Demand by Mr. Lynch. 

This grab at the property, based on lies and misguided legal briefing, causes 
divergence into two matters of particular concern and interest to the legal system. 

Rules in presentation of evidence strive to eliminate or reveal false 
testimony. Rules of Ethics, when shootings were finally deemed outside the Law of 
the West, impose additional burdens and safe guards on the legal profession. Rules 
of Contract, the Duty of Good Faith, protect contracting parties from theft 

The Duty of Good Faith Is alive and weD. CR 111s a protection for justice and 
a Guide which requires a mandatory action by the Tribunal. This questionable 
presentation by Mr. Burrill's counsel creates a command, an obligation, requiring 
the Arbitrator to act. A failed legal basis for Inventorship and failed facts presented 
as lies Ignites the imperative of Washington Motorsport:s Ltd, supra at 718, '"1 25 The 
trial court had an obligation to impose sanctions in this case and did so after 
consideration of the appropriate governing principles ... ". 

Mr. Burrill acknowledged, in the License Agreement, that the property was 
owned by the Osborn's. His Inventorshlp claim was demonstrated to be false. The 
First red flag was counsel's error in Law in demanding Inventorship decision 
making by the Arbitrator. The Second was realized with the revelation of the 
Osborn prototype from 2005 where Mr. Burrill's counsel would see "diver·diverter" 
with the "double 9 angles". 

Counsel should have realized the raising of the Red Flags when they read 
case law regarding the Directors singular privilege relative to Inventorship. Counsel 
should have seen RED when he viewed the photographs of the prototypes and read 
Osborn's' history of the invention - the first diver in 1956, the retirement, the dream 
In 2003 of the 1956 diver, the purchase of equipment, the making and 
experimenting with dozens of divers and "diver-diverters". Another Red Flag was 
up when Mr. Burrill retracted from the *One who Conceived" to conceiving "double 
9" angles - •Mr. Burrill. where are these two angles - you say one Is the angle of the 
bridge?" But this Red Flag is surely understood by Mr. Lynch as Mr. Lynch drafts his 
declaration acknowledging Mr. Burrill's limitations. 

Then the testimony regarding Mr. Burrill's rush of Mrs. Osborn's March 2012 
letter to attorney CarrolL Mr. Bunill would have the Arbitrator believe that where 
Mrs. Osborn pleads for conversation and shows her concern over Mr. Burrill's hard 
times with the $1000 gift she is actually trying to pay a debt to Mr. BurrilL Mr. 
BurrUI would have the Arbitrator believe that Mr. Carroll. examining the letter, 
doesn't recognize Mrs. Osborn's $1000 gift but addresses a $2000 expense Incurred 
by Mr. Burrill for mold changes to product color. 
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Mr. Burrill was the only source of the claim of a $2000 unauthorized revision 
of the molds. Mr. Burrill says that he showed the letter to John Carroll But Mr. 
Burrill did no such thing. Mr. Carroll says that "apparentlY' there was an expense 
and apparently the $1,000 was an attempt to repay. This is Mr. Burrill's lle that now 
draws Mr. Carroll into the realm of falsity. The $2000 revision was shown to be 
another lie- Mr. Burrill used the product from the revised molds, he was not 
charged, did not pay, and lmew when be testified in Declaration and at the hearing 
this to be false. Did Mr. Lynch not know? The Osborn's paid for the mold revision. 

The complained of$2000 unauthorized mold change led to Mr. Burrill's 
contention that the old Inventory would not fit with the new color pieces. Mr. 
Burrill demonstrated a cutting hazard with high theater, urging Mrs. Osborn and the 
Arbitrator to experience a feigned cutting hazard. Again, Mr. Burrill was play-acting. 

Neither Mr. Osborn nor Mr. Williams demonstrated any problem in fitting the 
old first run products with the bridge from the revised mold. Mr. Burrill was again 
lying. Mr. Burrill added lies to the original thought of his "lnventorship". He thereby 
attempted added weight to damages- his words "incompatible" parts and a 
"cutting" hazard. 

This Second Issue I've addressed related to Mr. Burrill and "lnventorship". A 
"Claim Jumper" attempt- an attempt to take property from the persons who had 
proved the claim. 

The Third Issues relates to the ethics of allowing a client to lead a judge or 
arbitrator or any Tribunal astray. One topic might be understandable. That is, a 
discussion with Mr. Burrill regarding primary elements of an invention could have 
credence and be worthy of presentation. But then the Osborn photos showed a 
2005 "diver-diverter" prototype made and tested and adjusted over a range of 
angles by Mr. Osborn. And then the contemporaneous Claimant's production of Mr. 
Burrill's September 2009 email showing that he did not understand the angular 
relationships. These "facts" created the basis for another investigation by claimant's 
counsel. Were other parts of Mr. Burrill's contentions weakening? Was there 
reason to doubt and to inquire? Was there ever a reasonable or prudent 
investigation? Was there evidence to prompt additional questions? 

Mr. Lynch provides a Declaration ln support of damages ln this post-Interim 
Decision phase. He states his depth of experience, his registered Patent Attorney 
status, his partnership role, his attempts to reduce costs - But as a litigator bringing 
a case to an Arbitrator, what were the questions raised in Mr. Lynch's mlnd as the 
contentions by Mr. Burrill met evidentiary failure? Mr. Lynch states that he turned 
the case over to an associate as a cost control measure. Did Mr. Lynch not hear of 
the contradictions? Did Mr. Lynch rely on his assodate to detect and question? 
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The Arbitrator, comprising a Tribunal, Is required to give particular attention 
to CR 11 and RPC 3.3 hazards in conducting the Arbitration. justice finds some hard 
things to look upon. But when those "hard things" arise they must be confronted. 
justice is the expectation. 

l started litigation in 1976 and took the Patent Bar in 1990. I have 
represented plaintiff and defendants In divorce, securities, injury, intellectual 
property and other matters for 37 years. Mr. BuiTill's testimony is the most 
egregious example of falsification in my experience. The depth and width of the 
individual topics he has misrepresented by his deception Is remarkable. He did not 
Umit to one lie but proceeded to manufacture a series of falsehoods with either a 
property claim or a damage element attached to each. There were many legal and 
evidentiary conflicts to concern Mr. Burrill's counsel The conflicts required action 
by Mr. Burrill's counsel A noisy withdrawal was appropriate. In re Teleglobe 
Communications Corp., 493 F.3rd 345, 369 (3nl Clr. 2007). 

As evidence of deliberately false testimony mounted, the actions of Counsel 
for Mr. Burrill was the advancement of the case with execution of the Arbitration 
Demand, of a Response to Discovery, and of several Declarations. Each occurred 
following events raising alarms re: falsity. Each occurred following time for 
examination of the law regarding Inventorship. Several pleadings were signed by 
Mr. Lynch without the required prudent investigation or legal analysis. CR 11 has 
been violated. RPC 3.3 has been violated. 

Mr. Lynch's recitation of his background is enlightening. It illuminates the 
extent of his engagement with the judicial process and magnifies the understanding 
that a person with such a legal background will be particularly sensitive to 
deception. That background, in light of the CR 11 mandated prudent investigation, 
is concerning. 

Attorneys, Judges and Arbitrators, by reason of their Involvement in litigation 
where some parties and witnesses have motivation to be creative, have specific 
experience in detection of falsehood. A Tribunal, which includes Arbitrators, 
occupies a critical position in the administration of justice. United States v. Frega 
179 F.3d 793, footnote 12 regarding a California Criminal Statute (9'h Ctr 1999). 
The judicial officer must be alert to deception and must be prepared to effect a cure 
when assaulted by lies. CR 11 sanctions are appropriate in this matter. 

THE DUTY OF GOOD FAITH 

The Initial issue regarding falsity was Mr. Burrill's assertion oflnventorship. 
The Second regarded lies and ethics. The Third Issue brings into focus the state of 
the •nuty of Good Faith• in Washington. 

Mr. Burrill started his abuse of the Osborn's telling Mr. Osborn that he owed 
them $7000, that he had sent 2000 units to Germany and telling Mrs. Osborn that he 
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would see that they would not receive a dime from Gennany. These acts prompted 
a March 2012letter from lvey to Mr. Carroll. Mr. Carroll's response, obviously 
orchestrated by Mr. Bunill, was a rebuff denying $7000, 2000 units and which 
characterized Mrs. Osborn's $1000 gift to Mr. Burrill as an attempt to make amends 
for "the unauthorized" revision of molds. Mr. Carroll refuted every concern 
addressed to Mr. Carroll. 

The Arbitrator's holding that the Osborn's' were not justified In terminating 
the Exclusive Ucense Agreement does not state findings to support the holding. At 
the outset of this interaction between Mr. Burrill and the Osborn's, the points 
addressed were the "$7000, 2000 and not a dime•. These statements by Mr. Burrill 
indicated that he was not acting in Good Faith In reporting sales. These statements 
evidenced the intent to in fact allow "not a dime" to the Osborn's. Mr. Osborn had 
the means to act by simply having two sets of books. One set accounting for the 
portion of sales to be reported to the Osborn's and a second set accounting for 
remaining sales. 

The Arbitrator is compelled to appreciate the character of Mr. Burrill as 
evidenced in his multitude of lies. Mr. Burrill has demonstrated his 
untrustworthiness. Mr. Burrill will be successful in the stealing of the Osborn 
Patents If the Arbitrator maintains his Interim Decision. 

The Restatement Second 205 Duty of Good Faith bas elements pertaining to a 

person such as Mr. Burrill "Parties to a contract have a duty to perform in 

good faith and to cooperate with each other so that they each obtain the full 
benefit of performance. Badgett v. Sec. State Bank. 116 Wn.2d 563, 569-70, 
807 P.2d 356 (1991). The implied duty "arises only In connection with terms 
agreed to by the parties, " and •requires only that the parties perfonn In good 
faith the obligations imposed by their agreement." Id at 569. Circumstances 
showi111 breach of the duty of pod faith Include, •evaston of the spirit 
of the barpln, lack of diligeDce and sladdng off, willful renderilll of 
Imperfect performance. abuse of a power to specify terms, and 
lntelference with or faUure to cooperate in the other party's 
performance. • Restatement (Second) of Contracts§ ZOS(d) (1981). 
(Emphasis added). This element of the Duty of Good Faith is found in an 
unpublished opinion Fairhaven Land & Livestock Co., LLC v. Chuckanut Trails 
Water Association, 60909·2-1, Court of Appeals of Washington, Division I 
(2009). 

Mr. Burrill's dishonesty is extreme relative to these failures. Mr. Burrill's intent may 
have evolved. Perhaps initially he was just full of hot air. His "hot air" of 
$7000 and not a dime" gave uncertainty to the Osborn's. But by the time of 
Mr. Lynch's letters to Osborn counsel, Mr. Burrill's intention had mutated. 
Generally mutations are deformations resulting in death or disability. Here 
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Mr. Burrill's intention turned him into a thief. This Arbitration has been Mr. 
Burrill's great effort to steal the property; to present lies to a Tribunal which, 
if not obseJVant, gives credence and awards the property. 

Lying, cheating. stealing - these characteristics are the very aspects the Tribunal, 
and Counsel, are to guard against. The Tribunal is to detect and expose. The 
attorney is to distance himself from such a client 

Restatement Second §205. DUTY OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING Slates 
tbe foUowtD&; 

Every contract imposes upon each party a duty of aoocJ faith and fair dealing in 
its performance and its enforcement. 

The comment to section 205 pertains to the method experienced in this 
Arbintion. 

Comment: 

a. Meanings of"goodfalth." Good faith is defined in Uniform Commercial Code§ 
1-201(19) as "honesty ill fact In tb.e cooduct or tnnprtWn concerned." 
"In the case of a merchant• Unifonn Commercial Code §2-103{1 )(b) provides 
that good faith means "honesty in fact and the observance of reasonable 
commercial standards of fair dealing in the trade." The phrase "good faith" is 
used in a variety of contexts, and its meaning varies somewhat with the 
context. Good faith performance or enforcement of a contract emphasizes 
faithfulness to an agreed common purpose and consistency with the justified 
expectations of the other party; it excludes a variety of types of conduct 
characterized as involving "bad faith" because they violate community 
standards of decency, fairness or reasonableness. The appropriate remedy 
for a breach of the duty of good faith also varies with the drcumstances. 

Mr. Burrill's comments to the Osborn's regarding "$7000, 2000 units and not 
a dime" was the initiation of a •pattern and practice" in effecting the "Claim 
Jumping" theft of the inventive fruits of the Osborn's ceaseless work since 2003. 
The Osborn's have spent more than $100,000 ln effecting the first patent for the 
diver and in the continuing advancement of the •diver-diverter". Mr. Burrill 
acknowledged ownership of the inventions by the Osborn's. Mr. Lynch launched 
additional elements including Jnventorship,ln his letters in October 2012 and in the 
Arbitration Demand 
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There are many facets to the attempt to gain the property via thls 
Arbitration. Some facets mandate action by the Tribunal. Some facets reflect Intent 
to lie and steal. 

CONCLUSION 

The Arbitrator is alerted to the actions required of the Arbitrator under Rule 
11 and RPC 3.3. Respondents request the Arbitrator to make findings and to Finally 
Dedde that the License Agreement is void. 

SHOULD THE ARIITBATOR NOT FIND mE UCENSE AGREEMENT VOID 

If the License Agreement is not void then the Osborn's request the following: 

THE MOLDS 

The Molds, wherever they are used, must be with an entity subject to a 
contractual requirement of reporting to the Osborn's' of all production and 
distribution of the parts comprising the product. The report is to be made quarterly 
and is to be made directly to the Osborn's. A contact person at the entity must be 
available for direct communications In the event of lack of clarity. 

OFFSET BY CAPITAL EXPENSE OF PAIENT PROSECUTION AND RELATED 
PAIENTfEES 

Any award to Mr. Burrill must be offset by the Capital Expense experienced 
by the Osborn's in development and patent prosecution of the diver and •diver
diverter". This requirement arises from the License Agreement produced by 
Claimant as Exhibit 1 to the Arbitration Demand where, at the first paragraph of the 
second page of the License Agreement. the following is stated: 

•LICENSEE, in consideration of the grant of a license under U.S. Patent 
Application No.11,209,391 and United States Patent Application No.12,641,291, 
will pay royalties, make aU necessary capital invesbnents, and achieve PRACTICAL 
APPLICATION of the Invention; and ..... " 

The required payment by the LICENSEE of ... •an necessary capital 
investments ... " imposes payment by Mr. Burrill of all patent and patent prosecution 
fees. Patents and Exclusive License Agreements are Capital Assets. The expense 
associated with the same comprises a ·capltallnvestmenr-. Trantina v. United 
Swtes, 512 F.3d 567, 572 (9th Cir. 2008) and stating in part: "United States v. 
Dresser Indus., Inc., 324 F.2d 56, 60-61 (5th Cir.1963) (finding that the exclusive 
right to practice a patent did constitute a capital asset): Nelson Weaver Realt;y Co. v. 
Comm'r, 307 F.2d 897,899-901 (5th Cir.1962) (finding sale of mortgage servidng 
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contract along with files, ledgers, and records to be a capital asset): Dorman v. 
United States, 296 F.2d 27, 29 (9th Cir.1961) (finding that an option to become a full 
partner in a business venture constituted a capital asset); ... " 

PATENT INFRINGEMENT 

Exhibits RCTI A380-3 show Osborn sales at $2700.94 for 225 units at an 
average of$12.03/unit. Exhibit RCTI A400-1 shows costs experienced by Osborn in 
purchasing product of $6366.72 at an average cost of$4.58/unit. Based on total 
costs of$6366.12 Osborn has not realized profit and Infringement Damages are 
zero. 

Based on 225 units total sold at $12.03/unit with a cost of$4.58/unit the 
difference is $2700.94less $1030.50= $1670.44. A reasonable royalty rate per the 
License Agreement is on sales of 225 units, License Agreement page 2 paragraph 2 
37% for retail, 28% for wholesale, and 26% for distributors- there being only 
wholesale sales by Osborn the total is total sales of$2700.94 x 28% = $126.56. 

Minimum Patent Infringement damage is $0.0 and maximum is $726.56. 
However, Claimant did not give testimony of sales lost Hence the infringement 
damage should be zero. 

The purpose of a damage award for patent infringement is to give the 

plaintiff reasonable and full compensation for the loss incurred because of the 
patent infringement. Calculation of lost profits is by its nature impredse. "Lost 
profits cannot be computed with certainty; they are hypothetical by definition. The 
'reasonable certainty' test ..• is no more than a test of probabUity as it must be in 
dealing with a hypothetical situation." H. K. Porter Co., Inc. v. Goodyear Tire & 
Rubber Co., supra. The authorities are clear that in awarding lost profits, reasonable 
probabiUty rather than precision is required. Story Parchment Co. v. Paterson 
Parchment Paper Co., 282 U.S. 555,562, 51 S.Ct. 248,250, 75 L.Ed. 544 (1931); 
Livesay Window Co. v. Livesay Industries, Inc., supra; W. L. Gore & Assoc., Inc. v. 
Carlisle Corp., supra. Milgo Electronic Corp. v. United Business Communications, Inc., 
623 F.2d 645, 665 (lOth Cir. 1980). 

COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT 

The Osborn's were by testimony unaware that there was copying of any of 
Claimant's materials. However, aJI copyright material sold were included with the 
units sold and accounted for in the Patent Infringement comments. Thus the full 
value, for which not dollar amount was presented, is included within the accounting 
for sale of units. Additionally, in Copyright Infringement where a single work of 
authorship is at issue, there is but a single claim, i.e., where there are 225 sales of 
the single work of authorship there is still only one copyright infringement claim. 
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TRADEMARK INFRINGEMENT 

A flavor of the extent of damages experienced in this matter is seen in the 
Umlted time where sales were made, being in September and October 2012 and 
comprising sales of 225 units to 6 stores or individuals. The extent of Trademark 
Infringement is limited by the absence of a Nation Wide right with the Claimant 
having only a State Trademark Registration. 

A court has commented as follows: In a trademark action, the nature of 

the proof required to support a jury award depends on the circumstances of the 
case and is" subject to the principles of equity." See DSPT lnt'l. Inc., 624 F.3d at 
1223. The trier offact must distinguish between proof of the fact of damages and the 
amount of damages because a mark holder is held to a lower standard in proving the 
exact amount of actual damages. See La Quinta Corp., 603 F .3d at 342. In measuring 
harm to goodwil~ a jury may consider a plaintiffs expenditures in building Its 
reputation in order to estimate the harm to its reputation after a defendant's bad 
acts. See Smith Corona Corp. v. Pelikan, Inc., 784 F.Supp. 452, 4 76 (M.D.Tenn.1992) 
(" [I]n order to calculate damage to a corporation's goodwill due to a competitor's 
false advertising. one must take into account the amount of money expended by the 
injured corporation in the promotion of its trademark." ). Upon proving causation, 
the plaintiffs evidentiary burden relaxes considerably. To support a jury's actual 
damages award, there need only be substantial evidence to pennit the jury to draw 
reasonable inferences and make a fair and reasonable assessment La Quinta Corp., 
603 F.3d at 342 (emphasis added). Skydive Arizona, Inc. v. Quattrocchi, 6 73 F.3d 
1105, 1112,102 U.S.P.Q.2d 1046 (9th Cir. 2012). 

In this matter there was no false advertising and no evidence ofloss of 
goodwill. The sole evidence was by Mr. Morasch the manager of Distributor 
Gunarama. He said that he would be selling these units at the time of testimony in 
2013. He has no testimony indicating any loss of interest in continued servicing of 
Mr. Burrill. There was no confusion suggested by his testimony as to whom Mr. 
Burrill was and that he provided a fishing product. 

In this matter Trademark Infringement damages have not been proven. 
There should be no award for Trademark Infringement 

DAMAGES GENERALLY 

Mr. Burrill littered the documents returned in Discovery with the email at 
SBPI 507 and RCTI A230-2, ·3, -4&5, et al, that the selling season is over and that he 
would need units in March/ April 2013. Mr. Burrill continued selling throughout 
2012 per RCTI A240 with multiple contacts with derfischerpeter. Mr. Burrill 
retained hundreds of black units as listed In his spread sheet as total loss with all of 
these units available for sale. Any missing parts were available from PIM and, as 
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evidenced by Mr. Burrill's email of November 6, 2012, Mr. Burrill continued in his 
seeking of product from PIM. 

Damages in this matter should be constrained. Mr. Burrill has inftlcted 
damages by his own decisions. 

Mr. Burrill is a liar. The Ucense Agreement should be void Mr. Burrill must 
not be allowed to gain property by such outrageous evidence and testimony. 
Counsel for Mr. Burrill should not have allowed such evidence and testimony. 

If this matter is not resolved with voiding of the License Agreement then the 
Damage award should be minimal There were limited sales over a matter of days. 
Any copyright material was accounted for in the sales. There was no evidence of 
loss of business relationships. Mr. Burrill's full time employment during 2010 and 
into 2012 were obvious impediments to his selling. 

Counsel requests a finding that the Osborn's were the prevailing party 
regarding Inventorship, that the Osborn's be awarded of attorney fees as segregated 
between the defense of the lnventorship issue and, if the Ucense Agreement is void 
an award of fees incurred by reason of the entire case. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITI'ED THIS 26™ DAY OF APRIL, 2013 

/FLOYD E. WEY I 

IVEY Law Offices, P.S. Corp 
7233 W. KENNEWICK, WA 
STEC.,BOX#3 
99336 
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EXHIBIT6 

ARBITRATION OF SBPI V. RCTI, AAA 75 133 00423 12 
April30, 2013 

RESPONDENT'S RESPONSE TO CLAIMANTS REPLY TO RESPONDENT'S MOTION 
FOR RECONSIDERATION AND RESPONSE TO TUB INTBRIM DBOSION 

Mr. Lynch's resentment Is ln-elevant 

Law and fact became the relevant factors when Mr. Lynch's signature on the 
Arbitration Demand certified a basis in law and fact. That November 6, 2012 
Pleading commenced the process of presenting misleading briefing and false 
testimony to the Tribunal in violation of CR 11 and RPC 3.3. 

Mr. Lynch's October 2012 letters to opposing counsel were not pleadings. 
Those letters functioned as negotiation devices seeking voluntary acts by the 
Respondents. The negotiation tactic did not persuade the Respondent to Petition 
the Patent Office to add Mr. Burrill as an additional inventor. 

Mr. Lynch's Arbitration Demand on November 6, 2012 was the step from 
•negotiation letter" to "pleading". The former was not subject to CR11 or RPC 3.3. 
The latter was subject to both. 

The Arbitration process, starting with the Demand, mandated both counsel 
and Arbitrator to attend to CR 11 and RPC 3.3. cases addressing both are cited In 
Respondents' Motion for Reconsideration. The time for prudent and reasonable 
examination of Arbitration claims existed until the Arbitration Demand was signed 
thereby "certifying" that the Inventorship claim. and all other claims, was supported 
by law and fact. 

Mr. Lynch, in his April28, 2013 Response to the Motion for Reconsideration, 
continues to speak of Issued Patents without distinguishing the Issued Patent from 
the pending Patent Application. Mr. Lynch continues to advise the Arbitrator that 
the Arbitrator has authority that is denied to Federal Judges. 

Mr. Lynch, in November 2012, in reviewing the Respondents' Response to 
the Arbitration Demand, realized immediately the resistance to his inclusion of the 
Inventorship Claim. Mr. Lynch was favored with the immediate citation to law 
revealing that Federal Law allowed only the Director of the Patent Office to make 
Inventorship decisions for pending Patent Applications. Mr. Lynch had the 
opportunity to research, understand his legal mlsperception and to Amend and 
withdraw the lnventorship claims. 

Mr. Lynch also had the opportunity to realize that his path forward re: 
Inventorship was by Petition to the United States Patent and Trademark Office. Mr. 
Lynch did not choose that path. Rather, the path without legal foundation, strewn 
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with untruth, was pursued to the expense and distress of the Respondents and to 
the affront of Justice. 

However, the Arbitration path was lnterNpted In several instances with each 
providing additional opportunities to Mr. Lynch to make corrections. Respondents' 
Motion for Summary Judgment re: Inventorsbip was another obvious raising of Red 
Flags that again signaled a time for correction. 

The refusal to make the necessacy correction raises troubling CR 11 and RPC 
3.3 questions. Did counsel not realize the error of his continued dtation to the 
Arbitrator of law pertaining to •Issued Patents• and not to •pending Patent 
Applications•? Did counsel intentionally continue with knowledge that the law cited 
was not pertinent and was misleading? Did counsel believe that the Arbitrator, 
possibly having little familiarity with Patent Law, would not realize the problem? 
Did counsel simply overlook the contradictions in Mr. Burrill's testimony? Did 
counsel intentionally allow the continued falsehoods in Declarations and testimony? 
Did counsel beUeve that the Arbitrator would not detect Issues in law and fact? Did 
counsel think that the Arbitrator would be reluctant to hit CR 11 head~on? Did 
counsel believe that CRll would be too thorny to be addressed by an Arbitrator just 
two blocks down the street? 

Counsel for Respondent raises these questions at a time when the issues 
remain viable for and subject to examination. The examination is mandatory for the 
Arbitrator. The Tribunal has broad power to question and is mandated to question. 
The Tribunal has the duty to make findings. 

This difficult time, confronting Mr. Lynch and mandating action by the 
Arbitrator, was created by Mr. Lynch. CR 11 and RPC 3.3 are burdens for counsel 
When evidence of violation exists the Tribunal has the legal obligation to examine 
and make findings. 

Fundamental matters of justice require this examination. Respondents' 
motion Is not venom filled but Is law and fact ruled. Resentment has no role and is 
without consideration. It is Justice, expressed by our courts, that imposes this 
obligation on the Arbitrator. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED THIS 30TH DAY OF APRIL, 2013 

/FLOYD E. IVEY / WSBA No. 6888 

IVEY Law Offices, P .S. Corp 
7233 W. KENNEWICK, WA 
STE C., BOX #3 
99336 
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EXHIBIT? 

AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION 

SETH BUR.RIIL PRODUCTIONS, INC., a 
Washington corporation, 

Claimant, 
vs. 

REBEL CREEK TACKLE, INC., 

Respondent. 

I, Seth Burrill, dec1are as fOllows: 

CASE NO. 75 133 00423 12 

DECLARATION OF SETH BURRILL IN 
SUPPORT OF CLAIMANT'S RESPONSE 
TO RESPONDANT'S MOTION FOR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON 
INVENTORSHIP 

1. I am over 18 )'e8l'S of age and am competent to testifY. I make this declaration 

based upon personal knowledge. 

2. I am an officer and director of Seth Burrill Productions, Inc. ("SBPij. I am. a 

20 professional fisherman and also work: as a fishing instructor, host television programs and 

21 instructional videos. and own and operate a fishing tackle retailer and distributor. 

22 

23 

24 

25 

3. SBPI entered a License Agreement with Rebel Creek Tackle, Inc. on June 1, 

2010 regarding the Bud's Diver device. 

4. In mid-January 2009, I was a vendor at the Tri-C:ities Sportsman show at the 

Trac Center in Pasco, W A I attended that show with Chad Kaiser and Brandon Palaunik. l 

DECLARATION OF SETH BURRILL- 1 
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21 

22 

23 

24 

met Allen Osborn ("Allen.,) during this TRAC show wben be came by my booth and discussed 

how he bad a fishing device tbat be bad unsuccessfully attempted to market. 

s. On the last day of the Sportsman's show, Allen reached into the inside breast 

pocket of his camouflaged coat and pulled out his device, which at the time was just the diver 

body with a release. No diverter was attached to the diver. At that time, the diverting property 

of the diver was explained to me by how :you placed the line in the release. By placing the line 

in the horizontal release the tension from the lure would cock the diver and cause the body to 

grab water which would make it track approximately 10 degrees off the side of the boat Allen 

explained how it worked and that he was surprised that no companies were interested in it. 

Allen told the story of an investment COiq)aDY back in Michigan that be bad approached, and 

how they told him that be bad nothing more than a glorified three-way rig. I looked at the 

device Bod said if you could make it plane to the side like the SideWinder product that I sell. 

and yet go down, you would have something new and different. 

6. I also explained to Allen that other divers on the market like the dipsy diver 

could track at 10 degrees and that if be could make the diver divert to the side at a 30-45 degree 

angle by placing a diverter fin on it like a Luhr Jensen "Hot Shot" Side Planer has, he would 

have something that the fishing industry bas never seen. 

7. At the January 2009 Sportsman•s Show, Allen asked me if I would be interested 

in helping develop the product and bring it to market. I said yes and gave Allen one of my 

business cards and told him to contact me. 

8. In February 2009, Allen and I spoke on the phone extensively regarding my idea 

25 to make the device pull to the side. A true and correct copy of my phone records are attached 
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as Exhibit 1, with the outgoing phone calls to Allen highlighted. I J'e(:Cived many more phone 

caDs from Allen that are not listed on these records. On February 17. 2009 aJone, we spoke fur 

over an hour regarding my suggested revisions to Allen's device. He told me that he wanted me 

to come out and test the revised device, and we made plans to meet at Rock Lake in March 

2009. I also asked my friend Nate Van Valin to join us on the fishing trip. 

9. I arrived with Nate Van Valin at Rock Lake in March 2009 to meet Allen and 

his son. Brandon Osborn. That morning Allen was out fishing with his son Brandon in Allen's 

boat. Brandon dropped Allen off at the shore and he boanied my boat and Brandon went back 

out into the lake. Allen had the device prototypes he bad been working on in a small cooler, 

and we each tied one on. A true and correct photograph of the prototype that was used during 

our test at Rock Lake is attached as Exhibit 2, which bad a diverting fin attached the time of 

testing that bas since broken off. 

10. During our test of the prototypes at Rock Lake, Allen talked about how well the 

device would pull to the side just like a planer board. I expJained to Allen that the planer board 

market was filr too saturated and that be needed to focus on making the device go down and out 

rather then up and out. While we were fishing, I examined the diverter structure and presented 

the idea of cocking the diverter fin slightly off perpendicular to create a downward pulling 

motion rather than straight perpendicular. which caused the device to ride on the surface. 1 

suggested a 9 degree top to bottom angle; through later testing, we determined that anything 

less than 8 degrees would cause it to ride up on the surface; anything more than 10 degrees 

woukl cause it to be out ofbalance and spin. 
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2 ............. , ... '-' .. JJ:-fifJip,WW.-mit .... IadvisedAllen 

3 tbatifhe..aitriilf8Q.] .................. hf(jt1 IWid .......... ... 

4 IMdli .... '-... ~:eii i.iiiSJIIt;pll)e .... Mt like a crank bait bill to help 

s 
6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

drive the diver down thus allowing less weight to achieve depth. These conttibutions are 

reflected in the prototypes in Exhibit 3 that have diverters and are made of aluminum. Allen 

gave me these prototypes, which I still have. Exhibit 3 is a tme and correct photograph of 

prototypes Allen gave me to test, and the prototypes with diverters attached were developed 

after I met Allen in January 2009. ·-14" .,., ....... ~:·P'fttf'hfii"Jilt 

12. During the outing to Rook Lake, Allen and I dlscussed a business relationship as 

well as production of the devices. I to.kl Allen about Plastic Injection Molding ("PIMj, with 

whom I bad worked with since 2007. I to.kl Allen that PIM might be a good fit for the molding 

of the deW:e. 

19 13. After the trip to Rock Lake, Allen and I exchanged munerous phone calls 

20 throughout 2009 regarding the diver and the adjustment to the fin. See Exhibit 1. As I bad 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

suggested at Rock Lake, angles up to 9 or l 0 degrees were determined to perform the best. 

One of the many things we discussed was bow when diver was released into the water, it 

wanted to swing under the boat To remedy this problem, I discussed with Allen about how to 

angle out the tips of the fins. The angled tips allowed for the water to catch and swing the diver 
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1 

2 

3 14. I ··Iiil.ttiU'i.Cisiilr il;l8':4ia · 1 lttlrtl....._ ..._ Allen was having 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

problems with the product rolling at high speeds. My knowledge of the industry and other 

trolling products, like the Luhr Jensen "Hot Shot" Side Planer lead me to believe that a fast 

water (or smaller diverter) and a slow water (or bigger diverter) would solve tbat problem, 

which is what it did wben tested. I made the final call on the size of tbe fins to be produced for 

the product. 

10 15. After extensive phone conversations, in October 2009, I coordinated a trip with 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Allen to test the prototype at White Bluffs on the Hanford Reach of the Columbia River. Also 

with me and Allen was Dennis Stuhlmiller. During this trip, we filmed an episode of my 

fishing instructional show, the Angler's Xperience, using the diver to promote the product and 

to test the final hand-built prototype before sending off for the mold with PIM. The prototype 

fished well and Allen and I made the final decision to send it out for PIM to mold. 

18 DATED this _day of February. 2013, in Spokane, Washington. 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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13 . fishing instructional show, tbeAfl!ler's Xpc:rienoe, i.tsill! the diVer to promote the product and . 

~o test the final hand-built J)fot~ before sending off for the mold with PIM The prototype · 

fished well and Allen aod I madC tbC final decision to send it out for PIM to mold. 

DATED this JL. d8yof.february, 2013, in Spokane, Wasllington. 
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Spobae, WubiJaftoll. 99.:!01 . 
($09:) U4~2S6 · 
fa;(~) 32]-8979 
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A·ll. Ally assignmcat.~ or Ol.ba' ~from. die Olihorn." to RC'n rq;arding tbe :wbject 
1DIIdcr ()( tbe '03 J PMeo1 « tbe .291 Applica.tion. 
JC.,a.e. A•'t:r r•tlllllm: _.a......_. tn.aMr. Mill MI'!L. Odlona ._. wW be 

doDe Ia .. --ftataJe. 

A-ll. AU cor.respoadl!nc or 00:1eT documem.alion tepn:lia:g the~ of the invcatioo.oC 
~ '031 PDlelll ortbe '291 Applicalioa to any patent~ inclodiftt the Unilcd Sblcs,. 
U.: f!'alc:nt Cooperation Taty or any fexdp c:ounuy. 
...... AIM I~ i5 a1'llilbk fna IlK USPI'() _.at tile cites 

~d»· , ............. ~toS.. 

PARTB 
rrrrEIBOGAJ9111S 

B-1. ~ ift rlnip patent app~ tiled nr f«t'igrt patents 6sued for abe mvcatioo of 
the '031 hteot? 

Aaswer. Pl1 (appareaUy Patat T~ l.tilute) started 1k 1l3l ...... 
applkalioa. 'J1w tbe fur .... fOJ" fOftip ................. witla DOiilllll=-

B-2. Wlw was lhe contribution of Mr-. <AbiJm to the: invention of tbe •291 Applic:atioo? 

~er: ~ ea~~.ree.t er abe~- aac1 nt~uelioD aa ,.lldkle o1 * ~~n~cturt 
.,(the £191 ~ k c:Gidrill8ted by Mr.-Mn.. o.om. 

B-3. In wblcb elemeots or Vl'hic::h .., .. the claims of the '291 Application. if any. is Mr. 
Osbom'~allfltribu&ion shown? 

AJJSWtr. 1be el6et)' ol,_ dlliaiS 1Rft ceetribated bJ Mr. ud Mrs. omon.. 

2.'i B-4. Wba! was the COGlribution of Mr. Burrill to thr iDventic:m ()f the '291 Appli(;aLion'! 

CI..AIMA('IITS PIRST DISCOYmtY REQUESTS - S 
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Allswer: Please,. tbe aaiWft' to B-7. De Diftrta' co.cepl ·-~- o( ad 
nducecl to pndce lD li8S by .... o.bonu;. 

Mally yean; aad ~ CJf Rmucb Md ~Dfllt8C OCIC.'III'ftld bd'cn Mr. 8arri11 
..., .,.... _,~.rt-.e &2ft strudur'L Mr • .....,. did_. ceiiC:dve tWI'fldaae lo 

)tl:'adlftay ._.ID '191. Mr. B.rrillllllldeao ~to 1lle '191 Applk:Nioa or 
* iaftalioa cJisdaaed .... deitDed tlleftln. 

a.s. In wbidl clcmeats of which of lhc claims of lbc ·291 Appl.icatioa. if any. i" Mr. BurriU' ~ 
oomributioa shown? 
Aaswer~ Mr. 8arrii4Bd aoc COII&ribulc to .. ,. cJHa In the '291 ~ 

B-6. Whc:rc are foreign patent ~ fdcd or fon:.go plteOtl issued for the invi:Diion ut 
the ·291 Applic:alioa'? 
Alalwer. PCT/L'SI~ EP25Jlm 

B--7. From No\·embcr 30, 200S to Dcocmbet 17. 2009 dcsc:ribc the pmccss tty wbidl tbe 
subject manc.r of '031 Patent Wti modifac:d to f<wm the 5Ubjcc:t matter of the • 291 
AJ!Plicatioo. 

Aaswer. Set JIEIIIi~~ Sep.nldy 1ft IBt 
F~ol86.pclfforaldWb 98-163 ~ tbe diW!r aad di11'eftft ......a 
.............. llaenol ... of111e~ 

1lie Prece~s-..-.lolliiMlore »85: Mr . ..., Mn. Osbont •we &.bed tapther 
~ lliglt tdaool iD ..._. 1956-57. IFint Dher wu ...-.by Mr.~ iaJaae 1"" 

watiiiMefnMD-..., ~ wift....S. -----~So.d.. 
T'lae1ti.Wld 1...._, witb Mr. Olbolw~s Gnadradltr Mrii1e tber were u-. Tiley 

101-.niedl.- 28, ... 
Ia .,_l813 Mr. Olbora n:tind. IJI 21M3 Mr. OUGn dl'tametiiMt be was 
~ ......_ tbttlher.r.- J956. Tile dftul._so -.irid,... lie saw tbe saa sloieni"3 
oa ._water and lle . .aw dat Wift dtvtt ia IU clnam.. He pt up, .eat ad bought slleet 
Alaalie-. • Jil.._..., 4lrill pri:$5 aad ...... uw ad .w _..._ ~ tt.tuy. 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON 
COUNTY OF SPOKANE 

Defendant. 

FILED 
NOV 18 ZOt3 

THOMAs R. FAU.QuiST 
SPOKANE COUNTY CLERK 

t-s-2.- OL9~-~ 
Cause No.:--------

ORDER 

After reviewing the case record to date, and the basis for the motion, the court finds that: 

Dated: JC{ tS ( t3 
HONORABLE ELLEN KALAMA CLARK 
Superior Court Judge 

~j;~ Attmneyfw~~-t 
Blank Order 
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MR. IVEY: On the continuance Floyd Ivey 

from Kennewick. 

THE COURT: Okay. 

MR. SMITH: Jeff Smith for the Plaintiff, 

Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Gentlemen, this is Seth 

Burrill Productions, Inc. versus Rebel Creek 

Tackle, case 13-2-01982-0. Originally filed as 

the Plaintiff's motion for remedial sanctions, 

contempt, and other relief. The Defendant has 

asked for a continuance of this matter. Mr. 

Ivey represents the Defendant. Mr. Smith here 

on behalf of the Plaintiff. Mr. Ivey, let's 

stat with your motion, please, for continuance. 

MR. IVEY: I represented the Defendants 

from 2007 until September 6 of this year and 

that followed the conclusion of an arbitration 

which concluded in about May or June of 2013. 

Then I had a phone call from Mrs. Osborn on 

October 24th, advising that the Plaintiff's 

motion was set and so I knew nothing of this 

case from September 6 until October 24th. 

So there is an unfounded assertion that I 

am fully aware of what was going on in those 

months, and I wasn't. 

November 1st, 2013 
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I looked at the word, the critical factor 

in this case is a word that has been inserted 

into the case following the arbitration. The 

arbitration concluded that Mr. Burrill would 

have access to the molds and this involves a 

product that was invented by Mr. Osborn and is 

made through plastic injection molding process. 

And so the arbitration and the license 

agreement both determined that Mr. Burrill 

would have use of the molds. 

But in the order presented to the Court in 

its motion for judgment, it inserted the word 

transfer, that is the molds would be 

transferred to Mr. Burrill. And the word 

transfer is the critical factor here today. 

This is a word that is outside of the license 

agreement. It is something that comes about 

through the motion by Plaintiff and the order 

that was subsequently entered. And the word 

transfer then is not defined and until it is 

defined we would not know what the nature is of 

that transfer. 

In this case, this involves a property 

that is owned by Mr. Osborn and it has been my 

expectation following my departure from the 

November 1st, 2013 
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representation that this would move on to a 

process of execution of the judgment and 

resulted in a satisfaction of judgment and 

that's not what's happened here. Instead, 

we're at this point of asking for transfer. 

And I look at the word transfer by 

considering Mr. Smith's declaration that 

supports his motion for sanctions. At 

paragraph five, he says: My office eventually 

reached an agreement with PIM, that is the name 

of the company that was doing the molding in 

the Tri-Cities, reached an agreement with them 

whereby Seth Burrill would obtain the device, 

devices made by that company in exchange for an 

agreed upon sum. And then in that same 

sentence SBPI also requested transfer of the 

molds to SBPI. Then in paragraph five of 

Mr. -- at page three of Mr. Smith's response to 

this motion to continue. So now we're into 

another document at line 14 through 17 states 

that: The Plaintiff simply desires transfer of 

the plastic injection molds so that it may use 

a company in which it has confidence to produce 

its products without interference from the 

Defendant. And that last sentence should read: 

November 1st, 2013 
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To produce its products without reporting all 

sales and paying all royalties to the 

Defendant. 

The credibility of Mr. Burrill was 

demonstrated in the arbitration of this matter. 

And the full documentation of that finding of 

credibility and the grounds by which it was 

found is not here before the Court today, only 

my personal declaration that it exists within 

the documents and there were many declarations 

and memoranda submitted in that arbitration in 

which Mr. Burrill, after he met Mr. Osborn, 

claimed that he was the sole inventor of the 

product, the sole inventor of the product. 

THE COURT: Counsel, hasn't all that been 

determined in the arbitration? 

MR. IVEY: It has, indeed. The 

credibility of Mr. Burrill has been determined 

in the arbitration, yes, Your Honor. That has 

been determined. And it was found that he was 

without any inventor ship attributes 

whatsoever, and he was a liar in that effect. 

And that's why we deal with the word 

transfer here is to say: What is the nature of 

the transfer 'cause that word sounds in 

November 1st, 2013 
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conveyance. It sounds as if something is being 

conveyed to Mr. Burrill. But there has to be 

definition of the word transfer to determine 

what the conditions will be upon -- upon his 

taking from the present location the molds that 

are used to make this product. 

THE COURT: And why do you need a 

continuance? 

MR. IVEY: Well, because in order to -- in 

order to make a record in this matter, the 

excerpts from the declarations and the 

memoranda from the arbitration need to be 

inserted into this record in order to prepare 

it should there be any need for appeal in this 

case, and that -- that burden was too much to 

meet during the time period from October 24th 

through this date. 

Now I think that that a suggestion that 

there is no pressure at this time for the 

Defendant, for the Plaintiff, is found in the 

late submitted declaration by Mr. Burrill as of 

yesterday afternoon somewhere after 5:00 

o'clock, and I received it only by e-mail in 

which he says that his production season is 

over and he will not continue now until the 

November 1st, 2013 
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spring. 

So Mr. Burrill is not at this time in the 

mode of being pressed to produce the product in 

order to meet his sales' demands. 

That is the understanding of his 

declaration as of last night. He has at this 

time at least probably seven to 8000 of these 

products in his inventory. There were at least 

5,990 of those products in his inventory at the 

time of the arbitration which concluded in 

about June of 2013. 

And since that time, in accordance with 

the disclosures by mister by the owner of 

PIM and his attorney, Mr. Burrill has obtained 

other inventory from that company. So he has 

inventory on hand at this time of several 

thousand units and his declaration states that 

there is no -- that his production season is 

over at this time. 

And that declaration by Mr. Burrill is 

pregnant with meaning for the purpose of 

defining the word transfer. This is a contract 

construction problem that is going to require 

evidence extrinsic to the agreement and to the 

Court's order to define transfer. 

November 1st, 2013 
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And it is the Defendant•s contention that 

the word transfer must place, if indeed these 

molds, that•s about 2000 pounds of steel, those 

molds are merely devices that can be replaced 

for about $20,000. But it is what comes out of 

those devices that makes the value in this 

contract in this product. 

The 

THE COURT: How long a continuance are you 

asking for, Sir? 

MR. IVEY: Well, I would say until 

December 20, that is what I indicated in 

agreement and I know that the same contention 

was raised the same issues were raised in this 

arbitration which commenced about October of 

2012. We wanted to try to get it done with but 

prior to April of 2013 in order to not be 

impeded in the production of devices, 

regardless of what the results of the 

arbitration was. So it is my understanding 

from that time and I once again indicate to the 

Court that this is not before the Court, but it 

is only in my declaration of what indeed did 

happen in the evidence and the declarations and 

memorandums submitted at that time that that•s 
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when the production would be required to 

commence again. 

So I'm asking for that brief continuance 

in order to complete the record in this matter 

so that the term transfer can be considered by 

the Court, fully considered by the Court, and 

so a record that is more fully developed will 

be available should there be a need for an 

appeal of this case. 

THE COURT: Thank you. 

Mr. Smith, your response to the 

request for the continuance, please. 

MR. SMITH: Well, Your Honor, I will try 

to stick to just the continuance issue. As I 

mentioned earlier, I am Jeff Smith, attorney 

for Seth Burrill Productions, the Plaintiff in 

this matter. Plaintiff opposes Defendant's 

motion for continuance on the hearing set today 

on Plaintiff's motion for contempt. 

We've timely filed this response in 

opposition to the Defendant's motion for 

continuance this past Wednesday, October 30th. 

Our arguments are detailed in our response and 

for the sake of brevity, I'll only reiterate 

the key salient points from that response. 

November 1st, 2013 
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The Court's comments at the November 15, 2013 hearing are set out in their 

entirety in the Appendix commencing at RP 16/line 2. Counsel lvey's Argument is 

found in the Appendix RP 22/lin2 21 to RP 23.commencing at, Judge Clark speaking: 

2 Counsel, let me kind of focus some things 
3 here this morning. I spent a lot of time 
4 looking over the file and the documents that 
5 have been submitted. (Emphasis added)I'm going to make a 
6 number of findings based upon those pleadings 
7 and try and tell you where I need to be with 
8 regards to the argument this morning. 
9 So findings I would make are as follows: 
10 First, I am going to grant the Plaintiff's 
11 motion to shorten time to hear the Plaintiff's 
12 motion to strike the Defendant's memorandum and 
13 other pleadings. So motion to shorten time is 
14 granted. 
15 Second, I'm going to deny the Plaintiff's 
16 motion to strike the memorandum and other 
17 pleadings. 
18 Third, I do find that a large portion of 
19 the Defendant's materials and argument are 
20 irrelevant to the issue at hand and I will not 
21 be considering those materials or arguments 
22 that are not relevant to the issue before us. 
23 The issue before us is that there is a 
24 valid judgment. The question is whether the 
25 order has been violated, (Emphasis added)has there been a 
November 15, 2013 (Emphasis added) 
17 
1 contempt and should there be sanctions? I'm 
2 not going to consider anything beyond that. I 
3 am not going to look back at the actions prior 
4 to the judgment or anybody's credibility or 
5 intentions. We are just looking at the order 
6 and has there been compliance. 
7 Fourth, the term, quote, transfer and or 
8 delivery, close quote, as used by the 
9 arbitrator and repeated in the judgment is not 
10 ambiguous. Its plain, simple, common sense 
11 meaning is that the property is to be placed in 
12 the possession of the Plaintiff. 
13 Fifth, the property has not been placed in 
14 the possession of the Plaintiff. The order has 
15 not been followed. 
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16 The only issue for me today, gentlemen, is 
17 whether the failure of the Defendant to act is 
18 willful and intentional. If it is, then 
19 contempt will be found and sanctions will be 
20 ordered. That is the only issue that needs to 
21 be argued today, willful and intentional 
22 violations. 
23 You each have ten minutes to make your 
24 argument. If you want to fight with me about 
25 the findings I've already made, it is your 
November 15, 2013 
18 
1 time, but I'm telling you those are the issues 
2 that I am looking for. 

Following Respondent's argument for Contempt the Court 

invited Ivey' s argument, RP 22/line 21 through RP 32/line 21 

excerpts as follows: 

THE COURT: Mr. Ivey? Start at RP 22 
22 MR. IVEY: Your Honor, the matter of the 
23 molds, that's a property item that is owned by 
24 Rebel Tackle, Inc. Once it is removed, once it 
25 is delivered to someone else without the full 

RP 23 
1 circumstances that surrounded the molds to this 
2 date, there will be a greet diminution in that 
3 property to Rebel Creek Tackle, Inc. 
4 It would be highly unlikely that anyone 
5 will come in as an investor to assist Rebel 
6 Creek Tackle, Inc. in any way. At that time, 
7 when the molds are gone and there is no further 
8 communication with the company that holds the 
9 molds regarding the production, there will be 
10 no evidence that the Rebel Creek Tackle, Inc. 
11 can use to rely upon to determine the amount of 
12 production and know what the quality is of the 
13 reports that are made by Seth Burrill 
14 Productions Inc. regarding sales. 
15 This all comes from this Scott Galvanizing 
16 case that is recited to the Court, and that 
17 concerns the definition of terms within 
18 contracts, and it sets forth essentially three 
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19 different points, that if a term is not 
20 defined, then all the circumstances surrounding 
21 the formation of the contract must be 
22 considered. The subsequent acts and conduct of 
23 the parties to the contract must be considered. 
24 The subsequent acts, that is the acts all the 
25 way through today. (Reading) And the 
November 15, 2013 
RP 24 
1 reasonableness of the respective 
2 interpretations are to be considered. That is 
3 a 1993 case and so here in this instance then 
4 the Plaintiff admits that this is not a sale, 
5 and yet the term transfer is used synonymous 
6 with sale throughout the many cases that are 
7 recited to this Court. 
8 The definition that the Plaintiff suggests 
9 but does not flesh out is that transfer and 
10 delivery means to give the molds to the 
11 Plaintiff, but there is no reference to any 
12 circumstances, subsequent acts, or 
13 reasonableness found in that conclusion. 
14 Counsel does, the Plaintiff, does refer to 
15 collusion; avoiding collusion between the 
16 Plastic Injectable Molding company and Rebel 
17 Creek Tackle, Inc. But collusion is clearly 
18 some act of deceit and nothing has been 
19 represented within this case to suggest that. 
20 There is no -- nothing by the arbitrator that 
21 would regard collusion. There is nothing here, 
22 no source whatsoever to support that. There is 
23 no evidence here that this -- that Seth Burrill 
24 Productions, Inc. has not had access for 
25 production of these molds through the present 
November 15, 2013 
RP 25 
1 location at PIM. 
2 The documents cited in Plaintiff's and 
3 Defendant's memoranda that directs to the 
4 definition of transfer and or delivery are 
5 documents that show both the circumstances 
6 surrounding the formation of the contract back 
7 in 2010 and subsequent acts and conduct of the 
8 parties to the contract and also reasonableness 
9 of the respective interpretations. 
10 Some of the materials within those 
11 exhibits provided to the Court come straight 
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12 from documents executed by either the principle 
13 of Seth Burrill Productions, Inc. or his 
14 counsel during the arbitration. And they 
15 indicate, and they don't indicate, they prove 
16 to the Court that there was a suggestion that 
17 Mr. Burrill might be a mentor or co-inventor. 
18 And Mr. Burrill picked that up and took it 
19 through several different phases, including 
20 that of suggesting as indicating in his own 
21 response that he was the inventor, of not 
22 having any response then to the demonstrated 
23 evidence of this product development commencing 
24 in 2005. That would be four years before the 
25 meeting between Mr. Osborn and Mr. Burrill. 
November 15, 2013 
RP 26 
1 So the documents that the Court has deemed 
2 not relevant here apply directly to the second 
3 provision of Scott Galvanizing that the 
4 subsequent acts and conduct of the parties are 
5 to be considered. And we've seen now in the 
6 arbitration the evidence that Mr. Burrill has 
7 lied to the Court, to the tribunal in the 
8 arbitration, regarding his role as an inventor. 
9 And we see that the reference to collusion 
10 suggests that there is some deceitful 
11 relationship between that plastic injection 
12 molding company and Rebel Creek Tackle, Inc. 
13 That would then support the removal of those 
14 molds, those 2000 pounds, 2000 pounds of steel, 
15 remove it from PIM with no definition as to the 
16 rights of the owner, and that would be Rebel 
17 Creek. 
18 So what the Defendant proposes is that if 
19 these are to be removed from PIM and Mr. 
20 Williams, then there should be circumstances 
21 that would meet the criteria set forth in Scott 
22 Galvanizing that would retain within Rebel 
23 Creek the ability to ascertain the amount of 
24 manufacturing that comes out of those molds, 
25 when it happens, how many of each of the parts, 
November 15, 2013 
RP 27 
1 there are three different parts to this 
2 device where they are delivered to, the 
3 dates. 
4 Those -- the type of circumstances that 
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5 surround the formation and that would be from 
6 2009, when the molds are delivered to -- first 
7 are delivered from China to the United States 
8 and to PIM; those circumstances through today, 
9 and that's the communication directly with Mr. 
10 Osborn relative to adjustments and then all of 
11 the manufacturing information. That is the one 
12 circumstance that would be required. 
13 The subsequent acts and conducts of the 
14 parties are found in the representations by Mr. 
15 Burrill that he was the inventor and in patent 
16 law, an inventor has the right to separately 
17 and independently conduct the entire use of the 
18 molds of the product without any attribution of 
19 royalties of any kind to the -- to the -- to 
20 the co -- to other inventors. 
21 So there is an element of patent law 
22 involved in this that is not clearly 
23 demonstrated to this Court but it is a fact 
24 that there is that right that would come to 
25 exist if he was a co-inventor or an inventor, 
November 15, 2013 
RP 28 
1 an inventor or co-inventor, and so striving for 
2 that position in this case in light of the 
3 evidence shows that he is a liar in this 
4 matter. 
5 And we have then the problem of -- of 
6 delivery of these devices to someone without 
7 any surrounding limitations that would 
8 eliminate anyone who knows about Mr. Burrill 
9 and this circumstance and that is known to the 
10 industry. They will not come forth to be 
11 participants with Rebel Creek and that value of 
12 that property will be lost. 
13 With due respect, Your Honor, I think that 
14 it is error to not have considered -- to not 
15 consider the documents filed, exhibits filed, 
16 by Defendant in this case. I think it is an 
17 abuse of discretion. I propose to the Court 
18 that the Court's definition of transfer and 
19 delivery is also done without an understanding, 
20 without consideration of the circumstances 
21 surrounding all of the factors in Scott 
22 Galvanizing. The circumstances from 2009 to 
23 the present, the subsequent acts of Mr. Burrill 
24 and his conduct, and then the reasonableness of 
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25 this in destroying the commercial value, the 
November 15, 2013 
RP 29 
1 value to Rebel Creek of this property. 
2 The entire effort here, and I am have not 
3 been a part of this case from September 6 until 
4 October 24 but the entire effort that has been 
5 undertaken since that date has been to protect 
6 the property value that is represented in these 
7 molds. And so from that view that is 
8 absolutely a justification to resist the action 
9 of removing these molds from the present 
10 location without limitations. If the model are 
11 to be removed from the present manufacturer in 
12 order to preserve the property value, they must 
13 be removed with directions that will -- that 
14 will bind a subsequent plastic injection 
15 manufacturing company, will bind them, to have 
16 the types of communications that are necessary 
17 in order to allow the property value of these 
18 molds to continues. 
19 I think that -- that terms like that can 
20 be set forth and I am confident that a list of 
21 terms that I would provide to Mr. Smith will be 
22 met with a list of terms provided as counter 
23 terms and that we will not come to an agreement 
24 probably, we might, and if we did, we could 
25 present an agreed order and if we didn't, then 
November 15, 2013 
RP 30 
1 I think it would be appropriate for this Court 
2 to hear and make a ruling. 
3 But without the surrounding circumstances, 
4 based on the rule of the law found in Scott 
5 Galvanizing, without those limiting terms, then 
6 we're gonna see that this property is lost. 
7 And then so I think a matter of simply defining 
8 transfer and delivery with the word transfer 
9 absolutely correlated with and synonymous with 
10 sale in this state, you combine that with the 
11 word delivery and you have an even greater 
12 distance from ownership, a greater distance 
13 separating the ownership properties -- the 
14 ownership elements and attributes from the 
15 Osborns and from Rebel Creek. 
16 So I do believe that there has to be some 
17 limiting factors that are put into place that 
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18 will protect the property value and that effort 
19 to bring that kind of -- those kind of 
20 limitations to bear in the matter of 
21 transferring to a different company, those 
22 support, the -- the problem in getting a 
23 removal of these items from the present 
24 location. 
25 I'm just thinking how it would go. I have 
November 15, 2013 
RP 31 
1 had clients with their products, their molds, 
2 in China during the earthquakes when the 
3 earthquake finished there was no molds left. 
4 I'm wondering what happens here with regards to 
5 insurance. What is the nature of the company 
6 that would be proposed by Mr. Burrill? 
7 What would be the circumstance if the 
8 payments were not made? And that's been a 
9 history, it is not in the record with this 
10 Court, but that has been a history between Mr. 
11 Burrill and the present holder of the molds. 
12 Would there be a lien? Will that lien be 
13 enforced in some way? Would there be a sale of 
14 those molds without any opportunity by Rebel 
15 Creek to come in to protect that property 
16 interest? 
17 So really without the circumstances here 
18 that give the property owner rights of 
19 understanding of what's happening, we're gonna 
20 have a --we're gonna have property destroyed. 
21 And I do believe that this would then 
22 be -- that the Court in this instance will have 
23 defined transfer and delivery to mean Seth 
24 Burrill Productions, Inc. drives a truck up to 
25 the front door of PIM, 2000 pounds of steel is 
November 15, 2013 
RP 32 
1 loaded in and that truck is driven off to a 
2 place that is unknown,to Rebel Creek. It is 
3 unknown unless we have a court order here that 
4 will bind that third party, that injection 
5 molding company, to make these communications 
6 with the owner. 
7 So my thought about this definition of 
8 transfer and delivery, that it ignores the 
9 requirements of Scott Galvanizing and with due 
10 respect I think it is error and abuse of 
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11 discretion. But I do assert that this is the 
12 reason, the rationale, for having not simply 
13 said: Bring your truck down, pick these things 
14 up. It is a matter of protecting property, it 
15 is not -- it is not contemptuous of the Court's 
16 order. It is a willful act on the part of the 
17 owners but it is not a act of contempt. It is 
18 an act to obtain the kind of definition that is 
19 a required to assure that the property value is 
20 not lost. 
21 Thank you, Your Honor. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The principal issue of this Appeal is whether or not a word or 

phase in the Spokane County Superior Court Judgment ofNovember 15, 

2013 is ambiguous thereby requiring interpretation. A word and a phrase 

in the Judgment ofNovember 15,2014 revised a License Agreement 

provision addressing the Licensee's rights to the "use" of injection molds. 

The Superior Court Judgment incorporates the phrase " ... transfer and/or 

deliver. .. " into the "use" provision of the License Agreement. Neither the 

"use", from the License Agreement, nor the " ... transfer and/or deliver ... " 

phrase from the Court Judgment is defined. (RP 4/line 1-5/line 4; 

continuing at 6/line 23-7 /line 6). That is, there is no definition of either 

the "use" allowed by the License Agreement. There is no definition of the 

"use" modified by " ... transfer and/or deliver ... " found in the Superior 

Court Judgment. 

The word "transfer" in Washington State is synonymous with 

"sale". 

The central question raised is whether the "use" and/or the added 

phrase " ... transfer and/or deliver ... " is ambiguous or otherwise undefined 

necessitating interpretation. The touchstone of interpretation of contracts 

is the intent of the parties. In Washington, the intent of the parties to a 

particular agreement may be discovered not only from the actual language 
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of the agreement, but also from "viewing the contract as a whole, the 

subject matter and objective of the contract, all the circumstances 

surrounding the making of the contract, the subsequent acts and conduct of 

the parties to the contract, and the reasonableness of respective 

interpretations. Berg v.Hudesman, 115 Wash.2d 657, 663, 80) P.2d 222 

( 1990); Scott Galvanizing, Inc. v. Nw. EnviroServices. Inc., J 20 W n .2d 

573, 580, 844 P.2d 42Ji (1993). 

All " ... the circumstances surrounding the making of the contract, 

the subsequent acts and conduct of the parties to the contract, and the 

reasonableness ofrespective interpretations ... " are found in the Record on 

Appeal. All " ... the circumstances ... " are derived from the Plaintiff

Licensee's Declarations and the Plaintiff-Licensee's attorney's 

Memoranda, Responses to Interrogatories and Declarations arising from 

an Arbitration Decision of May 2013. The circumstances were presented 

to the Court below in Oral Argument and Memoranda. 

A License Agreement dispute was arbitrated between the parties. 

The "use" allowed to the Licensee-Plaintiff of plastic injection molds, 

addressed in the License Agreement, the Arbitration Decision, the 

Superior Court Judgment and the Order on Plaintiffs Motion for 

Contempt and other Sanctions, is undefined by the words and phrases 

themselves. 
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The focus of this appeal is to determine if the License Agreement 

"use" of injection molds, modified by " ... transfer and/or deliver ... " is 

defined or is ambiguous. If ambiguous then definition is required. Vacova 

Co. v. Farrell, 814 P.2d 255, 62 Wn. App. 386,399 (Wash.App. Div. 1 

1991) CP 152-53. There was no definition of"use" in the License 

Agreement, Arbitration Decision or by the Judge in the Court Order 

appealed from ofNovember 15, 2013. Additional words/phrase were 

added in the Arbitration Decision and included in the Court's Order 

including " ... in the transfer and/or delivery of said molds ... " to the 

Respondent( CP 21, para 4 ). The issue of the lack of definition of the 

indicated words/phrases was addressed in Appellant/Defendant's 

November 1, 2013 motion to continue CP 146, 149-50, 152/line 25; RP 

4/line 1-5/line 4. The issue was before the Superior Court again on 

November 15, 2013. Appellant addressed the issue in accordance with the 

directions provided Vacova Co. v. Farrell, 814 P.2d 255, 62 Wn. App. 

386,399 (Wash.App. Div. 1 1991) holding in part "Furthermore, even if 

the patent ambiguities of the contract had not been reconciled by means of 

the rules of contract construction, the result would have been an 

ambiguous contract and "[i]t is axiomatic that extrinsic evidence ... is 

admissible to clarify such matters " CP 152/24-153/5. Extrinsic evidence 

of factors from Vacova, supra,was submitted only by Appellant-
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Defendant. The Respondent-Plaintiff did not address these factors in 

briefing or argument. The Court did not analyze the matter of contract 

construction, ambiguity or need for definition. 

The second principal issue is the defense allowed by definition of 

contract terms in Appellant/Defendant's resistance to Respondent's 

Motion for Contempt and terms. 

Appellant seeks reversal of each of the rulings from November 15, 

2013, the return of the molds to Appellant/Defendant or its designee with 

Respondent allowed "use" as defined in this Appeal under rules of 

contract construction and attorney fees based on "bad faith" of the 

Respondent-Plaintiff. 

ASSIGNMENT OF ERRORS 

Assignment of Error 1. Did the Court err in failing to consider whether 

"transfer" is synonymous with "sale" or "convey" in Washington State 

and apply contract construction factors to determine "under all the 

circumstances" the definition of "transfer" relative to the Plaintiffs 

allowed use of the injections molds? 

Assignment of Error 2. Did the Court err in holding Defendant in 

Contempt and in not finding Defendant's resistance to the Judgment the 
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act of protecting property and a defense to Plaintiffs Motion for Contempt 

and terms? 

Assignment of Error 3. Did the Court make a Finding of Fact or state a 

Conclusion of Law by the Court's statement at RP 17 /lines 7-12 and, if so, 

Did the Court err in not undertaking the analysis of determining the 

meaning of "transfer" as equivalent to "sale" in this State followed by the 

consideration of all the circumstances surrounding the permitted "use" of 

the injection molds? 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

Seth Burrill Production Inc is the Plaintiff-Respondent and is 

referred to as Plaintiff. Rebel Creek Tackle Inc is the Defendant

Appellant and is referred to as the Defendant. Seth Burrill and Allen 

Osborn are referenced in the Clerk's Papers in Declarations submitted in 

the Trial Court and at Arbitration. Seth Burrill is the owner of Seth Burrill 

Production Inc. Allen Osborn is a co-owner of Rebel Creek Tackle Inc. 

Plaintiff was licensed by Defendant to sell Defendant's Patented 

and Patent Pending fishing devices CP 12-17. The fishing devices are 

made with plastic injection molds. Plaintiffs use of the Defendant's 

injection molds is stated in the License Agreement, CP 14 paragraph 5, as 

follows: 
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5. LICENSOR has paid for the manufacture of the initial prototype 
units and the injection molds in China. Upon receipt of the 
injection molds from China, LICENSEE shall have the right to the 
full, unrestricted use of the injection molds during the term of this 
AGREEMENT. 

The relationship of Plaintiff and Defendant was arbitrated with an 

Arbitration Decision issued on May 2, 2013 CP 36-40. The decision 

provided in part that: 

4. Claimant shall have full, unrestricted use of the injection molds 
during the term of the Contract, and Respondent shall cooperate in 
the transfer and/or delivery of said molds as requested by 
Claimant; CP 39; 

The Arbitration Decision contained a phrase not existing in 

paragraph 4 of the License Agreement as follows: 

"and Respondent shall cooperate in the transfer and/or delivery of 

said molds as requested by Claimant; CP 39 

Plaintiff moved to take possession of the molds by its Motion for 

Contempt and Sanctions in PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR REMEDIAL 

SANCTIONS (CONTEMPT) AND OTHER RELIEF (CP 109) set for 

hearing November 1, 2014 (CP 115). Defendant's Motion for 

Continuance and Partial Response to Plaintiff's Motion for Contempt (CP 

145) was heard on November 1, 2013 RP 10/lines 3-9. The continuance 
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was granted to November 15,2013 (RP 14/lines 9-10). Defendant's goal 

was to have the phrase including the word "Transfer" defined, to show 

that resistance to the Court Order was reasonable and to have the injection 

molds retained in control of Defendant with Plaintiff having unrestricted 

use. Defendant's goal was introduced in Court on November 1, 2013 as 

follows: 

[Attorney Ivey -I]n the order presented to the 

Court in its [Plaintiff's] motion for judgment, 

it inserted the word transfer, that is the molds 

would be transferred to Mr. Burrill (Plaintiff). 

And the word transfer is the critical factor here 

today. This is a word that is outside of the 

license agreement. It is something that comes 

about through the motion by Plaintiff and the 

order that was subsequently entered. And the word 

transfer then is not defined and until it is 

defined we would not know what the nature is of 

that transfer. RP 5/lines 11-22. 

So I'm [attorney Ivey] asking for that brief 

continuance in order to complete the record in 
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this matter so that the term transfer can be 

considered by the Court, fully considered by the 

Court, and so a record that is more fully 

developed will be available should there be a 

need for an appeal of this case. RP 10/lines 3-9. 

The Court responded as follows: 

I [the Court] want to be clear with Mr. Ivey ... if 

you wants to give some briefing or memorandum on 

what transfer means then that is certainly up to 

you and I will give you that opportunity.RP13/line 

16-14/line 2 

Defendant accepted the Court's invitation and did" ... give some 

briefing or memorandum on what transfer means ... " by Memorandum and 

Argument on November 15,2013. The word "Transfer", in Washington 

State case law, is synonymous with "sale". CP 158 

If "transfer" is synonymous with sale in this state then does the 

word "transfer" in the Judgment appealed from, CP 271, mean that the 

molds were "sold" to the Plaintiff? Is the word "transfer", in this case, 

defined as "sold"? 

If not then what does the word "transfer" mean in the Court's 
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Order (CP 271)? 

Plaintiff drafted and submitted the Proposed Order (CP 271) 

without definition of "Transfer". 

But Plaintiff took a step toward limiting the word "transfer". 

Plaintiff admitted that there was no "sale" of the molds to Plaintiff and 

that ownership remains with the Defendant. This admission is found in 

PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO DEFENDANT'S MEMORANDUM, AND 

ARGUMENT IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 

CONTEMPT, CP 242/lines 13-17; RP 18/line 21-24. 

The admission that "Transfer" is not a "Sale" and that ownership 

remains in the Defendant leaves the definition of "transfer" to be decided. 

The opportunity, need and law to define TRANSFER remained before the 

Court on November 15, 20 13. 

Our Courts have not failed to address contract construction where 

ambiguity or lack of definition exists. The Defendant's briefing and 

argument, on November 15,2013, specifically focused on pertinent cases 

regarding ambiguity with pointed argument. The Court, without 

elaboration regarding ambiguity, contract construction or any of the 

"circumstances surrounding the License Agreement", limited its 

comments regarding the definition of "Transfer" by the Court's conclusion 

stated at the .outset ofthe November 15, 2013 hearing as follows: 

[The Court states ] ... Fourth, the term, quote, 

transfer and or delivery, close quote, as used by 

the arbitrator and repeated in the judgment is 
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not ambiguous. Its plain, simple, common sense 

meaning is that the property is to be placed in 

the possession of the Plaintiff. RP 17/lines 7-

12. 

The Defendant's Memorandum (CP 158) addresses the issue of 

definition of the phrase " ... transfer and/or delivery ... " .by considering all 

of the circumstances surrounding the use of the molds. Plaintiff did not 

address the factors to be considered in defining ambiguous contract terms. 

The Defendant had resisted compliance with an Order to Transfer. 

Ambiguous terms are generally not recognized or realized until a demand 

is made. Here Plaintiff demanded that the molds be removed from the 

control of the Defendant and placed under the control and in the 

possession of the Plaintiff. Plaintiffs contended control is the control 

created by a "sale" or by "ownership". The Defendant contends that it's 

resistance to yielding the molds to such control was not an act of 

contempt. Defendant's resistance was an act to protect its property. 

Plaintiff contends and the Judgment concludes that Defendant was 

willful and without objection in compliance with the Order. 

Understanding "Transfer" with the guidance of our Courts will 

demonstrate that the resistance was a reasonable act in protection of the 

property residing in the molds. 
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ARGUMENT 

I. Standard of Review for Contract Construction 

Questions of law, including the interpretation of contract 

provisions, are reviewed de novo. Sunnyside Valley Irrigation Dist. v. 

Dickie, 149 Wn.2d 873, 880, 73 P.3d 369 (2003). We apply fundamental 

contract construction rules when interpreting a contract and to the extent 

we interpret contract provisions; we apply the de novo standard of review. 

Cambridge Townhomes, LLC v. Pac. Star Roofing, Inc., 166 Wn.2d 475, 

487,209 P.3d 863 (2009); Kim v. Moffett, 156 Wn. App. 689, 697,234 

P.3d 279 (2010). 

Argument - Contract Construction 

A. INVITATION: As invited by the Court in this matter, (RP 

13/line 16-14/line 2), Defendant did address the Court, orally and in 

Memoranda, on November 1 and 15, 2013 regarding contract construction. 

Contract construction is reviewed de novo. 

In this case contract construction addresses not only the extent of 
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or limitations on the rights of the Plaintiff to the use of injection molds but 

also supports the Defendant's position opposing contempt. Defendant's 

opposition to the delivery of the molds to Plaintiff comprised its efforts to 

protect Defendant's property in the molds. The construction will 

determine the authorized use of the injection molds by the Plaintiff 

Licensee. 

The patented fishing devices are made by plastic injection 

molding. The License Agreement (CP 14 paragraph 5) limits the Plaintiffs 

right to use of the molds with the phrase" ... LICENSEE shall have the 

right to the full, unrestricted use of the injection molds during the term of 

this AGREEMENT .... ". The extent or nature of this "use" is not defined 

in the License Agreement or as revised via the Court's Order to include 

" .. .in the transfer and/or delivery of said molds ... to the Plaintiff"( CP 21, 

para 4). That is, "use" is not defined in either the Licensee Agreement 

(CP 14 para 5) or in the Court's Order (CP 21, para 4). 

Defendant contends that the Plaintiffs "use" revised by the 

" ... transfer and/or deliver. .. " phrase is ambiguous for two reasons: First, 

the word "transfer" is synonymous with "sale". The Plaintiff agrees that 

there was no sale; and second, if not "sale" then "what" is the "use" and 

the meaning of "transfer"? The "what" leads to the analysis of the 

circumstances surrounding the relationship and the License Agreement. 
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State Farm General Ins. Co. v. Emerson, 687 P.2d 1139, 102 Wn.2d 477, 

484 (Wash. 1984); citing Morgan v. Prudential Ins. Co., 86 Wash.2d 432, 

434-435, 545 P.2d 1193 (1976). 

The construction or definition of the License Agreement "use" and 

the "use" as revised in the Court Order by the addition of the phrase 

" ... transfer and/or deliver. .. " is required by Vacova Co. v. Farrell, 814 

P.2d 255, 62 Wn. App. 386,399 (Wash.App. Div. 1 1991) CP 152-53. 

The issue of the lack of definition of the indicated words/phrases 

was addressed in Defendant's November 1, 2013 motion to continue (CP 

146, 149-50, 152/line 25) and again on November 15, 2013. Defendant 

addressed the issue in accordance with the directions from Vacova Co., 

supra 399 holding in part: 

"Furthermore, even if the patent ambiguities of the contract 
had not been reconciled by means of the rules of contract 
construction, the result would have been an ambiguous contract 
and "[i]t is axiomatic that extrinsic evidence ... is admissible to 
clarify such matters" CP 152/24-153/5. 

Extrinsic evidence of factors from Vacova, supra have been 

submitted only by Defendant. The Plaintiff has not presented argument 

regarding contract construction or ambiguities. The Court did not address 

these factors orally from the bench or in the Order appealed from. (CP 

271). 
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B. ARGUMENT RE: AMBITUITY OF "TRANSFER" What are 

the arguments supporting the contention that the phrase " ... transfer and/or 

delivery ... " is ambiguous requiring interpretation? The law was 

submitted to the Court at CP 159-60. 

The word "transfer" is consistently synonymous with the words 

"sale" and "convey" in Washington State law. Plaintiff's right is only 

related to "USE" of the Molds. With "sale" and "transfer" synonymous in 

this state, the insertion of the word "transfer" comprises an ambiguity. 

The law equating "sale" or "convey" to "transfer" follows 

commencing at CP 161 : 

1. "The issue posed is whether the interpretation of the 

statutory language 

"sells or otherwise conveys, directly or indirectly" includes a transfer to a 

secured creditor of inventory in which the creditor holds a security 

interest.". Martin v. Meier, 111 Wash.2d 471,479, 760 P.2d 925 (1988) 

2. The word "sale" is considered in Palmer v. Department 

ofRevenue, 917 P.2d ll20, 82 Wn.App. 367,372-75 (Wash.App. 

Div. 2 1996) as follows: 

a. At 82 Wn.App.373- "Sale is defined in RCW 

82.04.040, in part, as follows: "Sale" means any transfer of 
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the ownership of, title to, or possession of property for a 

valuable consideration and includes any activity classified 

as a "sale at retail" or "retail sale" under RCW 82.40.050." 

This definition incorporates the plain and ordinary 

meaning of "sell," which is a transfer or exchange of 

property, goods, or services to another for money or its 

equivalent. See Webster's New World Dictionary (3d. 

ed.1989) .... 

In Black's Law Dictionary 333 (6th ed.1990) the 

word "convey" is defined as: To transfer to another. To 

pass or transmit the title to property 

b. At 82 Wn.App. 374-" ... To transfer property 

or the title to property by deed, bill of sale, or instrument 

under seal. Used popularly in sense of "assign", "sale", or 

"transfer. " 

3. " ... the contracting party sufficiently indicates an 

intention to make some particular property, real or personal, or 

fund, therein described or identified, a security for a debt or other 

obligation, or whereby the party promises to convey or assign or 

transfer the property as security, creates an equitable lien upon the 
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property so indicated, which is enforceable against the property in 

the hands not only of the original contractor, but ofhis heirs, 

administrators, executors, voluntary assignees, and purchasers or 

incumbrancers with notice.' This statement of the law is in 

harmony with [55 P. 37] universal authority, but we do not see that 

it can be made applicable to appellant's interest in this case, for the 

statement assumes the very question which is in dispute here, viz. 

whether or not the party promised to conveyor assign or transfer 

this property as security. It is the intention of the parties to the 

contract which is to be determined from the phraseology of the 

instrument.'' Hossackv. Graham, 55 P. 36, 20 Wash. 184,188 

(Wash. 1898) 

4. Under the second alternative, the State must prove that 

Sant trafficked in stolen property. RCW 9A.82.050(1). To "traffic" 

in stolen property means to "sell, transfer, distribute, dispense, or 

otherwise dispose of stolen property to another person, or to buy, 

receive, possess, or obtain control of stolen property, with intent to 

sell, transfer, distribute, dispense, or otherwise dispose of the 

property to another person.'' RCW9A.82.010(19). State v. Sant, 

37668-7-Il(Div. 11 2009) 

5. Other jurisdictions agree gift transfers or transfers 
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without substantial consideration inuring to the benefit of the 

principal violate the scope of authority conferred by a general 

power of attorney to sell, exchange, transfer, or convey property 

for the benefit of the principal. E.g., Shields v. Shields, 200 

CaLApp.2d 99, 19 Cal.Rptr. 129 (1962); Aiello v. Clark, 680 P.2d 

1162 (Alaska 1984); Fierst v. Commonwealth Land Title Ins. Co., 

499 Pa. 68.451 A.2d 674 (1982); Gaughan v. Nickoloff 28 

Misc.2d 555. 214 N.Y.S.2d 487 (1961); King v. Bankerd, 303 Md. 

98,492 A.2d 608 (1985). Bryant v. Bryant, 882 P.2d 169, 125 

Wn.2d 113, 118-19 (Wash. 1994). 

6. The writ commanded the bank not to pay any debts to 

the Knapps and "not to deliver, sell, or transfer. or recognize any 

sale or of, any personal property or effects of the Defendant in 

your possession or controL .. " Fireman's Fund Ins. Co. v. 

Northwest Paving and Canst. Co., Inc., 891 P.2d 747, 77 .Wn.App. 

474,478 (Wash .. App. Div. 3 1995) 

The word "transfer" is synonymous, in Washington State, with 

"sale" and "convey". 

Plaintiff admits that there was no "sale" of the molds to Plaintiff 

and that ownership remains with the Defendant. (CP 242/lines 13-17). 
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Defendant submits that if"transfer" in the Court's Order is 

admitted to not be a sale or conveyance, then an ambiguity exists. The 

word "transfer" must be interpreted. 

C. AMBIGUITY- Extrinsic Evidence ofthe meaning of"TRANSFER"

Consider all the Circumstances. 

1. The question in this case involves interpretation of the 

indemnity clause contained in the Hazardous Waste Agreement. 

Indemnity agreements are interpreted like any other contracts, Jones 

v. Strom Constr. Co., 84 Wash.2d 518,520,527 P.2d 11 ]5 (1974), and the 

touchstone of the interpretation of contracts is the intent of the parties. 

Berg v.Hudesman, 115 Wash.2d 657,663, 80) P.2d 222 (1990); 

Bonneville Power Admin. v. Washington Public Power Supply System, 956 

F.2d 1497,1505 (9th Cir.1992) (applying Washington law). Therefore, the 

intention of the parties must be the starting point for the 

interpretation of the indemnity agreement. See Scruggs v. Jefferson 

County, 18 Wash.App. 240,243,567 P.2d 257 (1977) (indemnity 

provision construed to effectuate intent of the parties); McDowell v. Austin 

Co., 105Wash2d 48, 53,710 P.2d 192 (1985) (indemnity agreements 

enforced according to intent of parties). In Washington, the intent of the 

parties to a particular agreement may be discovered not only from the 

actual language of the agreement, but also from "viewing the contract 

as a whole, the subject matter and objective of the contract, all the 
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circumstances surrounding the making of the contract, the 

subsequent acts and conduct of the parties to the contract, and the 

reasonableness of respective interpretations. Scott Galvanizing, Inc. v. 

Nw. EnviroServices. Inc., J 20 W n .2d 573,580,844 P.2d 42Ji (1993) 

(Emphasis added) 

2. General principles of contract law govern settlement 

agreements. Lavigne v. Green, 106 WnAQQ. 12,20, 23 P.3d 515 (2001). 

In construing a contract, this court first looks to the language of the 

agreement. Hadley, 60 Wn.App. at 438. The parol evidence rule bars the 

admission of extrinsic evidence "to add to, subtract from, vary, or 

contradict written instruments which are contractual in nature, and which 

are valid, complete, unambiguous. and not affected by accident, fraud, or 

mistake.' Bond v. Wiegardt, 36 Wn.2d 41 ,47. 216 P.2d 196 (1950). 

(Emphasis added) 

3. If the writing was not intended to be complete, evidence of 

additional terms is admissible. Univ. Prop .• Inc., v. Moss. 63 Wn.2d 

619,621, 388 P .2d 543 (1964). "People have the right to make their 

agreements partly oral and partly in writing, or entirely oral or entirely in 

writing; and it is the court's duty to ascertain from all relevant, extrinsic 

evidence, either oral or written, whether the entire agreement has been 

incorporated in the writing or not,"' /d. (quoting Barber v.Rochester, 52 

Wn.2d 691,698,328 P.2d 711 (1958). 

4. The touchstone of contract interpretation is the parties' intent. 

Scan Galvanizing. Inc. v. Nw. EnviroServices, Inc., 120 Wn.2d 573,580, 
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844 P.2d 428 (1993). "Determination of the intent of the contracting 

parties is to be accomplished by viewing the contract as a whole. the 

subject matter and objective of the contract, all the circumstances 

surrounding the making of the contract, the subsequent acts and 

conduct of the parties to the contract, and the reasonableness of 

respective interpretations advocated by the parties.· Stender v. Twin 

City Foods. Inc., 82 Wn.2d 250,254,510 P.2d 221 (1973); Trinity 

Universal Ins. Co. of Kansas v. Ohio Cas. Ins. Co., 312 P.3d 976, 176 

Wn.App. 185 (Wash.App. Div. 1 2013) at footnote 8. (Emphasis Added) 

D. ALL THE CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE 

CONTRACT- Stender, supra 254 and Trinity Universal, supra footnote 

8, Factors are considered. The rule is: 

"Determination of the intent of the contracting parties is to be 
accomplished by viewing the contract as a whole, the subject matter 
and objective of the contract, all the circumstances surrounding the 
making of the contract, the subsequent acts and conduct of the parties 
to the contract, and the reasonableness of respective interpretations 
advocated by the parties."· (Emphasis added) 

The portion of the License Agreement considered here is the 

combination of paragraph 5 from the License Agreement" with added 

phrase "transfer and/or deliver" from the Court Order. 

The "the subject matter and objective of the contract" is the 

Licensing of Plaintiff and the objective of the contract is the sale of fishing 

devices." 
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"[A]ll the circumstances surrounding the making of the contract" 

includes activities related to the fishing devices; 

1. the years long inventive process of Defendant in inventing the devices,1 

2. the selection of the Plastic Injection Molding (PIM) company2
, 

3. the manufacture and obtaining of the molds3
, 

4. the discussions between Plaintiff and Defendant4
, 

5. the contact between Defendant and the injection mold company (Plastic 

Injection Mold or PIM)5
, 

6. the execution of the License Agreement on June 10,20106
, 

7. the relationship between Defendant and Plaintiff following execution of 

the License Agreement, 

8. the events leading to a dispute between the Defendant and Plaintife, 

9. the claims by Plaintiff of having been the inventor of the device8
, 

10. the extensive evidence of the Defendant's years long inventive 

process9
, 

11. the absence of testimony that the Plaintiff had invented 10
, 

1 Defendant Mr. Osborn's Declaration CP 180/line 18-25; 181/line 27-182/line 13; 
CP 234 Defendant Osborn Discovery Answer Under Oath to Question B-7,line 15 to 
CP 235/line 16; Reference to prototypes exhibits at CP 235/line 15-16 and 
prototype exhibits at CP 237-238. 
2 CP 181/line 2 7 to 182/line 17 

3 CP 180/line 2 7 to 18llline 17 

4 CP 227/3-230/l6(pages 228,229 were blurred as filed and are in the appendix.) 

5 CP 181127 -182/line 2 
6 CP 173 
7 CP 153/lines 6-11; CP 182/24-183/3; 

8 CP 194/line 8-195/line 3; CP I 07; CP 104 last line to CP I 05; 
9 See footnote I 
10 See footnote 6 
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12. the finding of the Arbitrator that the Plaintiff had made no inventive 

contribution 11
, 

13. the relationship between the Plaintiff and PIM following the 

Arbitration 12
, 

14. the efforts of the Plaintiff to remove the molds from PIM 13
, 

15. the decision of the Plaintiff to not provide detailed reporting of sales to 

the Defendant14
, 

16. the credibility of the Plaintiff15
• 

The Stender factors, supra 254, for this Plaintiff and Defendant are 

revealed in the Clerks Papers comprised in part of Arbitration pleadings 

including 1. Plaintiff and Plaintiff's counsels Declarations; 2. The 

Arbitration Decision; 3. The Defendant's Declaration. The view of these 

pleadings in revealing the Stender Factors is not a rehash of the 

Arbitration. The process specifically considers evidence extrinsic to the 

License Agreement as revised by the Court relating to the "USE" of the 

molds by the Plaintiff. 

The Stender process, supra 254, is labor intensive. 

The time frame and events included in this examination extends 

from the earliest activity through and including " ... the subsequent acts and 

conduct of the parties to the contract, and the reasonableness of respective 

11 See Footnote 6 
12 CP 110119-24 

13 CP 110119-112/6 

14 CP 182/24-183/line 3. 

15 See Footnote 6; CP 233/11 - 236/2 
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interpretations advocated by the parties." 

Defendant has filed with the Superior Court and now with the 

Court of Appeals via the Clerk's Papers most pleadings and argument 

derived from the Arbitration. Portions of the pleadings relate to the 

credibility of the Plaintiff. 

Commencing at CP 161: Osborn invented and patented a fishing 

device and filed an additional Patent Application for an improvement of 

the fishing device. On May 6, 2010 Osborn and Burrill entered into a 

License Agreement whereby Burrill would sell the original and improved 

Device. The Plastic Injection Molds (hereafter Molds) by which the 

Device is made are addressed in the License Agreement16 as follows: 

5. LICENSOR has paid for the manufacture of the initial prototype 
units and the injection molds in China. Upon receipt of the 
injection molds from China, LICENSEE shall have the right to the 
full, unrestricted use of the injection molds during the term ofthis 
AGREEMENT. 

The Molds are assets of Defendant. Title to the Molds is in Defendant. 

a. DISPUTE: A dispute occurred between Defendant and Plaintiff 

and was arbitrated with an Arbitration Decision17 entered May 2, 2013. 

The Arbitrator's decision regarding the Molds was as follows: 

The Claimant (Burrill) is entitled to full, unrestricted use of the 
injection molds throughout the duration of the Contract; 

16 CP 14 Paragraph 5 
17 The Arbitrator's decision is found at CP 49, Exhibit A appended to Plaintiff's Attorney 
Smith's Declaration supporting the Motion for Remedial Sanctions. 
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The Arbitration Decision was reduced to a Spokane County Superior 

Court Judgment on June 7, 2013 in accordance with Counsel's Proposed 

Judgment, stating the following: 

3. Seth Burrill Productions, Inc. shall have full, unrestricted use of 
the injection molds during the term of the License Agreement, and 
Rebel Creek Tackle. Inc. shall cooperate in the transfer and/or 
delivery of said molds as requested by Seth Burrill Productions, 
Inc. 

The words/phrase "Rebel Creek Tackle,Inc. shall cooperate in the 

transfer and/or delivery of said molds" is found only in in the Judgment as 

entered. The words are not found in the License Agreement or in the 

Arbitration Decision. This phrase was added by Plaintiff's Counsel and 

included in the Judgment but without definition. 

Thus the following consideration of "all the circumstances 

surrounding the phrase including "transfer" will include all circumstances 

from the negotiations between Defendant and Plaintiff from 2009 through 

November 15, 2013. 

There has been consistent use, manufacturing and location of the 

Molds, from 2009 through the execution of the License Agreement in 

2010 until sometime following November 15, 2013 when Plaintiff seized 

and removed the molds to a location unknown to Defendant. In 

September 2012, Defendant advised Plaintiff that Plaintiff was no longer a 
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sole licensee for the product. Following this Defendant had Fishing 

Devices made for Defendant's sales. Otherwise, all production for sales 

purposes had been undertaken solely for Plaintiff while production for 

experimentation had been undertaken solely for Defendant. 

b. THE SINGLE MANUFACTURER OF THE DEVICE: 

Plastic Injection Molding Inc., owned by Mr. Ken Williams, (hereafter 

PIM or Williams), was the sole manufacturer of the Device from the 

arrival of the molds in 2009 through a date following November 15, 2013. 

Plaintiff had a fishing device, separate from the Defendant's Fishing 

Device, manufactured at PIM prior to meeting Defendant. Plaintiff alleges 

that he told Defendant about PIM and that PIM would be desired as a 

manufacturer of the Defendant's fishing device. 

Defendant worked with Williams and PIM for the development 

and manufacture of the fishing device. Defendant was at the PIM facility 

on frequent occasions from 2009 through 2012. Defendant, Mr. Osborn, 

discussed the fishing device with Williams and Williams devised the form 

of the fishing device suitable for plastic injection molding and for 

assembly and disassembly, packaging and shipping. Defendant, Mr. 

Osborn, and Williams frequently talked via telephone regarding the 

process of taking the fishing device from the prototype to a finished and 

commercial product. Defendant, Mr. Osborn, and Williams frequently 
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discussed, by telephone and in person, changes required of the Molds in 

order to eliminate a slippage problem occurring in the device during 

fishing. Williams and PIM are in the same local as Defendant, Mr. 

Osborn. 18 Defendant, Mr. Osborn, has a trusting relationship with 

Williams. It was always understood by Defendant, Mr. Osborn, that with 

the extent of William's involvement in getting the fishing device to 

production, and with the close working and trusting relationship between 

Williams and Defendant, Mr. Osborn, that Williams would be the sole 

manufacturer of the device. 

Defendant's attorney Ivey has known Williams for years and has 

frequently referred Patent Clients to Williams for consultation and 

injection molding services. Attorney lvey has frequently talked with 

Williams regarding the Defendant's product. Attorney lvey specifically 

communicated with Williams regarding the quantities of fishing devices 

produced for Plaintiff and concerning Mold changes required to cure Mold 

defects that caused fishing device slippage during fishing. Williams 

provided invoice and other production documents to Defendant that were 

eventually used in the Arbitration. Williams provided a Declaration of his 

involvement in manufacturing and gave testimony in the Arbitration. 

18 Declaration of Defendant inventor. Mr. Osborn, CP 180. 
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c. BURRILL'S CREDIBILITY: Decades ago Defendants, 

Mr.Osborn and Mrs. Osborn, developed a fishing device 19
• The single 

prototype was lost in the weeds of Puget Sound. Osborn resumed 

development of the fishing device in 2005, following retirement. From 

2005 through 2009 Osborn made more than 60 different prototype fishing 

devices including prototypes of the improved fishing device20
• The 

original fishing device was improved with the addition of a diverter that 

caused the fishing device to move to the side of the direction of stream 

flow or boat direction. The initial prototype of the diverter fishing device 

was made in 200521 with others following into 2009. The initial diverter 

fishing devices were made and tested by Defendant, Mr. Osborn, prior to 

Defendant, Mr. Osborn meeting Plaintiff in about January 2009. The 

diverter fishing device was not revealed to Plaintiff at the initial meeting 

in 2009. Defendant, Mr. Osborn undertook additional testing of the 

diverter fishing device before inviting Plaintiff to view the diverter fishing 

device in operation in about February or March 2009. Plaintiff was 

unaware of the extent of prototype development and testing until the 

Contemporaneous Exchange of Discovery in the Arbitration that occurred 

19 Defendant Mr. Osborn's Declaration CP 180/line 18-25; 181/line 27-182/line 13; CP 
234 Defendant Osborn Discovery Answer to Question B-7, line 15 to CP 235/line 16; 
Reference to prototypes exhibits at CP 235/line 15-16 and prototype exhibits at CP 23 7-
238. 
20 See footnote 7 
21 See footnote 7 
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in early 201322
. 

However, in the 2012 filing ofthe Arbitration Demand23 Counsel 

for Plaintiff asserted that Plaintiff, Mr. Burrill was an or the inventor of 

the diverter Fishing Device. Counsel for Plaintiff states in Counsel Chris 

Lynch's Declaration24 of April29. 2013 paragraph 4 that he, Lynch, had 

suggested to Plaintiff that he, Plaintiffwas a co-inventor. Counsel Ivey's 

Motion for Reconsideration25 of Apri 126, 2013 and Responsive 

Memorandum of April 30, 201326 fleshes out the Circumstances revealed 

during the Arbitration which compel the conclusion that Plaintiff has the 

intentions to conduct fraudulent accounting and reporting and hence 

underpayment of royalties. 

On the day of Contemporaneous Exchange of Discovery in the 

Arbitration, Counsel for Plaintiff and Counsel for Defendant 

contemporaneously exchanged discovery. A limited portion of Plaintiffs 

Discovery Production27
, pertaining solely to Plaintiff, Mr. Burrill, claim of 

inventing the improved diverter fishing device, is attached. A limited 

22 See footnote 7. 
23 Arbitration Demand attached as Exhibit 3, CP 188.to Defendant's Memorandum. 
24 Declaration of Chris Lynch, April 29, 20 13 attached as Exhibit 4., CP 198. 
25 Defendant's Motion for Reconsideration of Apri 126, 2013 as Exhibit 5, CP 205. 
26 Defendant's Reply Memorandum of April 30, 2013 attached as Exhibit 6. CP 223. 
27 Limited portion of Burrill's Discovery Production attached at Exhibit 7, CP 226. 
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portion of Defendant's Discovery Production28
, pertaining solely to Mr. 

Osborn's prototype development of fishing devices and the improved 

diverter fishing device is attached as Exhibit 8 showing, by marking 

arrows, 11 examples of Diverter Fishing Devices developed by the 

Defendant prior to meeting the Plaintiff, Mr. BurrilL 

The Court's attention is drawn to Exhibit 7 and Plaintiff, Mr. 

Burrill's unqualified declaration that he was the inventor of the diverter 

fishing device. Plaintiff, Mr. Burrill declared that he gave the idea and 

guidance to Defendant, Mr. Osborn for the making of the diverter fishing 

device. Plaintiff, Mr. Burrill's Declaration predates his viewing of the 

multitude of Diverter Fishing Devices made by Defendant, Mr. Osborn 

before meeting Plaintiff, Mr. Burrill. 

The Court's attention is drawn to Defendant, Mr. Osborn's 

production of photographs of fishing devices, as early as 2005 and four 

years before meeting Plaintiff, Mr. Burrill, which display the "diverter" 

extending from the main fishing device body. 

The Court's attention is drawn to Defendant, Mr. Osborn's 

Discovery statement describing the invention and development of the 

"diverter" fishing device. 

Following the contemporaneous exchange of discovery, Plaintiff, 

28 Limited portion of Osborn's Discovery Production attached at Exhibit 8, CP 233. 
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Mr. Burrill's claim of any role in inventing was addressed in a Motion for 

Summary Judgment. Plaintiff, Mr. Burrill's claim ofbeing the sole 

inventor was revised to a role of having invented a particular angular 

setting. 

In the Arbitration Decision, the Arbitrator held that Plaintiff, Mr. 

Burrill made no inventive contribution. The Arbitrator's holding is an 

implicit finding that Burrill's assertions were without credibility. The 

Arbitrator's holding "That neither Claimant [SBPI] nor Mr. Seth 

Burrill(Plaintiff) made an inventive contribution to the technology of U.S. 

Patent Application No. 12,641,291, and neither is a co-inventor;" is found 

at page 1 of Exhibit A to the Declaration, (CP 54-108), of Jeffrey R. Smith 

in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Remedial Sanctions (Contempt) and 

other Relief as filed in this matter on or about October 15. 2013. The 

Arbitrator's holding is an implicit finding that Plaintiff, Mr. Burrill, is a 

liar. 

d. BURRILL'S INTENTION: Burrill is bound by the License 

Agreement to make quarterly sales reports and quarterly royalty payments. 

The reports, from the first report, identified sales by customer name with 

sales details provided for each customer reported. Defendant is aware of 

sales not reported by Plaintiff. In Arbitration, Plaintiff, Mr. Burrill, 

testified that his attorney, Mr. Joseph Carroll, advised him that he was not 
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obligated to report these details and that subsequent reports would not 

provide these details. 

Plaintiffs, Mr. Burrill, intent is to remove the Molds from Osborn 

and to deprive Osborn from any contact with a new plastic injection 

molding company and hence to deny Defendant any manufacturing data. 

In ages past homestead claims were described in Patents. These 

claims were subject to the hazard of claim jumpers. The individuals 

proving the claim were deprived of the fruit of their labors. Plaintiff, Mr. 

Burrill is a "claim jumper". Plaintiff, Mr. Burrill intends to maintain two 

sets of books: One for the "no detail" report to Defendant but with a 

diminished royalty check; A second set ofbooks will be the record of 

actual manufacturing and sales. The increased likelihood of Plaintiff, Mr. 

Burrill, being positioned to not report all sales will additionally reduce the 

value of the Patents and License Agreement. This will deter others from 

having an interest in investing in the Defendant's Corporation. 

Plaintiff, Mr. Burrill, is a liar. He has shown his hand by claiming 

to be the inventor of the improved diverter fishing device, by intending to 

provide no sales details and by intending to deprive Osborn of any contact 

with the manufacturer for production data. 

e. DEFINING "TRANSFER" BY ALL OF THE 

CIRCUMSTANCES: 
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1. PIM and Williams were recommended to Osborn by Burrill in 2009. 

2. PIM and Williams manufactured a different fishing device for Plaintiff, 

Mr.Burrill. 

3. Plaintiff, Mr. Burrill trusted and relied upon PIM and Williams. 

4. The Molds have been at PIM with Williams and all manufacturing of 

the fishing device has been done at PIM from 2009 until a date after entry 

of the Court's Order in November, 2013. Thereafter Plaintiff removed the 

molds from PIM to an undisclosed location. 

5. Defendant is located in the local ofPIM, has been at PIM many times, 

knows and has collaborated with Williams in developing the Molds. 

6. When Defendant, Mr. Osborn tested the fishing device and determined 

that slippage was occurring during fishing, Williams developed the 

method of adjusting the Molds and performed the adjustment. 

7. Williams has always been accessible to Defendant, Mr. Osborn for 

discussion of and action required relative to the Molds. 

8. Williams has at all times made production records available to 

Defendant, Mr. Osborn relative to each part of the fishing device. 

9. Williams and PIM have been in business for many years. 

10. Plaintiffs counsel's statement that "Plaintiff simply desires transfer of 

the plastic injection molds so it may use a company in which it has 

confidence to produce its product without interference from Defendant" 
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flies in the face of Burrill's recommendation of PIM and Williams and 

emphasis Plaintiffs, Mr. Burrill's intention of depriving Defendant of 

production data and committing fraud in quarterly reporting. Plaintiff, Mr. 

Burrill makes no criticism of the quality and timeliness of PIM's 

performance but substantiates Plaintiffs intention to complete 

"claimjumping" through use of a double set of books. Plaintiff, Mr. 

Burrill, in past quarterly sales reports, failed to reveal sales made to 

commercial customers where such sales were known to Mr. Osborn. 

11. The definition of "transfer", considering all the circumstances, should 

be to retain all the conditions existing since 2009 with the exception of 

Ordering that there be no fishing devices manufactured except for Plaintiff 

at Plaintiffs instructions thereby retaining the Molds, which are the 

property of Defendant, in circumstances known and relied up by 

Defendant and thereby reducing the opportunities for Plaintiff to 

fraudulently hide sales and avoid making royalty payments. 

12. Should Plaintiff be allowed to remove the Molds from PIM either to 

Plaintiffs possession or to another plastic injection molding company, the 

limitations should meet the circumstances existing at the time of the 

making of the contract including; 1. location at a local equally available to 

Defendant as was PIM, 2. a company having recognition in the industry 

for quality, 3. where communications are assured relative to the safety, 
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security, insurance and condition of the Molds, 4. the enforceable ability 

to communicate regarding flaws detected in the fishing device requiring 

Mold adjustment, 5. the enforceable ability to communicate and freely and 

accurately receive production data re: the dates and quantities of all pieces 

manufactured, 6. the assurance of being advised of the location to which 

the production is transported or shipped, 7. the reporting by each of 

Plaintiff's Customers with detailed reporting of all parts sold showing 

dates and sales prices, 8. the circumstances should also recognize, the 

evidence exhibited to this Court and as found by the Arbitrator, that 

Plaintiff, Mr. Burrill lied to the Arbitrator as a Tribunal leading to the 

conclusion that Plaintiff, Mr. Burrill intends and plans to fraudulently 

maintain records and fraudulently report sales and royalties. 

13. Osborn must be assured of the ability to recover the Molds in the event 

of Plaintiff's default or breach or should Plaintiff become incapacitated or 

suffer death while Defendant is without sufficient records to identify and 

retrieve the Molds. Defendant must not be without protection should 

Plaintiff fail to pay any lien available to a new and unknown company. A 

default by Plaintiff relative to the new plastic injection molding company 

housing the thousands of pounds of steel comprising the plastic injection 

molds, without certainty of communications between Defendant and a new 

company has the likelihood of a result of destruction or sale of the 
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Defendant's property. 

Additionally, Plaintiff's, Mr. Burrill intentions and credibility have 

been revealed by the Memoranda and Declarations presented by Counsel 

Chris Lynch for Plaintiff and by Counsel Ivey for Defendant during the 

Arbitration and recently by Counsel Smith on behalf of Plaintiff and by 

the testimony of the Plaintiff during arbitration. 

II. Standard of Review of Order Holding Defendant in Contempt 

Contempt rulings are reviewed for abuse of direction. An 

appellate court will uphold a trial court's contempt finding ' as long as a 

proper basis can be found.' Contempt of court includes any " intentional ... 

[ d]isobedience of any lawful ... order ... of the court." RCW 

7.21.010(1)(b). If the superior court bases its contempt finding on a court 

order," the order must be strictly construed in favor of the contemnor and 

" the facts found must constitute a plain violation of the order." Johnston 

v. Beneficial Mgmt. Corp. of America, 96 Wash.2d 708, 713,638 P.2d 

1201 (1982) (emphasis added). 

Argument- Contempt 

Defendant contends that it has attempted to protect Defendant's 

corporate property in resisting the Plaintiff's demand to take all control of 
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Defendant's plastic injection molds. The injection molds are the 

Defendant's property. CP 242/lines 13-17. The issue is the definition of 

the "use" which Plaintiff is allowed and what the word "transfer" means 

from the Court's Order. 

The injection molds have been placed in total control of the 

Plaintiff in accordance with the Order appealed from in this matter. CP 

271-73; at 272 Defendant was ordered as follows "Rebel Creek Tackle, 

Inc. is hereby enjoined from further interference with the transfer of the 

molds, and the molds shall be transferred to SBPI immediately." 

Plaintiff took the molds. Defendant has no awareness of the 

location, use or care of the molds. Defendant is wholly without 

knowledge of the molds. 

The effect of Plaintiffs taking is the equivalent of a "sale" or 

"conveyance". "Transfer" in this state is equivalent to a "sale" or 

"conveyance". 

In 1936 in State ex rei. Gardner v. Superior Court for King 

County, 56 P.2d 1315, 186 Wash. 134, 136-37 (Wash. 1936) Mr. Gardner 

was directed to appear to explain why he should not be held in contempt 
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for failure to comply with an Order. 

The superior court has, of course, extensive jurisdiction in any case 

pending before it for the purpose of enabling it to protect corporate 

property against waste ... " Gardner, supra 138. 

It is no defense to a charge of contempt that the underlying ruling 

was erroneous. 15 Karl Tegland, Washington Practice: Civil Procedure§ 

43:3, at 203 (2nd ed. 2009). 

However, the Court's Order, without definition per contract 

construction rules, is essentially the action allowed of a receiver by "RCW 

§ 7.60.070. Turnover of property: Upon demand by a receiver appointed 

under this chapter, any person shall tum over any property over which the 

receiver has been appointed that is within the possession or control of that 

person unless otherwise ordered by the court for good cause shown. A 

receiver by motion may seek to compel turnover of estate property unless 

there exists a bona fide dispute with respect to the existence or nature of 

the receiver's interest in the property, in which case turnover shall be 

sought by means of an action under RCW 7.60.160 . In the absence of a 

bona fide dispute with respect to the receiver's right to possession of estate 
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property, the failure to relinquish possession and control to the receiver 

shall be punishable as a contempt of the court. " 

Here the Defendant has presented a bona fide dispute. The 

property has been removed from any control of Defendant. The effect is 

that of a sale. 

Defendant respectfully stated, in argument, that the Court's action 

was in error seen at RP 28/line 13 to 32/line 21. Several obvious hazards 

were described to the Court in these comments. The same hazards are 

effectuated by not defining "transfer" in light of all the circumstances 

surrounding the agreement. These pages from RP 28/line 13 to 32/line 21 

follow: 

13 With due respect, Your Honor, I think that 
14 it is error to not have considered -- to not 
15 consider the documents filed, exhibits filed, 
16 by Defendant in this case. I think it is an 
17 abuse of discretion. I propose to the Court 
18 that the Court's definition of transfer and 
19 delivery is also done without an understanding, 
20 without consideration of the circumstances 
21 surrounding all of the factors in Scott 
22 Galvanizing. The circumstances from 2009 to 
23 the present, the subsequent acts of Mr. Burrill 
24 and his conduct, and then the reasonableness of 
25 this in destroying the commercial value, the 
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November 15, 2013 
29 
1 value to Rebel Creek of this property. 
2 The entire effort here, and I am have not 
3 been a part of this case from September 6 until 
4 October 24 but the entire effort that has been 
5 undertaken since that date has been to protect 
6 the property value that is represented in these 
7 molds. And so from that view that is 
8 absolutely a justification to resist the action 
9 of removing these molds from the present 
10 location without limitations. If the 
model(sic) [molds] are 
11 to be removed from the present manufacturer in 
12 order to preserve the property value, they must 
13 be removed with directions that will -- that 
14 will bind a subsequent plastic injection 
15 manufacturing company, will bind them, to have 
16 the types of communications that are necessary 
17 in order to allow the property value of these 
18 molds to continues. 
19 I think that -- that terms like that can 
20 be set forth and I am confident that a list of 
21 terms that I would provide to Mr. Smith will be 
22 met with a list of terms provided as counter 
23 terms and that we will not come to an agreement 
24 probably, we might, and if we did, we could 
25 present an agreed order and if we didn't, then 
November 15, 2013 
30 
1 I think it would be appropriate for this Court 
2 to hear and make a ruling. 
3 But without the surrounding circumstances, 
4 based on the rule of the law found in Scott 
5 Galvanizing, without those limiting terms, then 
6 we're gonna see that this property is lost. 
7 And then so I think a matter of simply defining 
8 transfer and delivery with the word transfer 
9 absolutely correlated with and synonymous with 
10 sale in this state, you combine that with the 
11 word delivery and you have an even greater 
12 distance from ownership, a greater distance 
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13 separating the ownership properties -- the 
14 ownership elements and attributes from the 
15 Osborns and from Rebel Creek. 
16 So I do believe that there has to be some 
17 limiting factors that are put into place that 
18 will protect the property value and that effort 
19 to bring that kind of -- those kind of 
20 limitations to bear in the matter of 
21 transferring to a different company, those 
22 support, the -- the problem in getting a 
23 removal of these items from the present 
24 location. 
25 I'm just thinking how it would go. I have 
November 15, 2013 
31 
1 had clients with their products, their molds, 
2 in China during the earthquakes when the 
3 earthquake finished there was no molds left. 
4 I'm wondering what happens here with regards to 
5 insurance. What is the nature of the company 
6 that would be proposed by Mr. Burrill? 
7 What would be the circumstance if the 
8 payments were not made? And that's been a 
9 history, it is not in the record with this 
10 Court, but that has been a history between Mr. 
11 Burrill and the present holder of the molds. 
12 Would there be a lien? Will that lien be 
13 enforced in some way? Would there be a sale of 
14 those molds without any opportunity by Rebel 
15 Creek to come in to protect that property 
16 interest? 
17 So really without the circumstances here 
18 that give the property owner rights of 
19 understanding of what's happening, we're gonna 
20 have a --we're gonna have property destroyed. 
21 And I do believe that this would then 
22 be -- that the Court in this instance will have 
23 defined transfer and delivery to mean Seth 
24 Burrill Productions, Inc. drives a truck up to 
25 the front door of PIM, 2000 pounds of steel is 
November 15, 2013 
32 
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1 loaded in and that truck is driven off to a 
2 place that is unknown to Rebel Creek. It is 
3 unknown unless we have a court order here that 
4 will bind that third party, that injection 
5 molding company, to make these communications 
6 with the owner. 
7 So my thought about this definition of 
8 transfer and delivery, that it ignores the 
9 requirements of Scott Galvanizing and with due 
10 respect I think it is error and abuse of 
11 discretion. But I do assert that this is the 
12 reason, the rationale, for having not simply 
13 said: Bring your truck down, pick these things 
14 up. It is a matter of protecting property, it 
15 is not -- it is not contemptuous of the Court's 
16 order. It is a willful act on the part of the 
17 owners but it is not a act of contempt. It is 
18 an act to obtain the kind of definition that is 
19 a required to assure that the property value is 
20 not lost. 
21 Thank you, Your Honor. 

Defendant respectfully requests the Court of Appeals to reverse the 

trial Court Judgment of Contempt and to vacate the award of attorney fees 

re: contempt. 

III. Standard of Review re: Finding Of Fact/Conclusion of Law 

A.First Citation: Finally Mr. Ross challenges finding of fact 12. 

This finding goes to the credibility of Mr. Enstad's testimony. Our 

standard of review requires us to accept the fact finder's view on 
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credibility of the witnesses. See Freeburg v. City of Seattle, 71 Wash.App. 

367, 371-72, 859 P.2d 610 (1993) .. The trial court was in a better position 

to evaluate the credibility of witnesses and we will not substitute our 

judgment for the trial court when reviewing findings of fact. Fisher 

Props., Inc. v. Arden-Mayfair, Inc., 115 Wash.2d 364, 369-70, 798 P.2d 

799 (1990). Noble v. A & R Environmental Services, LLC, 164 P.3d 519, 

140 Wn.App. 29,34 (Wash.App. Div. 3 2007). 

B. Second Citation: The trial court did not abuse its discretion in 

awarding Hougan the 44th Avenue property, with Lang receiving $2,877 

as one half the reduction in principal. Lang does not suggest a standard of 

review. He has failed to assign error to the trial court's finding of fact that 

Hougan provided the down payment, and this unchallenged finding is a 

verity on appeal. See Noble, 114 Wash.App. at 817, 60 P.3d 1224. Lang v. 

Haugan, 150 P.3d 622, 136 Wn.App. 708 (Wash.App. Div. 2 2007). Lang 

v. Haugan, 150 P.3d 622, 136 Wn.App. 708, 719 (Wash.App. Div. 2 

2007) 

C.Third Citation: "It is well-established law that an unchallenged 

finding of fact will be accepted as a verity upon appeal."lm This Court 

will review only findings of fact to which error has been assigned. [l2J The 
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challenged findings will be binding on appeal if they are supported by 

substantial evidence in the record.LlQJ "Substantial evidence exists where 

there is a sufficient quantity of evidence in the record to persuade a fair

minded, rational person of the truth of the finding. "Lill In re Contested 

Election ofSchoessler, 998 P.2d 818, 140 Wn.2d 368,385 (Wash. 2000). 

Dumas v. Gagner, 971 P.2d 17, 137 Wn.2d 268, 280 (Wash. 1999) I@J 

D. Fourth Citation: Vail assigns error to the commissioner's findings of 

fact 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10.[1.1 But Vail does not argue that substantial 

evidence does not support each finding. Instead, Vail argues that the 

commissioner should have found misconduct. Because substantial 

evidence supports each finding of fact, the commissioner did not err. 

The Washington Administrative Procedure Act (APA), chapter 34.05 

RCW, governs judicial review of a final decision by the ESD 

commissioner. Verizon Nw., Inc. v. Emp't Sec. Dep't, 164 Wn.2d 909,915, 

194 P.3d 255 (2008). We sit in the same position as the superior court and 

apply the AP A standards directly to the administrative record. Verizon, 

164 Wn.2d at 915. We review the decision of the commissioner, not the 

ALJ's underlying decision. Verizon, 164 Wn.2d at 915. 
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We review the commissioner's findings of fact for substantial 

evidence in light ofthe whole record. RCW 34.05.570(3)(e); King County 

v. Cent. Puget Sound Growth Mgmt. Hearings Bd., 142 Wn.2d 543, 553, 

14 P.3d 133 (2000); Lee's Drywall Co. v. Dep't of Labor & Indus., 141 

Wn.App. 859, 864, 173 P.3d 934 (2007). Substantial evidence is evidence 

that would persuade a fair-minded person of the truth or correctness of the 

matter. Cent. Puget Sound Growth Mgmt. Hearings Bd., 142 Wn.2d at 

553. We neither weigh creditability of witnesses nor substitute our 

judgment for the agency's. Brighton v. Dep't ofTransp., 109 Wn.App. 

855, 862, 38 P .3d 344 (200 1 ). Our review of disputed issues of fact is 

limited to the agency record. RCW 34.05.558. 

E.Fifth Citation: As "[t]he party claiming error," Morcos Brothers has "the 

burden of showing that a finding of fact is not supported by substantial 

evidence." Fisher Properties, Inc v. Arden-Mayfair, Inc., 115 Wn.2d 364, 

369, 798 P.2d 799 (1990) (citing Leppaluoto v. Eggelston, 57 Wn.2d 393, 

401, 357 P.2d 725 (1960)). Evidence is substantial when it "'would 

convince an unprejudiced thinking mind of the truth of the fact to which 

the evidence is directed."' Shelden, 68 Wn. App. at 685 (quoting Dravo 

Corp. v. L. W Moses Co., 6 Wn. App. 74, 81, 492 P.2d 1058 (1971), 

review denied, 80 Wn.2d 1010 (1972)). If substantial evidence supports a 
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trial court's findings of fact, we "must treat them as verities." Ferree v. The 

Doric Co., 62 Wn.2d 561, 568, 383 P.2d 900 (1963); see Miles v. Miles, 

128 Wn. App. 64, 69, 114 P.3d 671 (2005). 

"[I]t is a firmly established rule" that when substantial evidence 

supports the trial court's findings, appellate courts "will not retry factual 

disputes []on appeal." Ferree, 62 Wn.2d at 568. The trial court is in a 

better position to weigh the evidence and to assess witness credibility; 

thus, appellate courts "will not substitute their judgment for that of the trial 

court" on issues of weight and credibility.lil Fisher 115 Wn.2d at 369-70 

(citing Davis v. Dep't of Labor & Indus., 94 Wn.2d 119, 124, 615 P.2d 

1279 (1980)). 

F.Sixth Citation: In applying that definition to the facts at hand, it is clear 

that whether the plaintiff had provided new cinders would be a finding of 

fact. However, whether the replacement of the cinders constituted a "cure" 

is a determination of the legal effect of that action and is thus a conclusion 

of law. l2l Therefore, the pertinent standard of review is whether the 

conclusion of law, that a cure resulted, is supported by the evidence. 

McClendon v. Callahan, supra. Moulden & Sons, Inc. v. Osaka 

Landscaping & Nursery, Inc., 584 P.2d 968,21 Wn.App. 194, 197 

(Wash.App. Div. 2 1978) 
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Argument-Finding of Fact/Conclusion of Law 

If the Court's comment is a finding of fact then, if unchallenged, it 

is a verity. In this instance a challenge is made. The foregoing law and 

argument regarding ambiguity and definition is incorporated. Substantial 

evidence is not shown. The Court of Appeals is urged to find that the 

indicated reference is not a Finding of Fact. 

If a Conclusion of Law then the pertinent standard of review is 

whether the conclusion of law, that a cure resulted, is supported by the 

evidence. The foregoing law and argument regarding ambiguity and 

definition is incorporated. Substantial evidence is not shown. The Court 

of Appeals is urged to find that the indicated reference is not a Conclusion 

of Law. 

IV. Attorney Fees: Rule 18.1.ATTORNEY FEES AND EXPENSES 

Defendant requests attorney fees and expenses pursuant to COA Rule 

18.1. 

Argument - Attorney Fees 

1. As described in the foregoing substantive arguments, Defendant 

spent years in experimentation, design and testing of fishing devices 
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before meeting Plaintiff. Plantiff, in the Demand for Arbitration, in 

Contemporaneous exchange of Discovery, in subsequent Declarations 

claimed to have been the inventor. Plaintiff also stated that a new royalty 

reporting system would be implemented where Defendant would have no 

audit capability to determine the accuracy of sales. Plaintiff, without 

definition of "transfer" brought the Motion for Contempt, removed the 

molds from control or knowledge of Defendant of the whereabouts of the 

molds. These acts comprise bad faith. The acts describe comprise matters 

of contract and contract interpretation supporting "bad faith" per 

RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS§ 205 cmt. d (emphasis 

added) (quoted in part in BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 159 (9th 

ed.2009) ). Thus, at least where a party owes some duty analogous to a 

contractual obligation, negligence or gross negligence suffices to support a 

finding ofbad faith. Francis v. Washington State Dept. of Corrections, 

313 P.3d 457, 178 Wn.App. 42 (Wash.App. Div. 2 2013); also see 

The recitation of facts challenging Plaintiffs credibility are relied 

upon here to support a finding of"Bad Faith" and the basis for an award 

of attorney fees and expenses on this Appeal. 
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Respectfully submitted this 261
h day of May, 2014. 

Floyd E. Ivey, WSBA 6888, Attorney for Defendant 
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